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Abstract
This thesis investigates the diachrony of inflection classes, with a particular focus 
on which notions of mo;phological complexity can he relevant as motivating fac­
tors for change in the structure c)f ir^ectional systems. The inflection cf^  nouns in 
Greek is taken as a case stuc^ offering 2,500 years of relatively well-recorded de­
velopment. The changes directly affecting the inflectional marking c)f nouns from 
the freconstructedf Proto-tndo-European origins of the language through to Mod­
em Standard Greek are examined, together with the shi/ting relationship between 
inflection class and gender across this period.
7b address these issues, the evolution cf t^he Greek noun system is modelled within 
the framework of Network Morphology and quantitative metrics C)f complexity in­
cluding both in/brmation-entropy- and principal-parts-based approaches, are ap­
plied to various stages cf^  the language's history. This thesis demonstrates thaf, 
while complexity does ploy a role in mar^ instances c»f "internally-motivated" mor­
phological change, such change cannot be ascribed to a single unified notion 
morphological complexity but there are in fact multiple different types c»f complex­
ity which can affect inflectional systems in different wcys, sometimes in cor^ict with 
one another
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1Introduction
1.1 Morphological complexity
Notions of complexity have become increasingly important in recent works in 
all branches of linguistic theory not least morphology with examples including 
Ackerman et al. (2009), Baerman et al. (2009; 2010), Finkel and Stump (2009; 
2010), Milin et al. (2009), Moscoso del Prado Martin et al. (2004), Yang (2005). 
Much of the work in morphology has focused on inflectional systems, and in 
particular on inflection classes, where different sets of lexemes systematically 
realise identical sets of morphosyntactic values in different ways. The existence 
of inflection classes within a language introduces additional complexity into the 
morphological system for little obvious benefit, yet inflection class systems are 
widespread throughout the world's languages. If human language is a tool for 
communication, it is natural to wonder how such redundant complexity first 
arises, and why systems of inflection classes frequently manage to be maintained 
for many generations of speakers, when on purely functional grounds they might 
appear to be vulnerable to elimination.
Although there are many examples of work focusing on different ways of 
providing synchronic analyses of^  and metrics for; the complexity of these inflec­
tion class systems, relatively little work has explored the specific role played by 
inflection-class complexity in language change. And yet studies of diachronic
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morphological processes frequently appeal to the concept of morphological sim- 
plihcation, particularly in relation to the category of process known as analogical 
change, where the realisational forms within one inflection class change not in 
response to factors external to the morphology such as regular sound change, 
but under the influence of a similarity to forms elsewhere within the inflectional 
system. Although the process of analogy has been studied in great depth, the 
factors determining in which instances a potential analogical change actually oc- 
curs remain unclear. If morphological simplification is indeed the motivation for 
analogical change, it may be fruitful to consider what role, if any is played by 
different notions of morphological complexity
This work explores the role that notions of complexity play within diachronic 
change in inflection class systems, and in particular within those types of change 
which appear to be motivated from inside the inflectional system. It does so 
through a detailed case study of the diachronic evolution of a single inflectional 
system. At each stage in the history of the language the changes that take place in 
this inflectional system are examined and modelled, and their impact on metrics 
of complexity calculated and compared to consider the role that such complexity 
may play as a motivating factor. The inflectional system chosen for this investi- 
gation is that of nouns in Greek, and the evolution of this system is traced from 
its reconstructed origins in Proto-Indo-European and through to the present day
1.2 Why Greek nouns?
The Greek language is remarkable for two reasons. The first is the diachronic 
span over which it is attested: the earliest texts, written in the Linear B syl­
labary are commonly dated to between the fifteenth and thirteenth centuries BC 
(Hooker 1960:19), and from the end of the Greek Dark Ages and beginning of the 
Archaic period in the eighth century BC there exists an unbroken written record 
of the language right through until the present day a period of over 2,700 years
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(Palmer 1980:3). And, since Greek is an Indo-European language, the analysis 
of its inflectional system can be taken further back, to the reconstructed forms of 
Proto-Indo-European, which are well understood and generally agreed on.
The second reason is the relative unity of the language over the long period 
over which it is attested. This is due to a complex combination of geographical, 
historical and cultural factors. Greek is the only member of its genetic branch 
within the Indo-European family^ and although a broad tapestry of dialects, at 
times spanning significant variations in phonology and morphology has existed 
throughout the history of the language, these dialects have not diverged into mu- 
tually incomprehensible languages (Fortson 2004:222-223), and Biblical texts 
dating from two millennia ago remain relatively comprehensible to native speak- 
ers of the modem language.
The long, unified history of Greek, the fact that its prehistory and develop­
ment from Proto-Indo-European is generally believed to be well understood, and 
the fact that the development of its morphological system has been relatively 
unaffected by contact with other languages combine to make it a promising 
language for a study of the diachronic development of inflection class systems. 
And the Greek noun system is particularly suitable for an initial investigation of 
this sort: it shows an interesting range of different types of diachronic change 
throughout its history including both those caused by regular sound change and 
those motivated from within the inflectional system. It also is of an appropriate 
size, encompassing eight different feature-value sets, to allow for an exploration 
of the different ways in which different slots within the inflectional system evolve, 
without being so large as to make such an analysis excessively difficult.
^Sub-groupings of Greek with other branches of Indo-European remain a hotly disputed topic. 
Although Armenian is generally considered to be the closest language to Greek in terms of shared 
innovations (Joseph 2007:161), Clackson (1994) argues convincingly against any special genetic 
relationship between these two languages.
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1.3 The Greek language
1.3.1 The history of Greek: an outline
The earliest attested Greek is that recorded on clay tablets of the fifteenth to 
thirteenth centuries BC, written in a syllabic script known as Linear B, which re­
mained undeciphered as late as 1952.^ The language of these tablets is known 
as Mycenaean Greek, and it retains some notable features inherited from Proto- 
Indo-European (PIE) which are lost in the later language, including a distinct 
series of consonants for the descendants of the PIE labiovelars and (possibly) a 
distinct instrumental case (for a full account, see Hooker 1980), although inno­
vative features in certain verb suffixes demonstrate that Mycenaean cannot be 
the common ancestor of all the dialects of the Classical period. However; study 
of the inflectional morphology of Mycenaean is hampered both by the nature of 
the Linear B syllabary which appears to have developed from a script devised 
for writing a language with a significantly different phonological structure and 
is in fact poorly adapted to writing Greek, leaving many of the inflectional word- 
endings unclear; and also by the contents of the surviving tablets, which without 
exception are works of administrative book-keeping and as such tend to be highly 
formulaic and repetitive in structure.
The disappearance of Mycenaean civilisation around 1200bc is followed by a 
gap of several centuries (the 'Greek Dark Ages') in both the historical record and 
the attestation of the language. Inscriptions in the Greek alphabet—an adapta­
tion of the Phoenician alphabet much better suited as an orthography for Greek 
than Linear B—begin to appear around the early eighth century BC, at the be­
ginning of the Archaic period. It is to the early Archaic period that the Homeric 
poems are now generally dated (Fortson 2004:223): the language of these is a 
curious mixture of various dialects and forms obsolete elsewhere in the written
^For a fascinating and weU-written overview of the decipherment of Linear B, see Chadwick 
(1967).
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record, shaped by hundreds of years of oral transmission and refinement before 
being Anally written down, possibly in the seventh century BC.
The newly adapted alphabet was quickly taken up and used, with some de­
gree of local variation, in inscriptions across the Greek world. The seventh and 
particularly sixth centuries BC are marked by a substantial increase in inscrip- 
tional evidence, displaying a wide range of dialectal variation. These dialects 
can show dramatic variations in phonology and morphology and are commonly 
grouped into four major families based on common ancestry: Arcado-Cypriot, 
Aeolic, Attic-Ionic (which includes Attic, the dialect of classical Athens), and 
West Greek, this last further divided into Doric and Northwest Greek (see Buck 
1955:3-14 for an overview). Language contributed to the strong sense of local 
identity which was characteristic of the Greek city states, and hence the distribu­
tion of these dialects in the late Archaic and early Classical (beginning 48ÛBC) 
periods owes much more to historical migration patterns than to geographical 
adjacency meaning that significant variations can be found between neighbour­
ing cities and islands.
Linguistic development in the Classical period was shaped by two signihcant 
developments in geopolitical history: the growth of Athenian imperial power in 
the fifth century BC and the massive, rapid expansion of the Macedonian empire 
under Philip II and Alexander III in the late fourth century. The former led to the 
spread of the Attic dialect of Athens, first as a literary form and then, following 
its adoption by the Macedonians, as an administrative language. The spread 
of Attic was to the detriment of the local dialects, which gradually declined and 
were replaced by the Koine, a common form of Greek essentially Attic in its nature 
but with some admixture from the (already closely related) Ionic dialects. By the 
late third century BC the Koine—^with surprisingly little variation—had become 
the common language throughout the Greek-speaking world. However; while 
the Koine developed as a language in its own right, literary Attic continued to 
be preserved as a high-register language used in literary texts written by an elite
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of highly-educated speakers, a situation which persisted through the period of 
Roman rule that followed the conquest of Greece in 146BC.
However, as time went by the grammar and vocabulary of the vernacular 
language became increasingly divergent from ± e  artificially-preserved language 
of high-register literature. By the Byzantine period written texts begin to show 
a diversity of styles ranging from pure Attic to the everyday spoken Demotic, 
encompassing a spectrum of different degrees of artihciality in between, and 
numerous Byzantine grammarians provide long and detailed sets of prescriptive 
rules on what was and was not the "correct" way to write. This situation persisted 
almost until the present day with a variety of the common vernacular tongue. 
Modem Standard Greek, only being adopted as the official language of the Greek 
state in 1976, replacing the semi-artihcial, Atticising Kotharevousa which had 
been the official national language since independence in 1829. It is the more 
natural development of the vernacular language which will form the basis of this 
work.
1.3.2 Transcription
Table 1.1: Vowel transcriptions for Classical Attic
Attic orthography Transcription Approx. phonetic value
CO Ô /a :/
V ë /e : /
ou du /o :/
et éî /c :/
To address the diachronic variation in the phonetic/phonological values of 
certain letters of the Greek alphabet, and to avoid having to deal with the wide 
variation in inscriptional practice both in time and space, a standardised phone­
mic transcription into Roman script will be adopted here. For the most part, this 
transcription will be straightforward, although a few specihc points are worthy 
of clarification. Letters representing consonant clusters will be transcribed as
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separate phonemes (so and superscript  ^ will be used to denote
aspirated consonants (so Classical Macrons will be used to
denote long vowels, while ± e  long close vowels represented in Classical Attic by 
the digraphs gt and ou (the so-called 'spurious diphthongs') will be transcribed 
using a tie to represent their monophonemic nature, as shown in Table 1.1.
Morphological theory
2.1 Theories of morphological complexity
2.1.1 Scope of this work
This work will be concerned with the concept of morphological complexity and 
the way this complexity changes over time within a system. Specifically I shall 
consider the notion of autonomous morphological complexity dehned by Baer­
man et al. (2009) as "the additional structure imposed by inhectional morphol­
ogy above and beyond its dedicated task of expressing syntactic and semantic 
distinctions".
It will perhaps be helpful to clarify the types of complexity that are excluded 
by this dehnition. The inAected forms of verbs in Classical Greek realize three 
different values of person, two different values of number; seven different tense- 
aspect combinations, four different moods and three different voices, and this 
may appear to be relatively complex; but each of these realizations expresses a 
distinction which is of wider relevance within the syntax and semantics of the 
language. Since this type of complexity has relevance outside the morphology it 
falls outside the deAnition of autonomous morphological complexity For simAar 
reasons, 1 shall exclude the complexity of internal word structure which arises 
in highly agglutinative or polysynthetic languages such as Turkish or Inuktitut as
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a result of their relatively high ratio of inflectional afhxes to words: again, this 
complexity is a necessary part of the functional role of morphology within these 
languages.
Instead, I shall be considering morphological complexity which appears to 
be utterly superfluous to the structure and function of the language outside of 
the morphology For instance, in Classical Attic Greek there are at least four 
distinct suffixes which realize the feature-value set genitive singuiur, and each 
noun lexeme uses one particular sufhx from this set of four. But there does not 
seem to be any functional need for this: which realization a particular lexeme 
happens to use has no wider implications for the semantics or syntax, the choice 
does not seem to be phonologically or semantically motivated, and it is easy to 
imagine a version of Greek which functioned just as well with a single common 
genitive singular sufhx for all lexemes.
There are many aspects of this autonomous complexity which are open to 
investigation, such as the syncretisms between different morphosyntactic real­
izations of the same lexeme. This work, howevei; will focus on the complexity 
introduced by the existence of multiple inflection classes within a single word 
class: the structured patterns that exist between the different ways used by dif­
ferent lexemes to realize their whole range of relevant feature-value sets.
2.1.2 Defining ‘inflection class’
The concept of an inflection class will be familiar to most linguists (and, at least 
in principle, to most language students). Matthews (1991:129) defines an inflec­
tion class as “a class of lexemes that go together in respect of some inflection". 
This, however^ is a very open definition, and the nature of inflection classes as 
entities is worthy of some further consideration.
In fact, the meaning of the term ‘inflection class’ itself does not seem to be 
particularly well defined. For instance, one might be tempted to equate it with 
the declensions and conjugations of traditional pedagogical grammars, but these
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often contain a fair degree of internal variation in their inflectional patterns, in 
addition to lexically-specihed irregularities. To illustrate the problem, consider 
some pieces of terminology associated with the theory of Natural Morphology 
(taken selectively from Dressier (2003), without necessarily subscribing to any 
of the other theoretical assumptions therein):
* a paradigm is the complete set of inflectional forms of a single lexeme
* a microclass is a set of paradigms sharing exactly the same inflectional 
patterns and differing only (if at all) through the application of regular 
phonological processes
* an isolated paradigm is a paradigm which differs in its inflectional pat­
terns from all other paradigms, and so which does not form part of a larger 
microclass
These hrst three definitions are not particularly controversial, and it will be con-
venient to adopt them from this point onwards.
However, consider two further definitions from the same source:
* a class is a set of similar paradigms, with classes existing in a hierarchy of 
macroclass, class, subclass, subsubclass (&c. as necessary), microclass
* a macroclass is “the highest, most general type of class", with the paradigms
in a macroclass having more properties in common with each other than 
they do with the members of any other macroclass
Here the definitions are less certain. The positing of a hierarchical structure of 
the internal organisation of inflectional systems is not unique to this particular 
morphological theory^ (cf. the theory of Network Morphology introduced below 
in § 2.3), but within this hierarchy it is far from clear what exactly should con­
stitute a ‘class’, as distinct from a microclass, macroclass or subclass. Dressier
^Although some languages appear to possess systems of inflection classes without any clear hi­
erarchical structure, e.g. the noun system of the Western Nilotic language Nuer (Baerman 2012).
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(2003) clarifies his meaning of class as “similar to the traditional term of^  e.g., 
± e  five Latin declension classes, where not all nouns of one class inflect in ex­
actly the same way" This is far from unambiguous: even for some relatively 
well-studied inflectional systems (such as Russian nouns) there is not always 
unanimous agreement on how many inflection classes should be posited.
Where to draw the line in a definition of inflection class may seem like mere 
terminological quibbling, but (as we shall see) it becomes a very significant factor 
when attempting to evaluate the complexity of a morphological system using 
a metric which relies on lexemes being neatly divided into separate inflection 
classes at any level greater than the microclass.
2.1.3 The autonomy of inflection classes
The canonical inflection class is a purely autonomous morphological structure, 
and the membership of a lexeme in a particular inflection class has no relevance 
to the syntax or semantics of a language (Corbett 2007; Baerman et al. 2010). 
Of course, this autonomy of inflection class is partly a m atter of definition: if 
membership in a particular inflection class coincided exactly with some aspect 
of the syntax or semantics of a lexeme, we should rightly say this was not an 
inflection class at all, but rather a method of realizing that syntactic or semantic 
value on the lexeme.
However; in natural languages the autonomy of inflection classes is not always 
clear-cut. Inflection class sometimes correlates with the semantic or syntactic 
properties of a lexeme: an example of this, which 1 shall consider belo^y can 
be found in the noun inflection of many Indo-European languages, where it is 
common to find some degree of correlation between the inflection class of a noun 
lexeme and its gender. This correlation is rarely absolute, so that the inflection 
class of a noun cannot be said to be realizing the lexical gender of that noun, but 
at the same time it is in many cases significant enough to suggest that there is 
some real connection between the two.
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2.1.4 Gender
Gender; in ± o se  languages that have it, is an inherent property of nouns which 
divides those nouns into categories on the basis of their syntactic agreement 
(Corbett 1991). Gender systems are built around basic semantic criteria, which 
may include distinctions of animacy or biological sex, but many gender assign­
ment systems also make use of formal (morphological or phonological) criteria 
in addition to semantics. These criteria are not always synchronically transpar­
ent, and so in some languages the assignment of nouns to genders can, at first 
glance, appear to be more-or-less arbitrary
Gender assignment is, in general, absolute and consistent: all nouns must 
belong to a gender; and any other words which are required by the syntax to 
agree with a certain noun must take the agreement patterns of the gender to 
which that noun belongs. The majority of exceptions to the latter rule usually 
arise in languages where gender assignment has some degree of semantic corre­
lation, and so some nouns are able to take different agreement patterns in order 
to make a semantic or pragmatic distinction, e.g. where a noun belonging to a 
semantically masculine gender and denoting a particular role or job takes femi­
nine gender agreement when referring to a (biologically) female practitioner of 
that role (Corbett 1991:181-182).
In principle, then, there is a strong resemblance between inflection class and 
gender: both are inherent properties of lexemes, which consistently divide the 
affected lexemes into distinct sets, and which form systems in which all the lex­
emes of the affected word class must take part. In many languages the noun 
systems possess both gender and inflection class; however; while gender is, by 
nature of its role in controlling agreement, a feature of relevance to the syntax, 
the canonical inflection class is a purely morphological category to which noth­
ing other than the morphology makes reference: knowing the inflection class of 
a lexeme should give no information about the syntactic or semantic properties 
of that lexeme (Corbett 2007; Baerman et al. 2010).
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There is no a priori reason why the assignment of lexemes to an inflection 
class should not be both arbitrary—i.e. without any semantic basis—and inde­
pendent of gender assignment; indeed, nor is there any reason why gender as­
signment should not also be independent of inflection class. A model of the 
speaker’s mental lexicon in which the lexical entry for each noun simply con­
tains features that index independently for the assignment of that lexeme to a 
gender and inflection class is not inherently implausible.
Yet for nouns in a significant number of languages—including Greek—there 
is some degree of correlation between inflection class and gendei; and postulat­
ing a simple system of ‘lexical indexing’ for these languages would miss some 
important generalisations that arguably seem likely to have some psycholinguis- 
tic reality This may suggest that inflection-class membership is not always a 
straightforward morphological property It may be the case that inflection-class 
membership has relevance to other aspects of the grammar; this is the line taken 
by Corbett (1991:34). Alternatively it can be argued that outside aspects of the 
grammar such as gender can determine the assignment of inflection class, and 
this latter view is put forth strongly by Aronoff (1994:71), who defends the (in 
his view) “purely morphological’’ nature of inflection classes.
Consequently past analyses of the gender systems of other Indo-European 
languages, as well as allowing for both semantics and lexical specification as fac­
tors, have either seen inflection as playing a role in the assignment of nouns to 
gender (e.g. Corbett 1991:34—43 for Russian) oi; conversely gender as a factor 
in the assignment of inflection class (e.g. Finkel and Stump 2010, for Sanskrit; 
Aronoff 1994:67-74 for Russian and Spanish). Clearly the analysis of the direc­
tion of this relationship could affect how the Greek noun system is modelled, and 
further consideration of this question will be necessary in light of the data (see 
§ 3.2.4). Note that, since this is a diachronic study it is not inherently inconceiv­
able that the direction of the gender-inflection class relationship could change 
between models of the system at different stages.
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2.2 Morphological diachrony
This investigation is concerned with the evolution of morphological expression 
over time, and in particular with the evolution of inflection classes. The types 
of diachronic variation affecting inflectional systems may be broadly divided in 
change motivated by factors internal to the morphological system, and change 
imposed upon the morphology as a result of external factors. The most signifi­
cant type of externally-motivated change in terms of its impact upon inflectional 
systems is sound change.
2.2.1 Sound change
No aspect of historical linguistics has been the subject of more detailed study 
than sound change. Changes affecting the phonology of languages have been 
examined and classified for over 150 years, and it is this area with which the 
bulk of most contemporary introductory textbooks to historical or comparative 
linguistics primarily concern themselves—understandably so, since phonology is 
arguably the aspect of language which can be most straightforwardly system- 
atised, and the postulation of diachronic phonological rules is fundamental to 
linguistic reconstruction.
Inevitably the competing theoretical frameworks within which the phenom­
ena of diachronic sound change have been modelled are numerous and varied. 
Nor is there any agreement on the causes of this diachronic phonological vari­
ation. Historically the notion of ‘economy of effort’ in pronunciation has often 
been used as a starting point for more complex theoretical developments (see e.g. 
Aitchison 2001:153-168 for a modem overview of the ‘natural tendencies’ po­
sition, and Lehmann 1992:207-214 for arguments against; Hale 2003:348-350  
offers an interesting theory based upon the process of language acquisition), but 
the effects of contact with other languages, complex sociolinguistic factors, and
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pressures internal to the structure of the phonological system of each individual 
language all appear to play a role as well.
However; for the purpose of this work it is not necessary to have too much 
concern with the intricacies of diachronic phonological theory It will suffice to 
note merely that sound changes happen, and that when they do they frequently 
have knock-on effects on the internal structure of their language’s inflection sys- 
tem.
Although irregular or ‘sporadic’ sound changes do occur; unpredictably affect­
ing one or two word-forms, it is regular sound changes that are both the main 
object of study for historical phonology and the most relevant for an investiga­
tion of diachronic morphology In fact, the regularity of sound change is both a 
fundamental principle of historical linguistics and, as we shall see, a major factor 
in the evolution of inflectional systems.
The principle that each individual sound change that affects the phonology 
of a particular language should apply in the relevant environments throughout 
that language and without exception is known as ‘the Neogrammarian hypoth- 
esis’, after a group of late-19^ Century German philologists who adopted it as 
a central tenet in their efforts to reconstruct the Indo-European language family 
(see Campbell 1998:17-18 for further details).
Although some sound changes may uniformly alter a phoneme wherever it 
occurs in a language, a key aspect of the Neogrammarian hypothesis, as far as in­
flection class development is concerned, is the possibility for sound changes to be 
restricted to ‘the relevant environments’. The Neogrammarian hypothesis—and, 
as far as 1 am aware, all subsequent theories of phonological change—allows for 
the question of whether or not a particular sound change affecting a particu­
lar phoneme applies to that phoneme when it occurs in a particular word-form 
to depend upon the surrounding sounds in that same word-form: its so-called 
‘phonetic conditioning environment’ (Hale 2003:346-348). So, for instance, a 
sound change in the history of a particular language may replace the phoneme
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-t- with the phoneme -d- in the conditioning environment ‘between vowels’, with 
the result that all and only the instances of within the word-forms of that 
language become -VdlA.
It should be noted that sound change is not generally an instantaneous pro­
cess. Rather; it tends both to percolate gradually through a speech community 
with it often taking multiple generations for an altered phonological system to 
become generally adopted as the standard by all speakers, and throughout a lexi­
con, by a process of lexical diffusion (Bybee 2002). However; over the time scales 
of morphological change with which this work will be concerned, the gradual na- 
ture of sound change will not be particularly relevant, and it will usually suffice 
to treat sound change as a regular; instantaneous event.
In many models of sound change, these conditioning environments, although 
sensitive to phonetic factors and to word boundaries, are generally blind to in- 
ternal aspects of morphology As we shall see repeatedly in the Greek data in 
Chapter 4, this means that a neat and regular sound change, governed by a 
simple phonetically-conditioned rule, can seriously disrupt a previously orderly 
morphological system.
For instance, consider a hypothetical language in which a particular feature- 
value set is realised by afhxing a morphological suffix -so to lexical stems, which 
may end either in a consonant or in a vowel. Say this language were then to 
undergo a sound change in which -s- is deleted in intervocalic environments: 
the language would then, in effect, now have two different suffixes for the same 
feature-value set: -so and -o, depending on whether the lexical stem ends in 
a consonant or a vowel. Of course, this could arguably be analysed as simple 
phonologically predictable allomorphy which in itself would not be of much in­
terest for the wider inflectional system— b^ut that would only be true for as long 
as the shape of the lexical stem remained transparent from other forms of the 
lexeme.
lb  see what this might mean in reality consider the classic example of passive
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verb forms in Maori (taken from Aitchison 2001:166-167). Historically active 
verb forms ended in a range of different consonants, and the passive was formed 
very simply by attaching the snfhx -in to the end of the active form. The lan­
guage then underwent a regular sound change in which the final consonant of 
words which ended in a consonant—such as the active verb forms— w^as deleted. 
However; the presence of the suffix -in in the passive verbs meant that the hnal 
consonant was retained before the suffix in these word-forms. This seems to have 
resulted in the reanalysis of the old stem-final consonant as a part of the passive 
suffix, in effect creating a synchronic system in which verbs have a vowel-hnal 
stem, and then take one of a range of different passive suffixes (-tin, -kia, -ria, 
-hid etc.) in a way which is not otherwise predictable. For instance, the active 
form of the verb meaning ‘to catch’, hopuk, lost its final consonant to be become 
hopu, and this resulted in the passive form of the verb, hopukru, being reanal- 
ysed from hopuk-ia to hopu-kia, while in the verb meaning ‘to carry, active maur 
became man, leading to passive muur-ra being reanalysed as mau-nu. At least 
on an intuitive measure, this sound change would appear to have diachronically 
increased the autonomous morphological complexity of the inflectional system.
So sound change may be phonetically conditioned, and these phonetically 
conditioned changes can, by virtue of the fact that they are blind to morpholog­
ical factors, disrupt previously neat and tidy morphological patterns. Are other 
types of conditioning possible? Of particularly relevance to this work on inflec­
tion classes is the question of whether sound change can be morphologically 
conditioned. Can, for instance, a sound change which disturbs the structure of a 
morphological system be blocked from occurring in precisely those morphologi­
cal environments where it would create disruption?
The answer to this is unclear. The traditional view has been that sound change 
is conditioned by phonetics alone, but Anttila (1972:77-81) points out that word- 
boundary information—^which even traditional Neogrammarian accounts allow 
as a conditioning factor—is in truth morphological information, and goes on
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(Anttila 1972:98-100) to make the case for a wider scope for morphologically- 
conditioned sound change, in which sound changes that would have a partic­
ularly disruptive effect upon some part of the morphological system may be 
blocked from ever occurring in that morphological environment. However; he 
does concede that it is often the case that what at first appears to be an example 
of morphological conditioning may often turn out to be ordinary sound change, 
once the relative chronology of that sound change alongside analogical processes 
(on which, see § 2.2.2) is better understood.
This is a problem inherent to the reconstructive nature of much of histori­
cal linguistics: it may often be impossible to say whether a sound change was 
blocked from affecting part of the morphology by morphological conditioning, 
or whether it initially affected that morphological environment but was then 
undone by analogical levelling—the diachronic outcome, in either case, can be 
indistinguishable. Hock (2003:450-452) re-emphasises this latter point, but ac- 
cepts that it is plausible that morphological (or grammatical) conditioning may 
sometimes occur:
Under the circumstances, there is no a priori way of deciding whether 
a given situation should be accounted for by grammatical condition­
ing or by a Neogrammarian analysis. True, the number of clear cases 
of grammatical conditioning is quite limited. However; rarity is not
identical with impossibility.
(Hock 2003:451)
The consensus therefore seems to be that explanations of morphologically con­
ditioned sound change should generally be a last resort, to be tried once other 
explanations for change have proved unsatisfactory This is the approach I shall 
follow in this work.
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2.2.2 Autonomous morphological change
We have seen that sound change can affect morphology and that the diachronic 
result of such effects can sometimes be to apparently increase the complexity of 
an inflectional system. Should we then expect to observe a cross-linguistic trend 
for inflectional systems to gradually become more and more complex diachroni­
cally as the shape of each inflectional system becomes more and more disturbed 
by sound changes?
The traditional explanation for why this is not what is generally observed is 
that highly irregular morphological formations may be regularised through the 
process known as analogy This process of analogical change has often been 
poorly defined in basic works on historical linguistics (see Campbell 1998:89 
and Hock 2003:441 on the weaknesses of earlier accounts), but the essential 
feature is that such change is based upon “a relation of similarity" (Anttila 1972; 
2003:88) between two different linguistic forms.
Campbell (1998:92— 105) defines several different types of diachronic ana- 
logical process. Of these, some operate primarily at a lexical or syntactic level, 
and as such are not of particular relevance to this work: folk etymology back 
formation and blending rarely feature in analogical change affecting inflectional 
systems. Of the remaining types, by far the most significant for the diachrony 
of inflectional systems is that known as proportional analogy (Anttila 1972:88- 
91; Campbell 1998:90-95). The basis of proportional analogy in inflectional 
morphology can be defined as the drawing of a parallelism between the forma­
tion of certain inflectional forms. The operation of analogical change may then 
be defined as the alteration of one or more inflectional forms with the effect of 
strengthening or widening the scope of this parallelism.
Diachronic change resulting from proportional analogy in inflectional forms 
is, in effect, autonomous morphological change: it is based upon morphologi­
cal factors (of form and of morphosyntax or morphosemantics), and its result is 
purely a change in the formal realisation of certain morphological forms of cer­
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tain lexemes. Because of this, a good understanding of its operation ought to be 
key to any account of the diachrony of inflection.
The traditional model of proportional analogy is also known as four-part (or 
four-term) analogy as it has often been represented symbolically as
ai ; 02 =  ; X ^  Oi : a2 =  bi : ba
In canonical cases of inflectional analogy this formulation usually has a and 6 
representing different lexemes, with and realising the same feature-value 
set by the same inflectional rule, while Ug and x realise the same feature-value 
set by different inflectional rules. The result of the analogical process is then 
that lexeme b comes to realise the second feature-value set in the same way as 
lexeme u, with the result that form x is replaced by form b2 - Lexeme u, upon 
which the analogy is based, is often referred to as the analogical model.
Many authors divide the category of proportional analogy into the subcate- 
gories of ‘analogical levelling’ and ‘analogical extension’ (e.g. Bybee 2010:66- 
67); others, such as Hock (2003), equate proportional analogy with analogical 
extension, and so consider levelling to be a distinct phenomenon. By Camp­
bell’s (1998) definitions, inflectional levelling involves the elimination of some 
alternation that exists within a paradigm, whereas analogical extension involves 
the extension of an existing pattern of alternation to forms which previously did 
not undergo it. However; this is a somewhat false dichotomy as demonstrated 
by several of Campbell’s examples for analogical levelling, which are simply the 
analogical extension of an inflectional pattern perceived in some way as being 
‘more default’—such as, for instance, the replacement of the past tense and past 
participle of English strong verbs by the weak verb forms. As Campbell concedes:
From the point of view of the speaker; analogical levelling and exten­
sion may not be different, since in both the speaker is making differ­
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ent patterns in the language more like other patterns that exist in the 
language.
(Campbell 1998:95)
Indeed, I would argue, in common with Garrett (2008), that on Campbell’s defi­
nitions analogical levelling and extension are not different from the point of view 
of the linguist either; for precisely the same reason.
However; there is perhaps a more valid distinction to be drawn between what 
I shall refer to as internal and external inflectional analogy External analogy is 
the canonical type of proportional analogy discussed above, where the current in­
flection pattern of some set of lexemes is extended to an additional set of lexemes 
which had previously had some different inflectional pattern. Internal analogy 
on the other hand, is analogy under which the inflectional forms of some lexemes 
are altered on the basis of a parallel with different inflectional forms of the same 
lexeme. This type of analogy can be argued to account for changes such as the 
elimination of stem alternations within the paradigm of a lexeme. It is worth 
noting that this division is not itself a strict dichotomy as the external factor of 
the existence of non-alternating stems in the paradigms of other lexemes is likely 
to play a significant role even in cases of internal analogy such as these.
To take a famous example of a morphological change affecting some varieties 
of modem English, consider the formation of the simple past tense of the verb 
dive. Historically this lexeme has formed its past tense according to the default 
inflectional mle for English verbs, by adding the suffix (which in its orthographic 
representation is) -ed to the present tense form, giving in this case the past tense 
form dived. However; in certain varieties of English a new past tense form dove 
is becoming standardised, presumably by analogy with the past tense of verbs 
such as drive. In proportional terms:
drive^rs : drove^^^ =  (^tve^rs : dived^^g —» drive^^g : drove^^^ =  : dove^^^
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Note that, although we have chosen to use the lexeme drive as the basis for 
our analogy in this example, we could just as well have chosen strive : strove or 
write : wrote as the analogical model for marking the past tense according to this 
particular vowel alternation. In fact, although there are cases where it is clear 
that the inflection of a single lexeme has been the model for an analogical change, 
in many cases the model is in fact a set of lexemes sharing the same inflectional 
pattern—so that, in fact, the analogical change could instead be envisaged as 
the extension of an existing inflectional rule outside of its current domain. The 
traditional model of analogical change tends to obscure this fact, meaning that 
many accounts have overlooked potentially relevant factors that may influence 
the analogy such as the relative sizes of the set of lexemes following the inflec- 
tional pattern of the model and of the set to which the lexeme (s) whose pattern 
is being influenced belong, or whether one or the other pattern can be claimed 
to have default status for its inflection.
The traditional account of analogy is best suited to dealing with analogical 
changes which affect the inflection of a single form of a single lexeme, as in the 
example of dive/dove. While it is certainly true that cases of analogy such as 
these, which have no wider impact on the inflectional system, do occur, there 
appears to have been relatively little analysis of analogy affecting, say the whole 
set of lexemes that share a single inflectional pattern for a certain form. It is not 
clear from the current literature whether such analogical changes are presumed 
to proceed form by form, lexeme by lexeme, or whether it is valid to postulate an 
analogical change which simultaneously affects all the lexemes sharing a single 
inflectional pattern, perhaps being realised erratically by native speakers during 
a changeover period, when the previously existing form and the new analogical 
creation are in competition, with each occurring sometimes on some lexemes 
and sometimes on others.
Another weakness of the four-part model of analogy is that it deals with an 
isolated pair of inflectional forms of a lexeme outside the context of the rest of
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the inflectional patterns of that lexeme—in effect, separating these forms out 
from the rest of their paradigm, and thus potentially ignoring the impact that 
these analogical changes may have on inflection class structure.
For instance, consider again our earlier example of ± e  change affecting the 
English verb dive. This has altered the past tense of the verb from dived to dove, 
with the result that this part of its paradigm now parallels that of verbs such as 
stnve and write. It is natural to wonder whether this analogy has also extended 
to the past participle, which might also be expected to have followed the past 
tense in switching from its historical form, dived, to also follow the model of 
strive and write. And yet, as far as I am aware, in no variety of English is *he bos 
diven grammatical. This analogy has affected a single form, the past tense, with 
apparently no regard to the rest of the paradigm, which is now has effectively 
heteroclitic inflection: dive : dove : dived, following neither the default model of 
woik : wuiked : wuiked nor the analogical model of drive : drove : driven.
But we knoty both from English verbs and from o± er languages, that there 
is no shortage of examples of lexemes switching inflection classes entirely It is 
possible to argue that such switches consist of a long series of four-part analogical 
proportions, but to do so is artificial, and it seems more reasonable to accept that 
in some (but not necessarily all) cases the whole paradigm—or at least multiple 
inflectional forms within it—can be involved in the analogy This is equally true 
in cases where only one form has undergone an analogical change, but where 
the paradigm of the lexeme undergoing change and the paradigm of the model 
already shared multiple inflectional forms: it is somewhat arbitrary to select a 
single form as the basis of the analogy when it is perfectly plausible that it was the 
similarity across the whole inflectional paradigm that was the motivating factor.
What, then, is the cause of the morphological changes wrought by analogy? 
Many previous studies have made reference to the principle of “one form, one 
meaning", (OFOM) a characterisation by Anttila (1972; 1977; 2003), although 
the principle is widespread; it has also been referred to as Humboldt’s Universal
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(Hock 2003:445). The basic concept is that human cognition has a subconscious 
preference for a one-to-one mapping between form and meaning, of the type 
found in canonical inflection,^ and that this preference is the diachronic motiva­
tion for morphological changes which lead to the elimination of allomorphy
Although formulations of the OFOM principle have varied in strength and 
stringency most proponents hold it to be “a tendency [. . .  ] not subject to rig­
orous formulation" (Anttila 1972:107) which “aim[s] to eliminate purposeless 
variety" (Wheeler 1887)—purposeless variety being an excellent description of 
the domain of autonomous morphology The fact that it is only claimed as a 
tendency whose application is unpredictable, and not as an absolute rule, is im­
portant, for it means that this claim should not be attacked on the specious basis 
that we do not observe a general diachronic trend towards the elimination of all 
inflection classes in all languages.
It is clear how those analogical changes which eliminate irregular or less fre- 
quent inflectional types in favour of more frequent or default inflections could be 
explained on a OFOM basis. Returning to the Maori example from above (§ 2.2.1), 
the variety of passive suffixes introduced by sound change i-tia, -kia, -ria, -hia 
etc.) are now undergoing gradual analogical replacement by a single sufhx, -tin, 
which is increasingly being used with all verbs. This situation is exactly as one 
might expect if OFOM were the motivating factor (Nyman 1987:254).
Less apparent is how analogical change in the opposite direction should be 
accounted for. Anttila (1972:100-102,107-108) points out that irregularity need 
not be eliminated by analogical change under OFOM if instead the irregularity is 
made to serve some purpose. While this may be true, it is still difhcult to see how 
OFOM can be made compatible with all cases of analogical inflectional change. 
For example, instances such as our example with English dove appear to run 
directly counter to the OFOM principle: if the analogy were attempting to improve
F^or an overview of the concept of inflectional canonicity see Corbett (2007:8-10).
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the one-to-one mapping between inflectional pattern and morphosemantics, we 
might reasonably expect the analogy to work in the opposite direction:
But in ± is  case this is not what happens.
An alternative proposal for the motivation for analogical change was put for­
ward by Carstairs (1983; 1984) on the basis of his ‘Paradigm Economy Principle’ 
(PEP), which states that:
The inflexional resources of a given word-class must be organized 
into as few paradigms as is mathematically possible—that is, as few 
as is necessary to give each available inflexion a niche in at least one 
paradigm.
Carstairs (1984:119)
In other words, the number of inflection classes in a morphological system should 
be equal to the number of different realisations of the feature-value set which has 
the highest number of different realisations. Examples of systems that violate 
this strong form of the PEP are not too difficult to And, but it does seem to be 
generally true that the number of different inflection classes in a system tends to 
be closer to this theoretical minimum than to the theoretical maximum, where 
the theoretical maximum is the number of possible permutations of different 
realisations across all relevant feature-value sets.
Carstairs (1984) examines a particular violation of the PEP in the inflection 
of the Latin consonant-stem (3rd declension) nouns. He argues that, although 
this apparent violation of the PEP has been introduced by diachronic processes of 
sound change, the later diachronic tendency is for analogical changes within the 
inflectional system which in the long term would have the effect of once again 
restoring the PEP (Carstairs 1984:128-129). However; as Nyman (1987) points
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out, an alternative analysis of the same data in terms of a OFOM motivation is
also possible.
Recently Malouf and Ackerman (2010a) have proposed that the PEP is merely 
a special case of a general diachronic tendency towards low paradigm entropy 
(for a full discussion of paradigm entropy see § 2.5.3). They model the evolution 
of a maximaRy complex inflectional system (one in which the number of differ­
ent inflection classes is equal to the number of possible permutations of different 
realisations across all relevant feature-value sets) using a machine-leaming tech­
nique called Iterated Learning, which at each stage attempts to predict some form 
on the basis of some other known form. This consistently results, after around 
1,000 iterations, in inflectional systems which have low paradigm entropy and 
obey or almost obey the PEP. Although they concede that this model is highly 
simplistic and does not take account of other factors which play a role in real- 
world morphological change such as semantics and phonology they argue that 
their model does offer “a plausible mechanism by which high paradigm entropy 
languages might evolve to have low paradigm entropy" (Malouf and Ackerman 
2010a:16).
Other recent research has focused on what I have classified above as internal 
analogy that is to say analogy based upon similarities between different forms 
within the same paradigm, Avithin the framework of Optimality Theory This 
originated with the work of Kiparsky on functional constraints, and in particular 
a principle which has been called ‘Paradigm Uniformity’:
Paradigm Uniformity: Allomorphy tends to be minimized in a paradigm.
(Kiparsky 1971:598)
This principle has been more recently reworded as a constraint within the frame­
work of Optimality Theory by Kenstowicz:
Uniform Exponence: Minimize the differences in the realization of
a lexical item (morpheme, stem, afhx, word.)
(Kenstowicz 1995:21)
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Kenstowicz (1995) proposes that this constraint is ± e  motivating factor behind 
analogical change, but that whether or not such change occurs in a particular 
instance is governed by the ranking of Uniform Exponence with respect to other 
constraints. Working within a similar framework, van de Weÿer (1999) argues 
that Uniform Exponence does not interact with other constraints, but is instead 
a more general constraint ranging across the whole of the grammar.
As stated above, work within Optimality Theory has focused upon paradigm- 
internal analogy perhaps as a result of Kiparsk/s earlier focus on allomorphy 
within paradigms. However; the constraint of Uniform Exponence as proposed 
by Kenstowicz applies equally to “morphemes" and “afhxes". By “minimising 
the differences in the realisation of a morpheme" Kenstowicz appears to mean 
minimising the differences between the different realisations of the same feature- 
value set, and in fact a constraint that compels minimisation of this kind is in this 
respect functionally equivalent to the traditional notion of OFOM.
An alternative view is offered by Garrett (2008), who holds that there is in 
fact no general diachronic tendency towards the elimination of alternations in 
forms. Garrett argues that if analogical change were to occur in the direction 
of uniform patterns, we may expect to And that analogical change eliminates 
alternations even when there is no alternation-free class to serve as a model, but 
that in fact analogical levelling only ever occurs where there is already a non- 
altemating pattern instantiated elsewhere in the system, and so this cannot be 
the case. While this conclusion may be true, it is not inherently incompatible 
with a notion that holds that analogical change may still be motivated by a drive 
towards morphological simplicity even if the existence of base patterns for the 
analogy can restrict its occurrence.
Of course, most of these analyses of ± e  motivation of diachronic inflectional 
analogy pre-date more modem work on measuring and classifying synchronic au­
tonomous morphological complexity (discussed belov^ § 2.5), which offers more 
nuanced notions of what it means to be morphologically complex than those in­
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volved in a o f o m  or p e p  analysis. With this in mind, I propose as a hypothesis for 
further consideration that “analogical change to inflectional morphology tends 
to reduce morphological complexity in that language".
This proposal is very much in the same spirit as OFOM (and, indeed, as the 
PEP), and although it is a somewhat weaker claim, it draws upon the same basic 
belief that analogical change tends to occur in the direction of morphological 
clarity But this revised claim explicitly does not mean that analogical change 
need be towards a one-to-one mapping between form and meaning; instead, it is 
necessary to accept that the exact meaning of “reduced morphological complex­
ity" may vary depending on the nature of the inflectional system present in that 
language. As Coates (1987) puts it:
The mind is fettered in the sense that it appears condemned to try to 
make something transparent, or at least formally transparent, out of
what is linguistically obscure; its activity is thus constrained by the 
rest of the linguistic system with which it operates.
(Coates 1987:320)
It is important to remember that, as is implicit in this statement, analogical 
change is not a conscious process; rathei; it is the result of the mind’s subcon­
scious attempts to impose structure upon sometimes-confusing linguistic data.
It is also worth considering briefly some of the proposed constraints on the 
directionality of analogical change. Perhaps the most famous of these is the ‘sec­
ond law of analogy proposed by Kurylowicz (1945-1949), which claims that the 
direction of analogical change is from the basic to derived form, in which the dis­
tinction between basic and derived “is a consequence of their spheres of usage". 
While its statement as an absolute law may be untenable, this principle has been 
used in inflectional terms, with particular regard to the usage-based distinction 
between ‘basic’ and ‘derived’ forms, by Hock (1986:212-221; 2003:446) to ex­
plain the relatively high frequency of analogies based upon productive or default 
inflectional rules, and of (e.g.) internal analogies in verbal systems on the basis
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of the third-person form. Bybee (1985:57-58) proposes three different factors 
that may contribute to a form being basic: semantic autonomy token frequency 
and mophophonemic irregularity Al±ough formulated in a different way this 
accords generally with Garrett’s (2008) argument that the direction of analogi­
cal change is governed by notions of markedness, with change proceeding from 
less marked to more marked forms; Garrett makes the point that the definition 
of such markedness may be language-dependent.
However; alternative motivations for the directionality of analogical change 
have been proposed. Notably Albright (2005) argues for a learning-based ap­
proach to the direction of analogical change. Albright models inflectional sys­
tems as based upon a single ‘base’ form from which other forms can be derived; 
this base form is the form determined during the learning process to be the form 
which can serve most reliably as a base for determining the other forms within 
the paradigm, and is not necessarily basic according to more traditional notions 
of markedness. Albright (2010) shows how a base form selected according to 
these criteria may explain a complex sequence of analogical changes within the 
history of the Yiddish verb system. Although this proposal is highly interesting, 
the machine-leaming methodology required to identify the base forms under Al­
bright’s methodology takes it beyond the scope of this work.
The relationship between sound change and analogy has been a key topic 
since the early days of historical linguistics. The Neogrammarian position was 
that analogy is “a response phenomenon which undoes the destructive effect of 
sound change on morphology" (Hock 2003:450); this has famously been formu- 
lated as Sturtevant’s Paradox:
Phonetic laws are regular but produce irregularities.
Analogic creation is irregular but produces regularity
(Sturtevant 1947:109)
As Campbell (1998:95) notes, this is something of an oversimplification, in that 
sound change can sometimes indeed result in regularity; it is also true that ana-
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logical change does not always occur in direct response to sound change (Hock 
2003:450). The issue of whether sound change can itself be morphologically 
conditioned, as discussed in § 2.2.1, is also important to this debate. However; 
although the reality is complex, there is some truth in the view of sound change 
and analogy as forces that in general have opposing effects on the autonomous 
complexity of an inflectional system, as will become apparent in the diachronic 
analysis of Greek in Chapter 4.
2.2.3 Summary
Sound change and analogy are the two key historical processes that can affect 
the shape and nature of a morphological system. The traditional position is that 
sound change is blind to morphological factors, and this means that it can some­
time have a negative effect on the structure of morphological systems, increasing 
their level of autonomous complexity Analogy on the other hand, is conditioned 
precisely by factors of autonomous morphological form. Although it is not clear 
exactly how the motivation for analogical change should be formulated, I have 
postulated that the general tendency would be for analogical change to reduce 
the autonomous morphological complexity of the part of the inflectional system 
that it affects.
2.3 Network Morphology
2.3.1 Overview
Network Morphology (Corbett and Fraser 1993; Evans et al. 2000; Brown and 
Hippisley 2012) is a morphological framework which is particularly suited to the 
description of inflectional systems in terms of inflection classes, while allowing 
for both overarching rules that span multiple inflection classes and lexically spec­
ified irregularities. For reasons that will be discussed further when addressing
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the data (§ 3.2), such a framework is well-suited to describing the apparently 
hierarchical structure of Greek noun inflection.
The underlying principle of Network Morphology is that morphological sys­
tems are structured as networks of related nodes, each node containing one or 
more facts, or associations between attributes and values (Corbett and Fraser 
1993:116-118). An attribute may be associated directly with a value, or with a 
cross-reference to another value located elsewhere in the network.
These nodes may be organised into a hierarchical structure using the notion 
of default inheritance. This allows a node to inherit all of the attribute-value 
pairs from a node higher in the hierarchy except where the inherited value of a 
particular attribute is overridden by a value specified in the node itself. In what 
follows I shall distinguish between Value-assignment rules’, which are facts that 
directly assign a value to an attribute, and ‘default-inheritance rules’, which are 
facts which cause a node to inherit all the facts of another node. A third type 
are ‘value-inheritance rules’, which cause a node to inherit a specific value for an 
attribute from a different node.
Each individual lexeme is represented by a separate node at the bottom of the 
hierarchy containing the facts which are unique to that lexeme, such as its dis­
tinctive phonological form and information about the semantics. Directly above 
the nodes representing the individual lexemes are nodes representing the partic­
ular inflection classes to which the lexemes belong. Each lexeme would normally 
inherit all of its inflectional forms from a single inflection class node, and all lex­
emes which share exactly the same inflectional properties would inherit from the 
same inflection class node, so that, for example, ordinary Classical Greek mascu­
line o-stem nouns would have a structure that looks something like Figure 2.1.
MASCULINE O-STEM
logos dromos nomos lukos etc.
Figure 2.1: Tree fragment for masculine o-stem nouns in Greek
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However, in many morphological systems each inflection class node will not 
hold a self-contained speciflcation of all the information required to realise ev­
ery morphosyntactic value of a lexeme belonging to that inflection class. Instead, 
under an ideal analysis of an ideal hierarchical system, each inflection class node 
should hold just that inflectional material which is unique to that inflection class. 
Any information which is shared with other inflection classes should be inherited 
from another node higher up in the hierarchy Under an ideal analysis, an inflec­
tional rule common to two inflection classes should not be specified separately at 
both of the individual inflection class nodes, but should instead be specified once 
at a node further up in the hierarchical structure from which the two inflection 
class nodes can then inherit it.
2.3.2 DATR
DATR (Evans and Gazdar 1996) is a “lexical knowledge representation" language, 
and was the “main inspiration" for Network Morphology (Corbett and Fraser 
1993:116), although the DATR language is in fact more powerful than the theory 
of Network Morphology itself.^
The peculiarities of the syntax of DATR will become clearer as we work through 
the first model of the Greek data in § 3.2. However; the basic format of a DATR 
representation is a set of nodes: for instance, the nodes shown in the tree above 
(Figure 2.1). The syntactic conventions of DATR require each node to be named 
in capital letters, and followed by a list of the facts found at that node, each on 
a separate line, with the last fact at a particular node followed by a full stop. 
Each fact consists of a path between < angle brackets >, followed by a double 
equals sign ==, and then Anally a value assigned to that path. Paths are strictly- 
ordered sets of attributes: in morphological analyses, these attributes will usually 
be relevant morphosyntactic feature values. The value assigned to a path can 
either be a text string, a cross-reference to the value of another path, expressed
^Moser (1992) demonstrates how an arbitrary Tiring machine can be implemented in DATR.
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by the name of the cross-referenced path between double quotation marks, an 
ordered concatenation of strings and cross-references, or the name of a different 
node. In this last case, the path is assigned the value assigned to the path of the 
same name at the specihed node. An empty path <> assigned to ± e  name of 
a node allows for default inheritance, by telling the node to inherit all the facts 
from the specified node, and it is this principle of default inheritance which will 
form the basis of my analysis of Greek nouns.
It is also possible to model conditional inheritance within DATR using a tech­
nique known as ‘evaluable paths’ (Brown and Hippisley 2012:82-83), which al­
lows the inheritance value of one path to be determined by the value of another 
path. This technique will be important within this study when considering how 
the relationship between gender and inflection class should be modelled in Greek 
nouns (in § 3.2.4).
2.3.3 Constraints on Network Morphology analyses
Network Morphology is a framework which allows the analysis of morphologi- 
cal systems in terms of default inheritance. However, the theoretical power of 
Network Morphology is such that it would be possible, if one wished, to model 
the same inflectional system in a very large number of different ways. Clearly 
such an exercise would be uninformative, and most linguists would undoubtedly 
conclude that some of the resulting analyses were preferable to others.
However; although many morphologists will have an intuitive feel for what is 
and is not a “good analysis’’ of a morphological system, it can often be difficult to 
set down precise and explicit criteria for how the quality of an analysis should be 
assessed. It will therefore be vital to consider some basic principles which may 
help to govern and assess the construction of Network Morphology analyses in 
this study
In their fundamental work on Network Morphology Brown and Hippisley 
(2012) define a morphological analysis as:
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A sufficiently minimal and optimal description of a language's mor­
phological system such that, by applying the appropriate rules of in­
ference, a full morphological model can be obtained.
(Brown and Hippisley 2012:45)
While such a definition is hard to disagree with, nowhere do Brown and Hippisley 
set out explicitly how "minimal" and "optimal" should be dehned with respect 
to Network Morphology analyses. Howevei; they do provide a number of rules 
and principles for the construction of such analyses which relate to the concept 
of analysis optimisation, and it seems sensible to start by considering these.
One of the fundamental constraints proposed is that of Node Elimination:
If a node inherits from another node N2 (where Ng) via a 
non-evaluable inheritance relation, and there is no other node which 
inherits from Ng, then N2 is eliminable and the associated information 
can be stated at N-^ .
(Brown and Hippisley 2012:108)
As Brown and Hippisley state, this is essentially a "principle of housekeeping"; 
its function is to prevent analyses from featuring nodes which are functionally 
unnecessary for the relevant configuration of the inheritance hierarchy. Such a 
prohibition seems desirable and uncontroversial, and it will therefore be sensible 
to adopt it in this work as well.
It is also worth clarifying another fundamental principle, not stated by Brown 
and Hippisley which relates to the information specified at individual nodes. 
This is that no node should contain a rule specifying a realisational form which 
is identical to the form that would realise the same feature-value set as a result 
of default inheritance if that rule were not there: in other words, an analysis 
should not feature trivially redundant rules. While this may seem obvious, it 
will be an im portant factor in Chapter 4 when we come to consider both the 
ways of modelling diachronic change within a Network Morphology analysis and
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the potential for competition between different possible analyses of the same 
inflectional system.
Following Brown and Hippisle/s Principle of Morphological Projection 
(2012:107), which states that there should be a morphological class to repre­
sent each distributional class of lexemes, all analyses of Greek noun inflection 
will feature a root node, NOUN, representing the morphological class of nouns, 
from which all other nodes in the analyses will (directly or indirectly) inherit. 
Similarly there will be a node for each of the major inflection classes (see § 3.1.1 
below for details of which inflection classes are included in the Greek analysis), 
with the lexemes following the inflectional patterns of each class inheriting di­
rectly from the node for that class (the lexical nodes will normally be implicit in 
the analyses and accompanying diagrams).
With these basic principles established, the challenge then comes in the cre- 
ation of the inheritance hierarchy: deciding what additional nodes, if any are 
required, w hat information should be at each node, and how the inheritance 
relationships between the various nodes should be structured. Brown and Hip­
pisley offer three different principles which govern the creation of their hierar- 
chies, and it will be useful to consider each of these in turn: the Majority Default 
heuristic, the principle of Inflectional Proximity and the Generalisation Violation 
constraint.
The Majority Default heuristic states that:
The rule of exponence or rule of referral which is shared by most 
inflectional classes is treated as the default.
(Brown and Hippisley 2012:125)
Essentially this states that the realisation of a particular feature-value set occur­
ring in the greatest number of inflection classes should be treated as a default 
realisation, and should therefore be stated at the root node within an inheritance 
analysis. What is not explicit here, but is stated elsewhere by Brown and Hippis­
ley (2012:138), is that there need not be a default specified for each feature-value
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set: if there is no reason to prefer any particular realisation as default, then it is 
possible to leave the realisation of the feature-value set in question unspecified 
at the root n od e/
This is somewhat complicated by the issues around the precise definition of 
'inflection class'/ depending on the definition used, simply counting inflection 
classes may not always be the best diagnostic of defaulthood. Indeed, it is pos- 
sible to conceive of an inflectional realisation which we may wish to analyse as 
a default but which would fail an inflection-class-counting test: for instance, it 
may be desirable to analyse a realisation which occurs across a number of oth­
erwise unrelated inflection classes as a default, even if it does not occur in the 
majority of classes. So while the Majority Default heuristic is reasonable as a 
rule of thumb, it will also be important to bear in mind the distribution of differ­
ent forms across the various inflection classes, as well as their frequency when 
identifying default forms.
The principle of Inflectional Proximity is a criterion which underlies the 
identification of different inflection classes as members of a macroclass. It is 
defined as follows:
Two classes are inflectionally proximate if they share a greater pro-
portion of the inflectional rule system (significantly more than half).
(Brown and Hippisley 2012:134)
Under Brown and Hippisley's model, a significant degree of inflectional proximity 
licenses "intermediate classes to generalise over other classes" (2012:134); with 
respect to the inheritance hierarchy classes can here be equated with nodes.
The impact of this principle should be considered together with the General­
ization Violation constraint, which states that:
(i) Where a node A inherits from a node B by a hierarchy relation, 
the number of matches between LHS at A ["lefthand side": the
'^ On the underlying assumption that there are no lexical nodes which inherit their morphology
directly from the root node.
^See 5 2.1.2 above.
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feature-value sets for which realisations are specficied at A] and 
LHS at B should be no greater ± a n  one, with the exclusion of 
the hierarchy relation itself.
(ii) A match is where the LHS paths are identical.
(Brown and Hippisley 2012:131)
The combined result of the Inflectional Proximity principle and the Generaliza­
tion Violation is that any two inflection classes sharing significantly more than 
half of their inflectional pattern in common should be analysed as members of the 
same macroclass, but if the same two inflection classes differ by more than the 
inflectional realisation of one feature-value set, it will not be possible to model 
one of the inflection classes in question as a daughter node of the other. Un­
less there happens to exist a third inflection class node from which both nodes 
are permitted to inherit according to the principles of Inflectional Proximity and 
Generalization Violation, this would suggest the creation of a virtual node, which 
does not represent an attested inflection class (and from which no lexical nodes 
inherit), but which acts as a repository for precisely that inflectional material 
common to both the inflection classes in question.
I find the potential combined effects of these two principles on an inheritance 
analysis to be unsatisfactory. I do not believe that a relatively abstract theoretical 
construct such as a virtual node should be the solution of first resort, although 
there will remain situations in which the use of a virtual node will be the op­
timal solution to a morphological analysis. Indeed, there may be cases where 
modelling one class as the daughter node of another is desirable due to factors 
external to the inflectional forms, for instance due to the relative sizes, token fre­
quencies or general significance of the respective classes, although obviously the 
inflectional forms would be inescapably the deciding factor in such a decision.
As it stands, 1 believe that both Inflectional Proximity and Generalisation Vio­
lation, which are essentially constraints on the inheritance relationships between 
class nodes, could be improved. The principle of Inflectional Proximity refers to
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the proportion of the inflectional rule system that must be shared between two 
classes for them to be considered members of the same macroclass. However; 1 
am not convinced that this is the best metric for the strength of a relationship be­
tween inflection classes. If two inflection classes share a large amount of default 
inflection which is also shared by other classes, this demonstrates little about the 
relationship between those two inflection classes in particular. The process of 
sub-grouping related languages in historical linguistics is a good analogy here: 
it is not the shared inheritances that matter; but the shared irmovations. In other 
words, the relationship between two (or; indeed, between any set of) inflection 
classes can be better measured not by the simple proportion of their inflectional 
patterns which are common to the classes in question, but by the proportion of 
their inflectional patterns which are common to the classes in question to the 
exclusion of other dosses.
As a constraint on the number of rules inherited from its immediate parent 
node which may be overridden by a daughter node, the Generalisation Violation 
appears to me to be excessively strict in placing a limit of one overridden re- 
alisation per inheritance relationship. For instance, an inheritance relationship 
through which sixteen forms were ‘usefully’ inherited and two inherited forms 
were overridden would be rejected under the Generalisation Violation criteria, 
but on an intuitive basis still seems as if it may have some validity
The important issue here is the value of the inheritance relationship in ques­
tion, and this is best assessed not by absolutely limiting the number of over­
rides permitted, but considering what proportion of the information (inflectional 
forms) specified at a parent node and inherited from that parent node by a daugh­
ter apply at the daughter node, and (conversely) what proportion is overridden 
at the daughter node. It is worth stressing here that it is the information specified 
at the immediate parent node in question that is of interest here: whether or not 
information inherited by the daughter node via the parent node as the result of a 
chain of default inheritance originating higher up in the hierarchy is overridden
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at the daughter node is of rather less interest in assessing the strength of the 
inheritance relationship between those two nodes in particular.
As an alternative to the Generalisation Violation constraint, I propose a met- 
ric of Relationship Weakness. This metric would apply to a proposed inheri- 
tance relationship between two nodes, and would be calculated by the formula 
where is Relationship Weakness, is the number of realisational 
rules specified at the immediate parent node which apply at the daughter node, 
and Oj is the number of rules specified at the immediate parent node which are 
overridden by rules specified at the daughter node. For the purposes of this met­
ric, I consider a rule at a parent node to be overridden at a daughter node (a) if 
there is a rule with an identical attribute path specified at the daughter node or 
(b) there are rule(s) at the daughter node for which the attribute path(s) are an 
extension of the attribute path of the rule in question, and the set of extended 
paths is exhaustive with respect to those realised forms which share the mor- 
phosyntax of the path at the parent node.
Note that R  ^ increases as decreases and increases, and is in fact unde­
fined for Aj =  0, in which case it is difficult to argue that there is any relationship 
between the two classes whatsoever. Conversely if =  0 then R  ^ =  0 and, in 
fact, the two classes are identical, and should be considered for merger under 
the Node Elimination rule discussed above.
This metric has the advantage that it can be used to track how relationships 
between inflection class nodes within a Network Morphology model may change 
over time. However; as suggested above it also has an application in the creation 
of synchronic models, for testing the validity of inheritance relationships in a less 
strict and perhaps more relevant way than is possible with the Generalisation Vio- 
lation constraint. It would not be appropriate at this stage to specify a maximum 
permissible value for R  ^of a relationship within the model, not least because the 
metric has yet to be tested with real-world data, although it does seem reason­
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able to suggest that the validity of an relationship with >  1 (i.e. more rules 
overridden than usefully inherited) would be doubtful.
This leads back to the original question of what criteria should be used in 
assessing different alternative Network Morphology inheritance models of the 
same synchronic system, bearing in mind the specified requirements for such an 
analysis to be both minimal and optimal. Rather than lay down strict rules, I 
am here going to suggest some of the criteria that 1 shall be using to assess the 
validity of the various synchronic models used in my diachronic account of Greek 
noun inflection.
respect class importance An optimal model should have due regard to the rel­
ative size and significance of the inflection classes. An analysis in which 
a large, productive inflection class was modelled as a subclass of a small, 
unproductive class would seem relatively unsatisfactory
eliminate duplication In a minimal model it is better for information to be 
stated once and passed down the hierarchy by default inheritance than for 
the same information to be restated multiple times within the same model.
minimise Relationship Weakness If R  ^ is a measure of the validity of an inher­
itance relationship, then in order for the model to be claimed to be optimal 
it is important to prevent R^ of any relationship within the model from 
being greater than is absolutely necessary
minimise model size If the model is to be minimal, then its total size should be 
kept as small as possible.
These criteria are intended to capture some intuitions about what constitutes a
more minimal or optimal analysis. The final criterion, minimise model size, is 
perhaps the most open to interpretation, as there will to some extent be a need 
to compromise between minimising the number of nodes used and minimising
the number of rules. For instance, it is possible to take an approach under which
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the number of inflection class nodes is minimised by instead specifying inflec­
tion class as part of a path attribute; however; this would require an increase in 
the number of rules used. In fact, since one of the advantages of the Network 
Morphology framework is its ability to model hierarchical relations between in­
flection classes, it would be excessive to reject the basic concept of having a 
distinct node to represent each instantiated inflection class.
Of course, these criteria may sometimes come into conflict, and it may be 
necessary to trade off improvements under one criterion against deteriorations 
under another. Indeed, which criteria are best suited or have priority may vary 
depending on the precise nature of ± e  system being modelled, and it is hard to 
make generalisations without first having seen how they function in practice.
2.4 Network Morphology and diachrony
Given that this is to be a diachronic investigation using the framework of Net- 
work Morphology it is important to consider hrst how diachronic changes may 
be modelled within such an analysis. For example, if there is some cognitive real­
ity to the inheritance-based model, we may expect changes to the morphological 
system to be reflected by small, incremental alterations in the network analy- 
sis, rather than by changes that require a drastic restructuring of the system. We 
shall be able to look for any diachronic trends in the morphologically autonomous 
changes (as opposed to morphological changes that are motivated by changes in 
the phonology) : is there a general tendency in the Greek noun system for mor­
phological rules to become more general, resulting in different inflection classes 
becoming less distinct—^what might traditionally be seen as analogical change? 
Do new rules arise lower down in the hierarchy increasing ± e  distinctiveness 
of individual inflection classes? Paradoxically both these processes may be seen 
as a lowering of the overall complexity depending on whether "more rules" or 
"less distinct classes" is seen as more complex. Of course, it may be the case that
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both processes occur, with the net result that, in the long term, the overall level 
of complexity of the system remains stable.
And if, on the other hand, we find that we are unable to explain the changes 
in the system without dramatic alterations to our model, it will be interesting 
to ask why this is so: is it simply that my analysis is unsuited to the system, 
or perhaps just plain incorrect, or is it that there are in fact major structural 
upheavals occurring?
To contextualise the diachronic analysis of Greek, I propose a new typology of 
possible incremental changes which can affect inheritance models of inflectional 
systems. As this is a somewhat broad category I shall consider here specifically 
those changes that can affect inheritance models of the type which I consider best 
suited to modelling the Greek noun system, namely models which are structured 
on a strict hierarchical basis without orthogonal inheritance between different 
nodes. I shall focus primarily on those changes which can affect, either directly 
or indirectly the relationship between different inflection classes, as this is the 
type of change most relevant to this study.
2.4.1 Simple change
NOUN NOUN
CLASS 1 CLASS 1
X -fod.... X -bah • • •
Figure 2.2: Simple change in the form of an inflectional marker
Arguably the simplest type of diachronic change affecting morphological sys­
tems, at least in terms of the wider effect upon the inheritance model, is a change 
in the form of a marker realising a particular set of features where that change in 
form has the effect neither of increasing nor of decreasing the set of forms shared 
by any one inflection class and another related inflection class. This could hap­
pen when the marker in question is unique to a particular inflection class both
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before and after the change in its form, or when a marker is shared by several 
classes and undergoes a uniform change across all the relevant classes. Changes 
of this type are unlikely to be motivated by factors internal to the morphology 
and will often be the result of wider, phonologically conditioned sound change. 
This type of change is structurally neutral with respect to the overall architecture 
of the inheritance model, and in general can be modelled simply by changing the 
right-hand side of the fact which assigns the relevant value at the relevant node, 
as illustrated by Figure 2.2.^ It will therefore be referred to as ru le change.
It is important to note that change operating on this principle, as well as hav­
ing the effect of increasing the differentiation between inflection classes as dis­
cussed below, may conversely result in an increased resemblance between unre­
lated elements of the system: if, for instance, the inflectional marker in some class 
resulting from sound change which can be modelled as a rule change happens to 
be homophonous with the existing marker realising the same feature-value set 
in some other, unconnected class. While such a case of accidental convergence 
may be rare, it cannot be discounted entirely.
2.4.2 Removal of redundant facts
NOUN NOUN
CLASS 1 CLASS 2 CLASS 1 CLASS 2
X -foo, . . .  X -bar, . . .  X -foo, . . .  X -bar, . . .
Figure 2.3: Deletion of redundant facts
Another type of change which can be modelled without any significant re­
structuring of the inheritance model is the loss of a morphosyntactic distinction 
from the language, such as the loss from the noun system of distinct forms realis­
ing a particular value of case or of number. Although such changes may be linked
^Note that the affixal values used in these figures (-foo, -bar, -haz etc.) are arbitrary place­
holders.
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with significant changes to the syntactic system, they can generally be modelled 
relatively straightforwardly within an inheritance model of the inflectional sys­
tem by a process of deletion, across all nodes, of those facts which have been 
made redundant by this change—that is to say of any and all facts assigning 
realisational forms to those feature sets which include the feature value which 
has been lost. This process will be referred to as redundancy  deletion, and a 
straightforward outline of its operation is illustrated in Figure 2.3. Note, how­
ever, that this change may lead to additional complications if the lost inflectional 
form was used within the model as the basis for the formation of the realisation 
of a different feature-value set which has not been lost, or if the realisation (s) 
of the lost feature value were the only forms creating a distinction between two 
inflection classes: for this second scenario, see the discussion of inflection class 
merger below (§ 2.4.4).
2.4.3 Differentiation and splits
Differentiation between inflection classes occurs when some subset of a group of 
inflection classes which are members of an inflectional macroclass by virtue of 
(in one or more instances) sharing the same realisations of certain feature-value 
sets undergo a change which affects the form of the realisation of one of those 
feature-value sets such that there is no longer a single realisation common across 
the macroclass. This change can equally be the result of a change affecting the 
shared form in some inflection classes but not in others, or of a change affecting 
the form in different ways depending on the inflection class. In either case, the 
result is that the overall distinctiveness of the inflection classes is increased.
Such changes may occur as a result of phonologically conditioned sound 
change, particularly in systems in which different inflection classes are liable to 
offer consistently different phonological conditioning environments. However, it 
is also conceivable that this type of differentiation could be motivated by factors
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internal to the inflectional system, for instance if there were some tendency to 
avoid partial overlaps between inflection classes.
NOUN NOUN
X -fo o ,. . .  _ X -fo o ,. . .
CLASS 1 CLASS 2 CLASS 1 CLASS 2
• • • • • • . . .  IX -bad . . .
NOUN NOUN
X -foo, . . .  X -foo, . . .
CLASS 1 CLASS 2 CLASS 1 CLASS 2
Ix -fool . . .  IX -bad . . .
Figure 2.4: Two alternative models for increasing differentiation between inflec­
tion classes in respect of a particular form
Such inflectional macroclasses can be modelled within an inheritance struc­
ture by positing a mother node from which the daughter nodes, each representing 
an inflection class within the macroclass, inherit the forms of those shared real­
isations which define the macroclass. This process of increased differentiation 
must then be modelled within the inheritance structure by the creation of a new 
fact at at least one of the relevant nodes.
There are two ways in which changes of this type can alter the inheritance 
structure. One of the forms resulting from the change may be a default form, 
which continues to be expressed by a fact at the mother node of the macroclass, 
with the other form being expressed as a fact at one of the daughter nodes which 
overrides the inherited form. This is the scenario illustrated in the upper part of 
Figure 2.4, and will be referred to as rule insertion. Note that, where one of 
the subsequent forms is identical to the form that preceded the change, it is not 
necessarily this form which should be analysed as the default.
Alternatively none of the subsequent forms may have a legitimate claim to 
default status, and so it may be preferable to posit an analysis in which the fact 
specifying the previous default is deleted from the mother node, and new facts 
specifying each of new, distinct inflections are created at the daughter nodes. 
This process, rule relegation, is illustrated in the lower part of Figure 2.4. Which
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process is best suited to modelling the change will depend on whether or not any 
of the subsequent forms can be held to have default status in the resulting system, 
and this decision will need to be made based on an analysis of the synchronic 
system subsequent to the change.
A subtype of this general differentiation process can occur when a change in 
the form realising a particular feature-value set affects some subset of the lexemes 
belonging to a particular inflection class in a different way to some other subset. 
This results in a split of the inflection class into multiple distinct inflection classes 
depending on the outcome of the change affecting this form. Such changes can 
quite frequently be the result of phonologically conditioned sound change, as 
it is not unusual for different lexemes within the same inflection class to offer 
different phonological environments which may condition the operation of sound 
changes affecting morphological elements within inflected word-forms of those 
lexemes.
In terms of the inheritance model, the creation of a split within an inflection 
class is modelled in much the same way as the increased differentiation within a 
macroclass discussed above, and many of the same considerations apply partic­
ularly with regard to whether or not one of the resulting forms can be considered
to be a default.
Figure 2.5 shows the two possible models for the introduction of a split within 
an inflection class, depending upon whether or not one of the realisations re­
sulting from the sound change is considered to have default status. The upper 
model, node insertion, would be more suitable in a situation in which Class 1 
could still be legitimately claimed to be the default class, while the lower of these 
two models, node division, shows the case in which none of the resulting classes 
can be justified as a default; in such cases, it will sometime be necessary to posit 
a virtual macroclass node, which specifies the material that remains common to 
the split inflection classes resulting from the change, but which is unspecified for 
the form(s) which now serve to distinguish the nety separate classes. Note that
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NOUN NOUN
CLASS 1 CLASS 1
X -foo, Y -baz, Z -qux, . . . X -foo, Y -baz, Z -c[UX, . .
CLASS 2 
X -bar, . . .
NOUN NOUN
CLASS 1 
X -foo, Y -baz, Z -qux, . . .
VIRTUAL CLASS
Y -baz, Z -qux, .
CLASS 1 CLASS 2 
X -fo o .. . .  X -bar. . . .
Figure 2.5: Two alternative models for the splitting of an inflection class into two 
separate classes
this node is ‘virtual’ in the sense that it does not itself specify an inflection class 
to which any lexemes belong, but is a system-internal construct which serves to 
specify material common to a group of ‘real’ inflection classes.
2.4.4 Analogy, generalisation and mergers
Generalisation occurs when a realisational form previously restricted to some 
inflection class (or set of inflection classes) is extended to be used with an ad­
ditional inflection class which previously realised the same feature-value set in 
a different way. While such changes may occur as the result of regular sound 
change, changes of this type can also be motivated by factors internal to the in­
flectional system, and in fact form the core of what is traditionally considered to 
be analogical change, where one inflection class undergoes some change in its 
forms as a direct result of the influence of the forms of another class (see § 2.2.2).
Since this type of change is usually motivated from within the inflectional sys­
tem  itself, there is arguably greater theoretical significance attached to the way in 
which it is modelled than there is to the modelling of those changes which are the
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result of processes external to the morphology. In fact, there are different ways 
in which these generalising or analogical processes can be modelled, and which 
model is appropriate in each instance of change will be partially determined by 
the model of the system prior to the occurrence of the change.
NOUN NOUN
CLASS 1 CLASS 1
X -foo, Y -baz, Z -qux, . . .  X -foo, Y -baz, Z -qux, . . .
I  I
CLASS 2 CLASS 2
X -bar, Y -h o b ,. . .  X -bar, Y -flob, . . .
Figure 2.6: Analogical spread of the marker -foo for feature set X from class 1 
to CLASS 2 by the deletion of an overriding fact at the class 2 node
One specific case is where there is a direct line of inheritance from the node of 
the inflection class form which is serving as the analogical model for this change 
down to the node of the class to which the form is being generalised, and where 
the class to which the form is being generalised does not already share the gener­
alised form because there is an overriding fact specified at its node which specifies 
a different realisation for that feature-value set. This change can be modelled, 
as in Figure 2.6, by the deletion of the overriding fact from the node for the class 
to which the form is being generalised, meaning that the inherited default fact 
now applies at that node. It will therefore be referred to as ru le  deletion. Note 
that this general model of change applies not only when the form is being gen­
eralised from a node to one of its direct daughter nodes as shown in Figure 2.6, 
but whenever there is a direct line of inheritance from the node of the class un­
dergoing the change back to the node of the analogical model with no overriding 
values at the intermediate nodes.
Another way of modelling this analogical generalisation applies when the 
nodes of the classes involved in the analogical change are again connected by 
an inheritance relationship, but where direction of analogy is from a node lower 
in the hierarchy under the existing inheritance structure to a node higher in the
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NOUN
CLASS 1 
X -foo, Y -baz, Z -qux, . . .
CLASS 2 
X -bar, Y -flob, . . .
NOUN
CLASS 1 
X- f^og, Y -baz, Z -qux,
CLASS 2 
X -bar,IY -flob, . . .
NOUN NOUN
VIRTUAL CLASS
Y -foo, . . .
VIRTUAL CLASS
-barj Y -foo, ..
CLASS 1 CLASS 2 /  CLASS 1 CLASS 2
X -bar, Z -flob, . . .  X -qux, Z -baz, . . .  Ix -barJ Z -flob, . . .  X -qux, Z -baz, . . .
Figure 2.7: Alternative models for the analogical generalisation of the marker 
-bar for feature-value set X from class 2 to class 1 by the promotion of the 
relevant fact from the class 2 node
hierarchy: in essence, the mirror of the previous scenario. In fact, there are two 
variants of this situation, which together will be referred to as ru le prom otion. 
The first is that shown in the upper part of Figure 2.7, in which the source of the 
analogy is an overriding fact from a lower node, which is ‘promoted’ by being 
copied to a higher node in place of a fact specifying a different default realisation 
at the higher node, which is deleted. The original fact from the lower node is also 
deleted, as now that the correct form is inherited the specification at the lower 
node is redundant. Note that, as with the earlier generalisation scenario, there 
may be intervening nodes between the source and destination of the promoted 
fact.
The second variant is that shown in the lower part of Figure 2.7, in which 
the source and destination of the analogical form are both daughter nodes of a 
virtual node, with no default realisation for that feature-value set specified. In 
this situation the analogical change may be modelled by a similar promotion of 
the fact from its current node to a position higher in the hierarchy at the virtual
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node, accompanied by the deletion of the fact specifying the realisation of the 
feature-value set both from its source node (where it is now redundant) and 
from the other daughter nodes of the virtual node to which the marker is being 
generalised.
Aside from these specific types of analogical generalisation which can be mod­
elled, in one way or another; by increasing the scope of nodes over which a par­
ticular fact applies, it is of course possible to generalise an inflectional form from 
one inflection class to another simply by changing the form specified by the fact 
in force at the node which is the target of the analogy by application of the pro­
cess of simple change in inflectional form discussed in § 2.4.1. However; such an 
approach would be theoretically unsatisfactory: if we hold that the process ap­
plying here is one of morphologically motivated change, in which one inflection 
class is being influenced to become more like another; then our model should 
capture this relationship of increasing resemblance. Simply changing the form 
specified by a fact at one individual node fails to do this, as the nodes repre­
senting the source and destination of the analogy may then remain unconnected 
within the inheritance structure. Should we find that such an alteration is nec- 
essary in order to represent what we believe to be an analogical change within 
an inflectional system, it may give cause to reconsider whether the synchronic 
model of the system prior to the change is indeed an optimal ht.
The logical extreme of analogical generalisation is the total merger of in­
flection classes. It is reasonable to assume that any classes about to merge into a 
single class will already have a substantial proportion of their inflectional pattern 
in common, and so at the point immediately prior to the merger of the classes 
we may expect either that one of the merging classes be a daughter node of the 
other within the inheritance model, or that both the merging classes be daughter 
nodes of the same macroclass node. Node merger, when it takes the form of 
one class losing its identity and its lexemes becoming members of another pre­
existing class, can straightforwardly be modelled by the deletion or alteration
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of those facts which distinguish the node representing that class from another 
node, such that the paradigms specified by the first node become identical to 
those specified by the second. In the case of the class represented by a daughter 
node merging into the class represented by its mother node, this would mean 
all of that facts specifying inflectional realisations at the daughter node being 
deleted.
Once there are two nodes in the hierarchy specifying identical inflectional 
patterns, the lexemes of both classes can be realigned to inherit from a single 
node and the redundant node removed from the model entirely. Often the choice 
of which node to remove will be arbitrary, the two being completely equivalent 
at the point of merger.
2.4.5 Structural realignment
The description of inflection class merger made reference to the realignment of 
inheritance relationships. While this process may seem straightforward in the 
case of a lexeme moving from one inflection class to another, in the case of the 
realignment of inheritance relationships between classes the change is some­
what more abstract, being instead an internal restructuring of the inheritance 
hierarchy which may have no immediate effect on the inflectional forms that are 
actually realised.
N O U N  N O UN
CLASS 1 CLASS 2 CLASS 1 CLASS 2
X -foo, Y -bar, Z -quz, . . .  X -mib, Y -flob, Z -qux, . . .  X -foo, Y -bar, Z -quz, . . .  X -mib, Y -flob, Z -qux, . . .
CLASS 3 
Y -flob, Z -b a z , . . . m CLASS 3 X -fool ¥ ---ftob . Z -baz.
Figure 2.8: Realignment of class 3 from being a daughter node of class 1 to 
being a daughter node of class 2
This realignment of default inheritance relationships may be postulated in sit­
uations where changes of the inflection-class-differentiation type have occurred
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to such a degree that an inheritance relationship that featured in previous gener- 
ations of the inheritance hierarchy no longer seems justified, or at least seems no 
more justifiable than some alternative relationship. Figure 2.8 shows an example 
of this situation, which will be referred to as node realignment. Inflection class 
3 is modelled as a daughter node of class 1 for historical reasons; howevei; recent 
sound changes have disrupted this relationship by increasing the differentiation 
between the classes, with the result that, of the three inflectional facts that class 
3 inherits from class 1, all but one of them is overridden by facts specified at the 
class 3 node, giving a Relationship Weakness value (see § 2.3.3) of ^
However; an alternative analysis is possible, with class 3 as a daughter node 
of class 2. This relationship also has one fact out of three being usefully inher­
ited and a Relationship Weakness of R  ^ =  2; without being given any further 
information, it is not possible to pick which is the most appropriate analysis on 
synchronic grounds. Note that modelling a realignment from one analysis to the 
other involves not just a change to the default inheritance relationship, but also 
consequential amendments to the facts specified at the node being realigned to 
ensure that it continues to realise the same inflectional forms.
Because such realignments are internal to the analysis with no immediate 
surface effects, it will often be difficult to postulate them with any certainty As 
we shall see when we turn to the Greek data, whether it is appropriate to model 
such a realignment within the inheritance model may only become apparent in 
the light of subsequent changes affecting the inflectional system.
2.5 Measuring complexity
2.5.1 Principles of metrics
In order to investigate the role played by complexity in the diachronic evolu­
tion of inflection-class systems, it will help to have a way to examine how that 
complexity changes over time. Hoiy then, can we measure inflection-class com­
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plexity? Although reducing the subtleties of complex morphological systems to a 
few plain numerical values may not seem like a particularly desirable outcome, 
any investigation into linguistic complexity is going to be aided by having some 
way of measuring and comparing that complexity A quantitative measure of the 
complexity of an inflectional system allows for comparisons between the com­
plexity of different languages, or between different diachronic stages of the same 
language. The numerical values produced by a metric of inflection-class com­
plexity can be compared against the many other pre-existing metrics that are 
already used to quantify various other linguistic phenomena in an attempt to see 
whether there are any other general, cross-linguistic correlations or trends, and 
sound numerical metrics are also of great value to others working in complemen­
tary scientific fields, such as psycholinguists and psychologists. Most importantly 
for the purposes of this study a suitable complexity metric or metric (s) will allow 
us to see how the type of complexity quantified by that metric changes over time.
Quantitative methods also have the advantage of being repeatable: every 
investigator using the same method to calculate a metric for the same set of 
data should produce the same result, regardless of their theoretical or intuitive 
positions. Of course, a lot depends on the nature of the metric and of the dataset. 
It is therefore important to try to eliminate any bias that may be inherent in the 
methodology but, as we shall see, it can be difficult to produce a metric that is 
truly free from underlying theoretical assumptions. It is also important not to be 
blind to the flaws in a method or to the inadequate nature of the data which may 
incline a metric to producing certain results. Complexity metrics are best seen 
as a complement to more traditional, qualitative analyses, not a replacement for 
them, and indeed linguistic intuitions will necessarily play an important part in 
establishing the utility of any metric.
In order to assess the relative merits of various metrics for inflection-class 
complexity we must first identify some criteria against which they can be as- 
sessed. We must be clear on which linguistic phenomena we wish to include
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within a definition of Inflection-class complexity’, and which should therefore 
have an effect on the value of a metric—and, conversely on which phenomena 
we wish to exclude from our definition, from which a metric should therefore be
independent.
The autonomy of inflection class from the more functional components of a 
language is the basis for our definition of complexity and therefore it would be 
desirable for any metric of inflection-class complexity to reflect the additional 
complexity created in a morphological system by the existence of multiple in­
flection classes, but to be independent of all other features of the system—and, 
indeed, of the language as a whole.
Criterion 1 An ideal metric of inflection-class complexity should reflect all and 
only the additional complexity that results from the existence of inflection 
classes in a morphological system.
How dependent should a metric be on prior analysis of an inflectional system? 
A metric which was sensitive to such prior analysis could provide an interesting 
way to compare the effects of different analyses on the same system; but at the 
same time the more prior analysis that is required, the greater the risk that human 
intuitions and biases (beyond those inherent in the methodology of the metric) 
will influence the value of the metric. In this work, I have decided to model the 
system in question using the framework of Network Morphology and despite the 
constraints set out in § 2.3.3, this modelling is ultimately an inherently subjective 
process. Nevertheless, there exist metrics whose proponents claim them to be 
relatively theory independent, and some of these are considered below. It may 
be illuminating to compare the diachronic trends in complexity as measured by 
these metrics with the trends in the development of the Network Morphology 
models. In reality of course, a complete absence of prior analysis in the data 
is likely to be a difficult goal to achieve, since even the grouping of paradigms 
into microclasses will not always be completely unambiguous, and indeed the
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selection of the facts upon which an analysis is based is itself the result of some 
degree of analysis.
However; the fact that in many languages there exists structure at a higher 
level in the inflectional system than the microclass is undeniable, and it is hard to 
envisage how a metric which was blind to these higher levels of structure could 
be claimed to give a true reflection of the complexity of a system. For instance, 
a metric being used to measure the complexity of the Greek noun system should 
take account not only of the individual microclasses of independently-patterned 
paradigms, but also of the relationships between these microclasses that define 
the traditional three declensions, and of the overarching relationships which exist 
between these declensions.
Criterion 2 An ideal metric of inflection-class complexity should reflect the re- 
lationships between inflection classes that exist above the level of micro­
classes.
I shall consider here the use of two previously-proposed metrics: the principal- 
parts-based metrics of Finkel and Stump (2008; 2009; 2010), and the information- 
entropy-based metrics proposed by Malouf and Ackerman (2010b) (see also Ack- 
erman et al. 2009), before examining how the types of complexity measured by 
these metrics may relate to notions of complexity within a Network Morphology 
framework.
2.5.2 The principal-parts approach
The principal-parts-based approach to inflection-class complexity developed by 
Raphael Finkel and Gregory Stump has been applied as a measure of morpholog­
ical complexity in a range of languages, such as Fur and Compaltepec Chinantec 
in Finkel and Stump (2008), and Sanskrit in Finkel and Stump (2010). Here 
I shall consider whether the strict paradigmatic models upon which Finkel and 
Stump have based their metric are best-suited to describing an inflectional sys- 
tem such as that of Greek nouns, or whether these models may sometimes result
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in the values given by their metrics giving a counter-intuitive impression of the 
morphological complexity of a system—and if so, why this is the case.
As an example, consider the following (artificial) inflectional system for a 
word class in a hypothetical language, in which u to h are a set of distinct affixes, 
w to z are the complete set of distinct feature-value sets that can be expressed in 
our word class, and i to v are the complete set of distinct inflection patterns for 
our word class:
Table 2.1: A hypothetical inflectional system
w X y z
I a b c d
II e b c d
III a f c d
IV a b g d
V a b c h
If we were to describe this system for pedagogical purposes, it would be sen­
sible to treat pattern i as the single default inflection class, and to treat the other 
suffixes as lexically specified "irregularities": "Remember; the following words 
have an irregular %-itive ending in / ,  not b . .. " This analysis could be described 
very neady in an inheritance language such as DATR (see § 2.3.2). For a speaker 
attempting to inflect a novel lexeme it would not be unreasonable (all else being 
equal) to treat that lexeme as a member of class i—using the default inflections— 
and to condnue to do so unless they later encountered a form with one of affixes 
e to b.
However; a fundamental feature of the paradigmadc model that underlies this 
metric of complexity is that every deviation in inflecdonal pattern must constitute 
a separate paradigm. Therefore, for the purposes of calculadng the paradigmatic 
complexity metrics, it is necessary to treat this system as comprising five disdnct 
inflection classes.
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There is no instance of syncretism between different feature-value sets, and 
since each affix therefore uniquely specifies a single feature-value set the com­
prehension task would also appear to be relatively straightforward: on hearing 
an isolated lexeme inflected with any given affix, the listener can immediately 
determine its morphosyntactic value with complete confidence.
So how well are these subjective impressions of the complexity of this system 
reflected in Finkel and Stump's metrics of paradigm complexity? These metrics 
are based upon the notion of principal parts. A set of principal parts for a lexeme 
is a subset (not necessarily a proper subset) of all the realisational forms of that 
lexeme which is sufficient to determine with certainty the inflection class mem- 
bership of that lexeme, and thus the inflectional realisation of all those forms 
which are not principal parts. Such an analysis is said to be optimal if it consists 
of (one of) the smallest adequate set(s) of principal parts for that lexeme.
Finkel and Stump (2008:2-5) differentiate between three different types of 
principal-part analyses: static, adaptive and dynamic. I shall consider here the 
static and dynamic analyses. A static principal-parts analysis is one in which 
the realisations of the same feature-value sets serve as principal parts for all 
inflection classes. Since, in our hypothetical example, there are irregularities 
in every morphosyntactic slot, a static principal-part analysis requires all four 
forms to be specified for each inflection class. Under a dynamic principal-parts 
analysis, on the other hand, the set of principal parts for an inflection class may 
be formed of any combination of realisations, independent of the principal parts 
sets of other inflection classes. There is a single optimal dynamic principal-part 
analysis of our hypothetical system, namely that shown in Table 2.2.
The dynamic principal-part analysis still requires the values of all four mor­
phosyntactic slots to be specified for the default class, class i. In one sense, this 
is a reasonable indication of the complexity of acquiring a lexeme in this system 
via natural language: it is impossible to be certain that a lexeme belongs to the 
default class until it has been encountered in all the feature-value slots. However,
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Table 2.2: Dynamic principal-part analysis. Principal parts are shaded.
w X y z
I a b c d
II e b c d
III a f c d
IV a b g d
V a b c h
the complexity of the acquisition task is not reflected in the mental retention and 
production of the forms of a lexeme: once it has been satisfactorily established 
to which class a lexeme belongs, all that must be retained is whether it varies 
from the default paradigm, and if so, how.
The two major metrics that Finkel and Stump have introduced for measuring 
paradigm complexity are predictability and predictiveness. The former; principal- 
parts predictability is divided into cell predictability the proportion of subsets of 
a lexeme's paradigm (excluding those containing the cell itself) that allow the 
value of that cell to be determined with certainty and paradigm predictability 
the proportion of subsets of a lexeme's paradigm that are sufficient to determine 
with certainty the values of all the cells in the paradigm. The latter; principal- 
parts predictiveness, is a measure of how useful any given cell is for determining 
the values of other cells in the paradigm. Both these metrics score on a linear 
scale from 0 to 1, with 0 being completely unpredictive/unpredictable and 1 be­
ing completely predictive/predictable. In calculating these metrics, I make use of 
Finkel and Stump's Computer-Assisted TecbnoZogy Service Compututionui linguist's 
Automated Workbench (Cuts Ciuw) software.^
As can be seen from Table 2.3, the system in general scores quite poorly for 
predictability and in particular class i, the default, scores a low as is possible.^
^http: / / www.cs.uky edu/^^raphael/linguistics/analyze.html
I^t is impossible to achieve a score of 0 for paradigm predictability as the full specihcation of 
the paradigm should always be sufhcient as a principal-parts set. In hght of this, it may be worth 
only considering the validity of using only proper subsets of the fuU set of feature-value sets as
principal parts when calculating the predictability rather than the simple subset used by Finkel 
and Stump.
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Table 2.3: Predictability for inflection classes i to v.
Cell predictability Paradigm
predictabilityw X y z Average
I 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.0625
II 0. 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.375 0.5
III 0.5 0. 0.5 0.5 0.375 0.5
IV 0.5 0.5 0. 0.5 0.375 0.5
V 0.5 0.5 0.5 0. 0.375 0.5
This is as would be expected from our consideration of the principal-part analyses 
above. It is also worth noting that the "irregular" cells in paradigms ii to v have a 
predictability of 0, which reflects our earlier suggestion that these irregularities 
would have to be lexically specified.
Table 2.4: Average predictiveness of feature-value sets w-z.
w X y z
Average predictiveness 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2
Table 2.4, showing the predictiveness of each feature-value set averaged across 
all five inflection classes, appears relatively uninformative. As has been noted, 
only the irregular forms are of any use on their own in determining other forms 
in the same inflection class; the default values, whenever they occur, are on their 
own completely uninformative as to inflection class membership.^
According to Finkel and Stump (2010:21), "paradigm complexity is inversely 
proportional to the predictability and predictiveness of a paradigm's cells", and 
these metrics of predictiveness and predictability indicate a relatively high degree 
of paradigm complexity in our hypothetical system. This, however; appears to 
conflict with what has been noted above about how concisely it is possible to 
describe this system.
Part of the problem is that the model upon which the metrics are based makes 
no allowance for the treatment of default patterns, except in the case where a
^Of course, the nature of a universally-occurring default form is such that it wiU always be 
uninformative in this way
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single exponent realizes the same morphosyntactic slot across all of the different 
inflection classes (in which case that morphosyntactic slot is simply ignored for 
the purpose of calculations). But intuitively it seems that default patterns such 
as those in our hypothetical example are an important part of the paradigmatic 
structure of an inflectional system which play some part in reducing the overall 
complexity of the system, when in fact they appear to introduce a relatively high 
degree of complexity
No claims have been made as to w he±er there is any real-world impact of 
paradigmatic complexity under the predictiveness and predictability metrics. In 
fact, they may represent a fair measure of the challenge faced in language acqui­
sition based on natural language data, indicating the quantity of data needed in 
order to reach a point from which all forms of a lexeme can be given with con­
fidence. What seems more doubtful is that they can give a reliable indication of 
the internal complexity of the paradigms as they are structured within the com­
petence of a native speaker; and (based entirely on a subjective evaluation) they 
appear to have little relevance to the challenges of production or comprehension.
Our hypothetical example is clearly an extreme case, and it seems unlikely 
that such a system would occur in natural language. However, the points that 
it illustrates have implications for the way the metrics work in real-world cases. 
Take, for example, declension classes 14 to 17 from the Sanskrit noun data in 
Finkel and Stump (2010). Out of seventeen possible morphosyntactic slots, these 
four classes are distinct from each other only in the vowel length used in the re­
alization of two slots and the final consonant used in another. Is it helpful to 
consider these as separate inflection classes, or as members of a single macro­
class?
This question is important, as when taking the average (arithmetic mean) of 
the predictiveness of each feature-value set (one of the key metrics under this 
method), no weighting is applied and each declension class is treated equally In 
natural language, such a macroclass may in some cases comprise a majority of
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forms following a single inflectional pattern together with multiple small subsets 
of irregularities that shared in general the same pattern but differ only in the real­
ization of one or two morphosyntactic slots (and so share much ± e  same overall 
structure). These irregularities may be restricted to very limited (but arbitrary) 
subsets of the lexicon, and may even be subject to elimination through analogy 
with the more frequent inflectional pattern. However; for the purposes of calcu­
lating the predictiveness and predictability each subset of irregular forms would 
be treated as a separate inflection class, and so the general structure common 
to the macroclass would have a more significant role in determining the aver­
age predictiveness of a feature-value set across the whole system than a single 
inflectional pattern that did not feature any irregularities.
The principal-parts foundation underlying this model means that the metrics 
are based upon the difficulty of determining the values of the entire inflectional 
pattern of a lexeme. This overlooks the fact that sets of the parts of a paradigm 
other than those which are sufficient to constitute principal parts may still suffice 
to determine some or many of the remaining forms. And even where they are not 
sufficient—^when, for example, they cannot determine whether or not there is an 
irregularity in the realization of a certain feature-value set—they may still enable 
a speaker to have a better guess at the remaining form than they would be able 
to make otherwise. It is this principle—that knowing some forms of a lexeme can 
have a facilitatory effect in determining the other forms—that underlies entropy- 
based metrics of morphological complexity
2.5.3 The entropy approach
The concept of entropy is used in information theory to quantify the uncertainty 
associated with a random variable. It can equivalently be interpreted as a mea­
sure of the amount of information coded by that variable, or as a lower bound on 
± e  possible lossless compression of all the possible values of that variable. Re­
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cent linguistic work has used entropy to quantify the uncertainty of inflectional 
systems in a variety of ways.
Entropy in an information-theoretic context is properly known as information 
entropy (or Shannon entropy after Claude E. Shannon, who first proposed it in 
Shannon 1948). The formula used to calculate information entropy ff(X) is:
H (Z )  =  - ^ P ( x ) l o g 2 P ( x )  (2.1)
In this formula, X is the set of all possible values over which the random variable 
whose entropy is to be calculated ranges. For example, Ackerman et al. (2009) 
takeX to be the set of all the possible different inflections used to realize a specific 
feature-value set for a particular word class in a language, while Moscoso del 
Prado Martin et al. (2004) take X to be the set of all the different inflectional 
paradigms that exist for a particular word class in a language.
The probability of a randomly chosen item—which can have any of the values 
in X —having a specific value x  is P( x) .  The probability will lie somewhere be­
tween 0 and 1, where 0 is impossible and 1 is certain. The surprisal of a value x 
is then calculated by taking the additive inverse of the logarithm of P (x ) with re- 
spect to a base 6: log^ P(%). The choice of 6 is to a certain extent arbitrary; two is 
commonly used as a base because it quantihes the information coded in number 
of bits, the standard unit used for information. Whatever the base, log (l) =  0, 
and the logarithms of numbers between 0 and 1 (such as probabilities) are nega­
tive numbers which become larger at an exponentially increasing rate the smaller 
the number (the lower the probability) becomes. "Taking the additive inverse" 
simply involves turning the negative number into a positive number. Figure 2.9 
shows the result of this for base-2 logarithms, but in simple terms the lower the 
probability of a random item having value x, the greater the surprisal of value
X.
Shannon entropy is the weighted mean (average) of the surprisal of all the 
possible values inX.  Weighting the average of the surprisals according to their
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Figure 2.9: Graph of y  =  — log2 ^
probabilities prevents a small number of very unlikely outcomes from massively 
skewing the result. The result is a value of the entropy (in terms of a number of 
bits) which is higher the greater the uncertainty. Entropy has a minimum value 
of zero in all cases (when there is only one possible value for a randomly chosen 
item ); the maximum entropy depends on the number of possible values i nX,  but 
for a given X  the entropy will be greatest when all the possible values in X  are 
equally likely. In a linguistic context, w hat constitutes ‘high’ and ‘low’ entropy will 
depend on w hat is being measured, and a single entropy value on its own is fairly 
meaningless w ithout a set of other values for comparison. As for the calculation 
of the paradigm-based metrics, in calculating the entropy values 1 again make 
use of Finkel and Stump’s Computer-Assisted Technology Service Computational 
Linguist’s Automated Workbench (Cats Claw) software.
In Ackerman et al. (2009), entropy is used as a metric for the complexity of 
a morphological system under what the authors refer to as the ‘Paradigm Cell 
Filling Problem’ (the p c f p ) .  This is the task faced by speakers in producing the
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correct realization of a given feature-value set (or ‘paradigm cell’) for a given 
lexeme, and therefore this tvork focuses on morphological complexity from a 
production perspective.
One simple approach to measuring the entropy of morphological systems 
v\ o^uld be to look at the possible inflections that can realize each feature-value set 
within a language, And the probability of each realization being used to realize 
that value for an arbitrary lexeme, and use these probabilities to calculate the 
entropy
Note that “finding the probability” is itself not a straightforward task. In cal­
culating the relative probability of one inflectional pattern being used to realize 
a given feature-value set for an arbitrary lexeme in preference to all the alterna- 
tive realizations of that same value available in the language, it would be possible 
to use either a type frequency which would involve counting the proportion of 
lexemes in the lexicon of a language that realize that feature-value set in that 
way or to use a token frequency which would involve counting the proportion 
of total occurrences of that feature-value set in usage (i.e. in a corpus) which are 
realized in that way The former method increases the effect of a large number of 
low-frequency lexical items sharing the same inflectional pattern on the metric, 
while the latter method diminishes the influence that such items would have on 
the metric and instead tends to give more weight to a relatively small number of 
high-frequency items.
It can be argued that a large number of low-frequency items sharing the same 
inflectional pattern can reveal more about the underlying structure of a morpho­
logical system than a few high-frequency lexemes, particularly as high-frequency 
lexemes can sometimes correlate with morphological irregularity and so type 
frequency as used by Ackerman et al. (2009), is perhaps more relevant for our 
purposes than token frequency In reality however^ the analysis of Greek will be 
restricted to those figures ± a t  are easily available: for Classical Attic, it has been 
possible to obtain type counts through analysis of the databases in (Crane 2010);
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for Modem Greek, token counts have been published by Kavoukopoulos (1996), 
quoted in Christohdou and Stephany (1997) (see § 3.1.5.2).
Ability to take account of either kind of frequency is a significant advantage 
of the entropy method over the principal-parts method of measuring complex­
ity which does not take frequency into account at all, and so can tend to give 
small sets of irregular lexical items equal weight with large productive inflection 
classes. Entropy using type frequency will give less weight to the former and 
more to the latter; but without disregarding the irregularities altogether.
However; while the simplistic approach outlined above would give a good in­
dication of the difficulty of giving the correct inflected form of a novel lexeme 
devoid of all context, it would not shed much light on the deeper issue of the com­
plexity of the systematic stmctures underlying the morphology of a language. In 
reality speakers rarely encounter an isolated form of a novel lexeme which gives 
no clue as to how that lexeme should be inflected. Various pieces of additional 
knowledge can give a clue to how it should be inflected: agreement information, 
morphosemantic information, such as animacy simple facts about the phonol- 
ogy of the language, and purely morphological structures can all play a role in 
facilitating the production task. It is in this latter case—the purely morpholog­
ical structures—that appropriate use of the entropy method can be particularly 
revealing, uncovering the networks of implicative relationships between differ­
ent forms of a lexeme which may make the production task easier. However; it is 
also possible to factor in the role played by (for example) animacy and gender; 
to see whether and to what extent that knowledge also has a facilitative effect.
Note that these implicative relationships between forms need not be abso­
lute: knowing that a noun has a nominative singular inflectional sufhx ;/bo may 
be enough for a speaker to guess with 95% confidence that the genitive singular 
suffix is -bur, while allowing for the fact that a small arbitrary subset of nouns 
Avith nominative singular -/bo have genitive singular -bo2 . The nominative singu- 
lar inflection is therefore very useful as a predictor of the genitive singular suffix
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without allowing a speaker to predict it with absolute certainty and this would be 
reflected in the value of the entropy metric. Indeed, this subtlety is another of 
the advantages of the entropy method over the principal-parts-based approach, 
which only looks at absolute relationship between the parts of a paradigm and 
ignores these probabilistic relationships.
Entropy can be used to measure these relationships by first calculating the 
conditional probability of a speaker being able to correctly guess the inflection 
of a lexeme for a specific feature-value set given the inflection of that lexeme for 
another feature-value set.^  ^ These conditional probabilities can then be used in 
the entropy formula above to calculate the conditional entropy of each pair of 
feature-value sets that are explicitly realized for a given word class in a language. 
In simple terms, the lower the conditional entropy of one form given another, 
the more facilitatory the knowledge of the realization of the given form is in 
producing the other; and the higher the entropy the less use that knowledge.
Taking the mean of all the pairs in which the realization of a specific feature- 
value set is used to predict the realization of other feature-value sets gives an 
overall measure of the predictiveness of that specific form; while taking the mean 
of all the pairs in which the realization of other feature-value sets are used to 
predict ± e  realization of a specific feature-value set gives an overall measure 
of the predictability of that specific form. Predictiveness and predictability are 
the key metrics of Ackerman et al. (2009). It is also possible to take the overall 
mean of all the pairs in the system to give—at least from one perspective—an 
overall metric for the complexity of the inflectional system which can be used for 
cross-linguistic or diachronic comparison.
^°However, note that these relationship are not necessarily bidirectional, and that knowing 
that the genitive singular ends in -bar may be little use in working out the nominative singular.
^^The method works under the assumption that the feature-value set of the given lexical form 
is known to the speaker: since there will normally be enough information in the syntax and 
semantics for ± e  speaker to work out this value, this does not seem like an unreasonable as­
sumption.
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2.5.4 Network Morphology and metrics of complexity
The type of complexity expressed by hierarchical tree structures is of a differ­
ent type to the complexity measured by principal parts or entropy-based metrics, 
but it is not independent of them. Both the entropy and principal-parts metrics 
are concerned with the difficulty of assigning a novel lexeme to the correct in­
flection class based upon one or more known forms, and perhaps also with the 
related task of deducing the other forms of a lexeme given a subset of memo­
rised forms, whereas under a standard hierarchical Network Morphology model 
lexemes are assigned to inflection classes by a direct and unambiguous inheri­
tance relationship (Brovm and Hippisley 2012:54-57). However; these metrics 
are less concerned with the internal complexity involved in mentally storing an 
inflectional system and retrieving the correct form of a lexeme from within the 
system.
Table 2,5: Two hypothetical inflectional systems
System 1
Class 1 Class II Class III Class IV
System 2 
Class I Class II Class III Class IV
Value A J N S W Q Q Q Q
Value B K P T X R R R X
VhlueC L Q U Y S S V Y
Value D M R V Z T U W Z
Consider the two hypothetical inflectional systems in Table 2.5. System 1 dis­
plays no sharing of forms at all between the different classes: each class realises 
each feature-value set in a unique way As each form is unique to one partic­
ular inflection class, any form of any lexeme is sufficient as a principal part to 
predict all other forms. Such an extreme system would have zero entropy giv­
ing it the lowest possible morphological complexity under this metric. There is 
no tree diagram to be dravm for this system: each inflection class node is self- 
contained, giving a direct list of all ± e  morphological forms of that class without 
cross-reference to other nodes, so there are no lines of inheritance.
Contrast this with System 2. Here Q, as the realisation of value A, is a default
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common to all classes, while the inflectional forms R and S are also common 
to more than one class. This system would score worse on the principal parts 
metric, since only the realisation of value D is sufficient as a static principal part, 
although value C (for classes III and IV) and value B (for class IV only) are also 
possible dynamic principal parts. Clearly the entropy would also be greater than 
zero, and since the realisation of value B is only useful as predictor of other 
forms in one of the four classes, whilst value D in classes I and II cannot be 
predicted from other forms at all. On both metrics. System 2 would be notably 
more morphologically complex than System 1.
However; unlike System 1, System 2 can be analysed much more neatly with 
a hierarchical tree diagram, as shown in Figure 2.10. The structure in this tree 
diagram uses default inheritance to capture the forms that are shared between 
the different classes.
A—Q
CLASS IV 
B=X, C=X D=Z
C=S CLASS III
c= y  D=w
CLASS I CLASS II 
D=T D=U
Figure 2.10: Structural overview of hypothetical inflectional System 2
It is not immediately apparent whether we would want to say that System 
1 or System 2 is the more complex system for storage and form production. In 
each of these systems the number of distinct classes is the same, as is the number 
of different values that must be realised for each class. While a Network Mor­
phology model of System 1 requires a total of 16 value-assignment rules evenly 
distributed between four nodes. System 2 (as shovm in Figure 2.10) also has 
a total of 16 rules (ten for value assignment and six for default inheritance), 
bu t distributed between seven different nodes. Does the equality in the num-
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ber of rules mean that these two systems are equally complex, or should value 
assignment and default inheritance be treated differently? Certainly it seems in­
tuitively likely that learning a single form for feature-value set A in System 2 is 
less complex than having to learn four different forms for the same value in Sys­
tem 1; but for four otherwise distinct classes it would take hve rules (one value 
assignment and at least four default inheritance) and an extra node to have each 
class inheriting a common value from a single node, compared to only four as­
signment rules to stipulate the value separately at each class node. As it would 
seem to be the second system which is the less complex, this may suggest that 
having additional default-inheritance results in a smaller increase in complex- 
ity than having more value-assignment rules. Indeed, despite the similarity in 
the formalism, there is a good case for analysing the default-inheritance rules 
as something completely different to the value-assignment rules, for while the 
latter are transparently information stored at a node, the former; al±ough the 
DATR formalism treats them as a fact stored at the inheriting node, may in fact 
be better conceptualised as an asymmetric transitive binary relation.
It also seems reasonable to say that extra nodes also add to the complexity 
less than additional value-assignment rules, although we would not want to en­
courage analyses which introduced unnecessary extra nodes into the system (for 
instance, by subdividing a single node with an extra inheritance rule). Going 
back to our hypothetical example, it is not entirely clear how much extra com­
plexity is introduced into the system by the existence of three extra nodes in 
System 2 compared to System 1.
The final factor; which does not occur in our hypothetical example, is the 
value-inheritance rules. These are rules which allow a node to orthogonally in­
herit the value of a specific path from the value of that path at another node, 
cutting across the neat hierarchical inheritance model. Examples of this will be 
seen in the analysis of Greek below (e.g. in § 4.2.5). Like the default-inheritance
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rules, these too could be conceptualised as asymmetric binary relations between 
nodes, albeit of a different type.
2.6 Summary
The diachronic analysis of the inflectional system of Greek nouns which will form 
the remainder of this work will be carried out within the framework of Network 
Morphology as outlined in § 2.3. The diachronic processes observed within the 
Network Morphology model vdll be related back both to the traditional notions of 
sound change and analogy discussed in § 2.2 and to the specific changes affecting 
inheritance models proposed in § 2.4. Of particular interest ^vill be the types 
and directions of the analogical changes which occur; and how these relate to 
changes within the Network Morphology model. At the same time, the values 
of both principal-parts-based and entropy-based metrics of complexity as set out 
in § 2.5 will be calculated, and the way in which changes in the values of these 
metrics correspond to different types of changes in the morphological system will 
be investigated, with particular regard to any role that reductions in complexity 
may play as a motivating factor for analogical change.
Greek noun inflection
3.1 Inflectional system of Greek nouns
3.1.1 Scope
The aim of this work is to consider the relevance of notions of morphological 
complexity to the diachronic evolution of the inflectional system of Greek nouns 
by presenting an account of how this evolution can be modelled v^thin the frame­
work of Network Morphology Because of the large diachronic scope, which will 
stretch from reconstructed Proto-Indo-European to the modem language, it will 
be necessary to focus primarily on the evolution of the core inflection classes. By 
this, I mean those inflection classes which throughout the history of the language 
are the most numerous in terms of their lexemic inventory which are the most 
productive in the acquisition of new lexemes and loanwords, and which serve 
diachronically as analogical models for changes in one another’s inflection.
Conversely it v\dll be necessary to leave out discussion of the inflection pat­
terns of irregular lexemes and of minoi; non-productive inflection classes having 
only a small number of members. Numerous classes of this type exist at different 
points in the history of Greek—^being created out of the core classes by sound 
changes affecting only a very small subset of nouns, being absorbed back into 
one of the core classes by the analogical migration of their lexemes, or in some
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cases exhibiting a remarkable degree of diachronic stability—and attempting to 
address their varied histories would require much detailed discussion of minor 
points of linguistic history which would distract from the broad focus of this 
work.
Indeed, these minor classes and irregular lexemes are arguably peripheral 
to Greek noun inflection when considered as a system. When analysed as part 
of a Network Morphology model of the Greek inflectional system, these classes 
would be represented by nodes at the bottom of the inheritance hierarchy Some 
may inherit part of their paradigms from the node of a core class, while other; 
more irregular classes may just inherit direct from the root node, but each would 
have only a relatively small number of lexemic daughter nodes of its ovm. And 
in diachronic terms their interaction, in terms of analogical influence, with the 
rest of the inflectional system is minimal.
For similar reasons, it will be convenient to omit discussion of the diachronic 
realisations of certain feature-value sets which are either peripheral to the system 
or of limited diachronic interest. In particular, and in common with diachronic 
studies such as Luraghi (2004) and Karatsareas (2011), the realisations of the 
vocative case will not be discussed in any detail. The vocative is both periph­
eral to the system, (according the the token counts of Winter 1971, only 1.7% 
of a corpus of 25,724 Classical Greek nouns were in distinct vocative case forms, 
while Karatsareas 2011:209 claims that the vocative should be considered non- 
structural in Modem Greek) and diachronically stable. In fact, distinct vocative 
forms exist for only a subset of the core inflection classes, and only for the sin­
gular number; in the other inflection classes and in the plural, the appropriate 
nominative form is always used for direct address. Where a distinct vocative 
form does exist, it is always predictable from other forms in the paradigm.
Realisations of the dual number will also be left out of this analysis. Use of the 
dual forms in texts and inscriptions is already both optional and relatively infre­
quent by the Classical period, and the dual is arguably already a peripheral part
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of the system. It then falls out of use entirely early in the Koine era. Throughout 
the Classical and Koine period the inflectional patterns used to form the dual are 
stable, and although the dual does display an interesting pattern of syncretism 
across all inflection classes between nominative and accusative and between gen­
itive and dative, the (pre-)history of the dual formation is unclear; particularly 
in light of the scant and confusing evidence from Mycenaean. Any attempt to 
provide a diachronic analysis of the dual would therefore be both somewhat 
speculative and of limited interest from the perspective of the diachronic history 
of the system as a whole.^
Although the starting point for my diachronic analysis will be the recon- 
structed Proto-Indo-European forms, there will be no detailed discussion of the 
inflectional system of the Mycenaean Greek as attested in the Linear B tablets. 
The data available for Mycenaean is limited both by the nature of the tablets and 
by the limitations of the (syllabic) Linear B writing system, meaning that it is not 
possible to reconstruct the complete inflectional system with any great degree of 
certainty In particular; discussion of the possible instrumental case forms in -p^ r 
will be omitted. However; Mycenaean data will help to inform some aspects of 
the reconstruction and discussion of the evolution of the system between Proto- 
Indo-European and Classical Attic.
Finally the inflectional morphosyntax of Greek nouns is communicated pri- 
marily by means of suffixal information, and it is these patterns of suffixal in­
flection which will be the subject matter of this study Occasional reference will 
be made to patterns of stem alternation where this is directly relevant to aspects 
of the evolution of the inflectional system, particular vidth regard to the irregu­
lar nominative singular of certain nouns of the consonant-stem inflection class, 
but this v\dll not be a core aspect of this work. Greek noun inflection also shows 
patterns of phonological accentuation which are conditioned by a complex set of 
morphophonological rules making reference both to the form of the sufflx and
^An overview of some of the problems concerning the use of the dual has been given by 
Hihyard (2006) and Fero (2012).
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the phonology of the lexical stem.^ These accentuation patterns cannot be ar­
gued to be part of the inflectional system, and so lie outside the scope of this 
work and will not be discussed here.
3.1.2 Overview: Classical Attic
Given the restrictions on scope set out above, it will be helpful to outline those 
core parts of the inflectional system of Greek nouns that will form the subject 
matter of the diachronic analysis. In order to do so, I shall begin by giving a brief 
analysis of the system at one particular synchronic stage. Since the diachronic 
analysis will encompass a timeframe from (reconstructed) Proto-Indo-European 
through to Modem Greek, the choice of which stage to take as an exemplar is 
inevitably somewhat arbitrary. However, Classical Greek will serve particularly 
suitably: it is the earliest stage of the language for which we have a clear and def- 
inite understanding of the inflectional system, and will function as a departure 
point both for moving forward through the diachronic evolution of the inflec- 
tional system and for looking back at its reconstructed prehistory
Classical Greek was in fact composed of a multitude of small dialects, which 
include substantial variations in all aspects of the language, including the in­
flectional morphology However; Attic, the dialect of Athens, is by far the best 
attested of the Classical dialects in the surviving literary corpus, and is therefore 
the one upon which the majority of modem descriptive and pedagogical gram­
mars are based (e.g. Smyth 1920). It is also the dialect which is ultimately the 
direct origin of the morphological system of the later standard varieties of the 
language, and will therefore be taken as the model for this description.
An unfortunate consequence of the dominance and prestige of the Classical 
Attic variety may have been to encourage standardisation (deliberate or other­
wise) towards Attic forms during scribal transmission of texts during the me­
dieval period; fortunately inscriptional evidence (abundant for some dialects
F^or a detailed discussion of the operation of these rules in Classical Greek, see Probert (2003).
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but patchy for others) and the work of ancient grammarians allow us an insight 
into the variations and changes affecting the language which may otherwise have 
been lost, both during the Classical period and later.
3.1.3 Gender
Table 3.1: Relative frequencies of Greek noun genders
feminine 45.3%
masculine 40.1%
neuter 14.6%
Classical Greek nouns are divided into the three standard Indo-European gen- 
ders of masculine, feminine and neuter; each built upon a semantic core, in the 
proportions shown in Table 3.1 (based on a search of the lexemes in the Perseus 
database Crane 2010). Greek shows a strong relationship between inflection 
class and gender; which is much more regular than that in (for instance) Latin. 
For proof of this, consider the entropy (see § 2.5.3) of placing a random Classical 
Greek noun lexeme into the correct gender given no further information, which 
is —((.401 X logg .401) + (.453 x logg .453) + (.146 x log2 .146)) =  1.451 if no 
further information about the lexeme is given (compared to a theoretical maxi­
mum of 1.585 for three genders of exactly equal size); however; if the inflection 
class of the lexeme is given, this entropy drops to 0.267. The main exception to 
this inflection class-gender correlation comes in the non-neuter (i.e. masculine 
and feminine) consonant-stem nouns, which are inflectionally identical but are 
distributed almost equally between the masculine and feminine genders.
However; the strength of this mapping of inflection class to gender is a re­
sult of a few small differences in sufhxation between nouns of different gen­
ders within an inflectional macroclass: as well as the neuter o-stems and neuter 
consonant-stems, which are distinguished from non-neuters by distinct nomina­
tive and accusative forms in much the same way as the neuters in Latin, there 
are also the masculine d-stem nouns, which are distinguished in the nominative
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singular and genitive singular.^ This system, with genders distinguished by in­
flectional variations within a larger macroclass, would lend itself very well to 
analysis by a default inheritance model.
3,1.4 The principal inflection classes
Table 3.2: Summary: noun inflection in Attic Greek (frequency data extracted 
from the database of Crane 2010)
o-stem u-stem consonant-stem
gender masc neut fem masc fem masc masc fem neut
type frequency 20.9% 9.1% 21.7% 0 .8 % 9.3% 5.7% 12.7% 14.1% 5.5%
nom sg -os -on -à -âs -ê -ës -S -s -0
acc sg -on -on -an -ân -ën -ën -a -a -0
gen sg -ou -ou -âs -ou -ës -ou -os -os -os
dat sg -61 -ôi -ai -âi -ëi -ëi -i -i -i
nom pi -ci -a -ai -ai -ai -ai -es -es -a
acc pi -dus -a -âs -âs -âs -âs -as -as -a
g e n  pi -ôn -ôn -ôn -ôn -ôn -ôn -ôn -ôn -ôn
dat pi -ois -ois -ais -ais -ais -ais -si -si -si
The core noun system of Classical Attic consists of inflections for four core 
cases—nominative, accusative, genitive and dative—and two core numbers— 
singular and plural. The sufhxal inflections of Attic nouns are traditionally di­
vided into three major inflection classes, or ‘declensions’, with each of these sub­
suming a range of smaller variations in inflectional patterns. Each of these three 
major inflection classes are considered in more detail below.
To make the narrative of the diachrony easier to foUov  ^ it will be helpful to 
take the names given below for the three major inflectional macroclasses and 
use them consistently for the equivalent (or cognate) inflection class at each 
stage within the history of the language, even if the name itself ceases to be 
descriptively accurate. This will be particularly relevant in the case of the d-stem 
inflection class: I shall continue to refer to the equivalent inflection classes using
have spoken of the numerically smaller classes as possessing features which distinguish 
themselves from the larger; but it would seem just as valid to speak of these the other way round.
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this designation even in the later stages of the language when a -a- vowel has 
ceased to be a characteristic of ± is  class.
3.1.4.1 The o-stem nouns
Table 3.3: o-stem noiins in Classical Attic
wolf
masc
yoke
neut
nom sg luk-os zug-on
acc sg luk-on zug-on
gen sg luk-du zug-du
dat sg luk-ôi zug-oi
nom pi luk-oi zug-a
acc pi luk-dus zug-a
gen pi luk-on zug-on
dat pi luk-ois zug-ois
Traditionally referred to as the Second Declension, the standard inflection 
of the o-stem nouns is shown in Table 3.3. Nouns of this inflection class are 
predominantly either masculine or neuter, the two genders being morphologi- 
cally distinct in the nominative singular and nominative and accusative plural, a 
feature which is common throughout Indo-European languages that possess the 
three-gender system. A very small number of nouns following the o-stem mas­
culine inflectional pattern take feminine gender agreement, and it is perhaps 
best to model these as being members of the o-stem masculine class but having 
lexically-specihed abnormal gender.
3.1.4.2 The a-stem nouns
The d-stem inflection class, traditionally called the First Declension, developed 
from the feminine '^d-stem nouns (actually PIE '^eHg-stem nouns, with *eH2 >d  
regularly in Proto-Greek) that are found throughout the Indo-European family;^
'*See Coker (2009) for further details on these o-stem feminine notms, which were progres­
sively reassigned to masculine gender (whüe retaining the same inflectional pattern).
^Except for Hittite, which entirely lacks any trace of a feminine gender (Szemerënyi 
1990:195-196).
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however, the Classical declension also includes a significant number of mascu- 
line nouns, which are distinct from the feminine nouns of the same class in two 
inflectional forms.
Table 3.4: u-stem feminine nouns in Classical Attic
honour land, count/y
nom sg tîm-ê k^ôr-â
acc sg üm-ën k^ôr-ân
gen sg tïm-ës k^ôr-âs
dat sg tün-ëi k^ôr-âi
nom pi tûn-ai k^ôr-ai
acc pi tïm-âs k^ôr-âs
gen pi tïm-ôn k^ôr-ôn
dat pi tïm-ais k^ôr-ais
Table 3.4 shows the inflection of the feminine nouns of this class. There are in
fact two subtypes in Attic, with the difference between them lying in the ‘theme 
vowel’ of the singular suffixes. A regular sound change occurring early in the 
history of Attic created a variation between ë in paradigms of some lexemes and 
d in others which is conditioned by the stem phonology with d occurring after a 
stem ending in a vowel or in r, and ë occurring elsewhere. Note that this only 
applies in the singular inflections; the accusative plural inflection in Attic is -ds 
regardless of the stem.^ As this allomorphy is, for the most part, phonologically 
predictable in Classical Attic, it is reasonable to treat these as a single inflection 
class.
The nominative plural suffix -at is not the expected outcome of regular sound 
change operating on the inherited Proto-Indo-European nominative plural suf- 
fix for this class, but is instead a Greek innovation found across the dialects of 
Classical Greek, presumably on the model on the o-stem -ot suffix; the dative plu­
ral suffix -ats has a similarly analogical origin (Sihler 1995:271-272). Only the 
Ionic dialect, and some early Attic inscriptions, reflect the inherited PIE dative 
form (actually a locative) in -% i.
^Historically the sound change -ans>-os in Attic postdates the change of -a to -e (Sihler 
1995:217).
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The masculine d-stem nouns, with their distinct inflectional forms in the nom­
inative singular and genitive singular (shown in Table 3.5), are an innovation 
apparendy peculiar to Greek, albeit an innovadon which must have occurred rel­
atively early in the history of the language, since corresponding forms are found 
both in the archaic language of the Homeric poems and (more importandy) on 
the Mycenaean tablets. Aside from their two disdnctive forms, they otherwise 
inflect as feminine d-stems of the relevant dialect, with Atdc forms having -ë or 
-d as expected depending on the stem phonology It therefore seems reasonable 
to treat these as a subclass of a larger d-stem class, in the same way as the neuter 
o-stems; this structure would be similarly amenable to an inheritance model.
Table 3.5: d-stem masculine nouns in Classical Attic
citizen young man
nom sg 
gen sg
polît-ës neâni-âs 
polït-oïi neâni-6u
These nouns apparendy originate from agent nouns formed with a suffix -tds, 
generally assumed (e.g. Sihler 1995:273-274) to have followed the feminine d- 
stem declension aside from in its nominadve singular form. As the origin of this 
suffix is uncertain—and there seem to be no clear parallels elsewhere in Indo- 
European—it is difficult to speculate on how this apparent hybrid of d-stem and 
o-stem declensions first arose, but a possible explanadon for the development of 
the distinct inflectional pattern will be given in § 4.2.5. As we shall see, this rela­
tively small inflection class came eventually to play a crucial role in the diachrony 
of the inflectional system.
3.1.4.3 The consonant-stem nouns
The last of the traditional inflection classes, the Third Declension of tradidonal 
grammars, comprises mainly the ‘consonant-stem’ nouns, a phonologically het­
erogeneous selection of stem forms which nevertheless share the vast majority 
of their suffixal infiecdon. Unlike in the o-stems and d-stem there is no morpho-
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Table 3.6: Consonant-stem nouns in Attic Greek
guard
masc
hope
fem
grace, charm
fem
hody
neut
nom sg p^ulak-s elpi-s k^ari-s soma
acc sg p^ulak-a elpid-a k^ari-n soma
gen sg p^ulak-os elpid-os k^arit-os somat-os
dat sg p^ulak-i elpid-i k^arit-i somat-i
nom pi p^ulak-es elpid-es k^arit-es somat-a
acc pi p^ulak-as elpid-as k^arit-as sômat-a
gen pi p^ulak-on elpid-on k^arit-ôn sômat-ôn
dat pi p^ulak-si elpi-si k^ari-si sôma-si
logical distinction between masculine and feminine nouns in the consonant-stem 
classes, which are found in roughly equal numbers in the lexicon, although (as 
in the o-stems) there exist distinctive, syncretic neuter suffixes for nominative 
and accusative: the neuter singular nominative and accusative arguably have a 
zero suffix, with final consonants dropping in accordance with regular rules of 
phonology governing permissible word-endings.
Table 3.6 shows the basic (and most frequent) Third Declension inflection pat­
tern, that of p^uZoks, together with some lexemes displaying variant stem forms. 
The degree of stem and suffix allomorphy shown in certain forms is the result 
of historical phonological processes. For instance, the allomorphy displayed by 
k^ari-n, where one might reasonably expect to find **k^ari-ta, has been condi- 
tioned by the stem phonology: stems of two syllables ending in i followed by a 
dental (i.e. -id, -it or -it^) regularly drop the dental and take -n as an accusative 
singular suffix instead of -a. Similar rules govern the disappearance of stem- 
final consonants before suffixes beginning with -s, in some cases resulting in the 
lengthening of the previous vowel (Smyth 1920:61-62).
In many cases these variations could plausibly be explained by an (admittedly 
somewhat complex) set of morphophonological rules. However; this is not true 
for all instances of this type of stem variation.
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Table 3.7: Third Declension nouns in Attic Greek with different stem patterns
mùdng bowZ 
masc
/atfier
masc
nom sg krâtër patër
acc sg krâtër-a pater-a
gen sg krâtër-os patr-os
dat sg krâtër-i patr-i
nom pi krâtër-es pater-es
acc pi krâtër-as pater-as
gen pi krâtër-ôn pater-ôn
dat pi krâtër-si patra-si
Consider Table 3.7: there is nothing in the suffixal inflection which would 
indicate that these two lexemes should inflect differently; but while krütër main­
tains the same stem throughout its paradigm, pater displays a pattern of stem 
alternation,^ suggesting that consonant-stem noun lexemes possess a separate 
layer of stem inflection which subdivides the suffixal class. This may therefore 
lead to an alternative analysis under which nouns of the p^ulaks type are the 
default type for consonant-stem inflection, and those nouns having one or more 
forms that vary from this pattern have these variations specified in their lexical 
entries.
3.1.5 Data sources
3.1.5.1 Historical data
A range of different data sources have been used to construct a consensus account 
of the history of the system of Greek noun inflection. Particular data sources are 
direcdy cited for the more detailed points in the diachronic analysis, but I shall 
give here those grammars and analyses that have been used for the generally 
accepted facts about the inflectional systems at various points in time.
A starting point is the broad diachronic outline from Mycenaean to Modem
^This sam e stem  p a tte rn  is found  in  several o ther nouns w ith  stem s ending in -er, all of w hich 
go back to  ablauting form s of PiE roots featuring  a syllabic r.
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Greek given in Luraghi (2004). The sources used for the reconstructed Proto- 
Indo-European system are discussed in detail in § 4.2.1. The main sources used 
for the changes to the system between PIE and Classical Attic are Sihler (1995) 
and Chantraine (1961), and the synchronic details of the Classical Attic system 
are mainly drawn from Smyth (1920). The data on development of Koine Greek 
draws on Horrocks (2010) and chapters in Christidis (2007), and that on the de­
velopment of the system between Koine and Modem Greek on Browning (1983) 
and, again, Horrocks (2010). The synchronic system of Modem Greek is drawn 
primarily from data in Sotiropoulos (1972) and Ralli (2000).
3.1.5.2 Numerical data
The online Perseus Digital Library (Crane 2010), a corpus of Latin and Classi­
cal Greek texts, includes a lexical analysis tool, which carries out morphological 
analysis of word forms in the corpus on the basis of a pre-existing database which 
maps word forms to their corresponding lexemes and morphosyntactic values. By 
carrying out targeted SQL searches in this database of word forms for particular 
combinations of morphosyntax, gender and (using the LIKE operator) suffixation 
pattems— t^hese last serving, in effect, as principal parts—it has been possible to 
extract type counts of the numbers of lexemes belonging to each of the major 
inflection classes in Classical Greek.
These figures are not exact, and the searches are prone to both noise and 
omission. Noise can take the form of variant spellings, forms which are attested 
only once in a particular gendei; or unique inflectional forms which do not follow 
the expected paradigm for a lexeme—in this last case it is difficult to separate 
genuinely exceptional forms from (for instance) incorrect tagging in the corpus. 
Since it appears that if a particular inflectional form is not attested in the corpus 
that it does not appear in the database, omission can occur when the unattested 
form is being used as the key suffixation pattern in a search, and to try to min­
imise this effect I have (whenever possible) searched the database using different
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suffixation patterns for each inflection class and averaged the results when they 
have differed.
However; the total size of the inflection class data set is 8,979 lexemes, and 
if inflection classes are treated as proportions of the whole (as they are under 
the entropy metric) this will hopefully be large enough to minimise the effects 
of noise and omissions.
Token counts of nouns by inflection class for Standard Modem Greek have 
been obtained from Kavoukopoulos (1996, quoted in Christofidou and Stephany 
1997). Although not directly comparable to the token counts from the Perseus 
data, these do at least allow for a rough comparison for the relative proportions 
of the lexicon which the inflection classes comprise at these two extreme stages 
of the attested history of the language.
Table 3.8: Relative frequencies of cases in a corpus of 25,724 Greek nouns (Win­
ter 1971)
nom 25.1%
voc 1.3%
acc 38.1%
gen 21.7%
dat 13.7%
A search of the Perseus corpus aiming to determine the frequency of occur­
rence of each case value within Classical Greek was disappointing, and produced 
values that were unexpectedly high for the genitive (33.4%) and unexpectedly 
low for the nominative (16.1%), even allov\dng for the frequency of genitive 
absolute constructions amongst some Greek authors. That these figures were 
unreliable was confirmed by the data given in Winter (1971) and reproduced 
in Table 3.8, which does not give separate figures for singular and plural (al­
though typologically it is probably safe to assume that singular is significantly 
more frequent than plural). Unfortunately this does suggest that ± e  tagging 
in the Perseus corpus itself may be unreliable, and that a higher-quality manu-
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ally tagged dataset may be needed for any investigation into frequency effects 
operating at a paradigmatic level.
3.2 Network Morphology and Greek noun Inflection
3.2.1 Initial synchronic analysis; Attic
The structures of default inheritance allowed for by Network Morphology mean 
that as a theory it is well suited to the modelling of a system such as Greek noun 
inflection, in which there is substantial overlap between the inflectional patterns 
of different inflection classes. To demonstrate this, I shall take an analysis of 
the noun system of Classical Attic, which will later serve as the starting point of 
the diachronic analysis. The inflectional patterns of this class are as shown in Ta­
ble 3.9. Creating a synchronic analysis of the inflectional system as it stood at this 
point in time will illustrate several aspects the Network Morphology inheritance 
models that will be relevant for the later diachronic analysis.
Table 3.9: Summary: noun inflection in Attic Greek (repeated from Table 3.2)
o-stem a-stem consonant-stem
gender masc neut fem masc fem masc masc fem neut
type frequency 20.9% 9.1% 21.7% 0.8% 9.3% 5.7% 12.7% 14.1% 5.5%
nom sg -os -on -â -as -ë -ës -s -s -0
acc sg -on -on -ân -ân -ën -ën -a -a -0
gen sg -oil -ou -as -ou -ës -ou -os -os -os
dat sg -oi -oi -âi -âi -ëi -ëi -i -i -i
nom pi -oi -a -ai -ai -ai -ai -es -es -a
acc pi -6Ï1S -a -as -âs -âs -âs -as -as -a
gen pi -on -on -on -ôn -ôn -ôn -ôn -ôn -ôn
dat pi -ois -ois -ais -ais -ais -ais -si -si -si
In constructing the initial model it would seem reasonable, at least at hrst, 
to keep the hierarchical structure as simple and straightforward as possible. I 
shall leave out, for the moment, the question of the directionality of the relation-
ship between inflection class and gender, but will return to this in § 3.2.4. Of 
course, once we start to investigate the diachronic changes in the system it may
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turn out that a more complex model would fit better into the overall evolution 
of the language, but it seems sensible to try to avoid beginning from such an
assumption.
To see how such a model is constructed, let us consider first the o-stem nouns. 
We have already seen (in Figure 2.1) how the masculine o-stem lexemes can be 
conceived as individual nodes, each node inheriting its specific morphological 
forms from a single inflection class node. If this were to be the extent of our 
hierarchy we would have to place a fact at the inflection class node stating how 
to form each inflectional realisation for that inflection class, which would then 
be inherited by each of the 'child' nodes for the lexemes in that inflection class. 
For the o-stem masculine nouns, such a DATR analysis would look like this:^
0 STEM MASC:
<mor sg nom> == "<mor stem>" os
<mor sg acc> == "<mor stem>" on
<mor sg gen> == "<mor stem>" ou
<mor sg dat> == "<mor stem>" 61
<mor pi nom> == "<mor stem>" oi
<mor pi acO == "<mor stem>" ous
<mor pi gen> == "<mor stem>" on
<mor pi dat> == "<mor stem>" ois
<mor gender> == masc.
"<mor Stem>" here represents the morphological stem specific to each lex­
eme, which would be specified at the individual lexical node.^ So, for example, 
to form the accusation plural of the lexeme logos, one would first look at the 
appropriate lexical node, which may look something like:
 ^Owing to the restrictions of the encoding, a tilde has been used instead of a macron to mark 
long vowels.
^The attribute mor at the beginning of each path allows for the autonomy of morphology 
tvith respect to other parts of the grammar (see Brown and Hippisley 2012:107), and will prove 
useful when we consider ways of modelling the relationship between inflection class and gender 
in § 3.2.4.
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LOGOS :
<> == 0_STEM_MASC 
<mor stem >  == l o g  
< s e m a n t ic s >  == w ord .
As explained above, the 'empty path' <> == 0_STEM means that the LOGOS 
node inherits all the rules from the o-STEM node, except where they are explicitly 
overridden at the lower node. There are no overrides here, so the accusative 
plural is formed according to the rule at the o-STEM node, by concatenating the 
suffix ous to the stem, in this case fog, to get the correct form, Zogous.
However, given the ability of nodes to inherit facts from nodes higher up in the 
hierarchy and the fact the Greek has numerous rules that apply across multiple 
inflection classes, a good Network Morphology model would not specify all the 
rules of a single inflection class at a node, but would instead have those rules 
that are shared with other inflection classes specified as facts at a higher node 
from which the inflection class nodes could inherit.
For example, consider the o-stem neuter nouns. The DATR analysis of an in­
flection class node specifying all the inflectional the forms of nouns of this inflec­
tion class would look like this:
O STEM NEUT:
<mor s g nom> == "<mor s te m > " on
<mor s g a c c >  == "<mor s te m > " on
<mor s g g en >  == "<mor s te m > " ou
<mor s g d a t>  == "<mor stem >" o i
<mor p i nom> == "<mor s te m > " a
<mor p i a c O  == "<mor s te m > " a
<mor p i gen >  == "<mor s te m > " on
<mor p i d a t>  == "<mor s te m > " o i s
<mor g e n d e r >  == n e u t .
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However; comparing this with the masculine o-stem nouns, we can see that 
many of the rules—in fact, everything apart from the nominative singular and 
plural and the accusative plural—are common to both inflection classes. This 
suggests a hierarchical analysis, and there are three possible ways of doing this: 
the o-stem neuter node inheriting from the o-stem masculine node, the o-stem 
masculine node inheriting from the o-stem neuter node, or both nodes inheriting 
from a common parent node which contains just those rules common to both 
classes. Looking at the frequency data in Table 3.9, which shows that neuter 
o-stems are only half as frequent as masculine o-stems, it may seem reasonable 
to treat the neuters as a child node of the masculines. This would have a tree 
fragment as in Figure 3.1, and would be expressed in DATR as below
0_STEM_NEUT:
<> == 0_STEM_MASC
<mor sg nom> == <mor sg acc>
<mor pi acO == "<mor stem>" a
<mor pi nom> -- <mor pi acc>
<mor gender> == neut.
MASCULINE O-STEM
logos dromos etc. NEUTER O-STEM
zugon ergon etc.
Figure 3.1: Tree fragment for masculine and neuter o-stem nouns
Note that the rule for forming the accusative plural stated at this node over­
rides the rule for the same form as inherited from the masculine node, whilst 
the rules for the nominative also capture the nominative-accusative syncretism
which is a distinctive feature of the neuter in Greek. The rules expressing this 
syncretism are directional: in both singular and plural, the rule for forming the
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nominative copies the rule for forming the accusative. For the singular; this di­
rectionality is determined by the fact that ± e  form of the nominative singular of 
the neuter nouns is identical to the form of the accusative singular of the mas­
culine nouns, and so having the rule for forming the nominative singular of the 
neuter nouns copy the pre-existing rule for forming the accusative singular is the 
most economical way to express this identity However; in the plural, where the 
neuter nominative and accusative singular share a form which is distinct from 
any realisational form of the masculine class, the directionality is less apparent, 
and an analysis in which this form is specified as the realisation of the nominative 
plural and is then copied by the rule for forming the accusative plural is equally 
plausible.
While this is the analysis of the o-stem classes which we shall take for our 
initial model, the alternative analysis with both inflection class nodes as daugh­
ters of a virtual ‘general o-stem’ node is also possible, and would be expressed in 
DATR as below. Compare Figure 3.2 with Figure 3.1.
0 STEM:
<mor sg acc> == " <mor stem>" on
<mor sg gen> == " <mor stem>" ou
<mor sg dat> == " <mor stem>" 6i
<mor Pb gen> == " <mor stem>" ôn
<mor pb dat> == " <mor stem>" ois
O STEM MASC
<> == 0_STEM
<mor sg nom> == "<mor stem>" os
<mor pi nom> == "<mor stem>" oi
<mor pi acc> == "<mor stem>" ous
<mor gender> == masc.
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0_STEM_NEUT:
<> == 0_STEM
<mor sg nom> == <mor sg acc>
<mor pi acc> == "<mor stem>" a
<mor pi nom> == <mor pi acc>
<mor gender> == neut.
O-STEM
MASCULINE O-STEM NEUTER O-STEM
logos dromos etc. zugon ergon etc.
Figure 3.2: Alternative tree fragment for masculine and neuter o-stem nouns
Applying a similar process to the whole Classical Attic noun system can result
in a model as shown in Figure 3.3. At the top of this hierarchical tree is a node 
named NOUN, which contains rules common to all nouns. At the bottom are 
nodes for each individual lexem e of the language; for clarity the sets of nodes 
representing the lexemes of each of the major inflection classes are represented 
by SMALL CAPS in the tree diagram.
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3.2.2 DATR analysis
The analysis below implements in DATR the inheritance model in Figure 3.3. For 
the purposes of this analysis, only the purely morphological system has been 
considered, and regular rules of morphophonology (such as the choice of vowel 
in d-stem singular forms) are ignored. Gender has been assigned by the inflection 
class except for the non-neuter consonant-stem nouns, where there is no gender- 
inflection correlation.
NOUN:
<mor stem plain> == "<mor root>"
<mor stem theme> == "<mor root>" "<mor vowel>" 
<mor sg nom> == "<mor stem theme>" s
<mor sg dat> == "<mor stem theme>" -i
<mor pi gen> == "<mor stem plain>" ôn.
% Specifies general rules for forming two types of 
stems (plain and thematic) based upon the bare 
root of a lexeme, which (along with the inflection 
class) is all that need be specified in the 
lexical entry for a noun.
% Also specifies rule for forming the genitive plural 
which is universal across all nouns.
VOWEL_STEM:
<> == NOUN
<mor sg acO == "<mor stem theme>" n
<mor pi nom> == "<mor stem theme>" 'i
<mor pi dat> == "<mor stem theme>" 'is.
% Describes the forms common to the thematic a-stem 
and o-stem declensions. The - represents a 
functional operation marking the immediately
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preceding vowel (if there is one) as long; the ' a 
similar operation making the immediately 
preceding vowel short.
A_STEM:
<> == VOWEL_STEM 
<mor vowel> == à
<mor sg nom> == "<mor stem theme>"
<mor sg gen> == "<mor stem theme>" s
<mor pi acc> == "<mor stem theme>" s
<mor gender> == fem.
% Inherits by default from the common thematic node 
VOWEL_STEM, and specifies the forms unique to the 
a-stems.
0_STEM:
<> == VOWEL_STEM 
<mor vowel> == o
<mor sg gen> == "<mor stem plain>" ou
<mor pi acc> == "<mor stem plain>" ous
<mor gender> == masc.
% Inherits by default from the common thematic node 
VOWEL_STEM, and specifies the forms unique to the 
o-stems, including the genitive singular which is 
taken from here by the masculine a-stems.
0_STEM_NEUT:
<> == 0 STEM
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<mor sg nom> == "<mor sg acc>"
<mor pi nom> == "<mor stem plain>" a
<mor pi acc> == "<mor stem plain>" a
<mor gender> == neut.
% Inherits by default from the masculine o-stems, but 
overrides this for the distinct neuter values.
CONSONANT_STEM:
<> == NOUN 
<mor vowel> ==
<mor sg gen> == " <mor stem plain>" os
<mor Pb nom> == " <mor stem plain>" es
<mor Pb acO == " <mor stem plain>" as
<mor Pb dat> == "<mor stem plain>" si.
% Describes the forms common to the consonant-stem 
nouns. Non-neuter consonant-stem nouns inherit 
directly from this node.
CONSONANT_STEM_NEUT:
<> == DECL_C
<mor sg nom> == "<mor stem plain>"
<mor sg acO == "<mor stem plain>"
<mor pi nom> == "<mor stem plain>" a
<mor pi acc> == "<mor stem plain>" a
<mor gender> == neut.
% Similar to the o-stem neuters, this node inherits 
by default from the non-neuter consonant-stems, 
but overrides this for the distinct neuter 
inflections.
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One important thing to note about this DATR analysis is the attribute ordering: 
here the number feature is ordered before the case feature. Although arguments 
can be made for both possible orderings, the ordering with number before case 
is, as we shall see latei; particularly appropriate when analysing the masculine 
d-stem inflection class in Greek, since this class is arguably heteroclitic on the 
basis of number. In fact, the vocative case, which is otherwise external to this 
analysis, also provides support for this ordering. The vocative only occurs in a 
subset of inflection classes in the singular number value, whereas there is no 
distinct vocative plural form for any noun. Number is here conditioning the 
occurrence of a case form, analogous to the situation with the Russian second 
locative and second genitive cases cited in Brown and Hippisley (2012:58).
3.2.3 Alternative inheritance model
This is not the only plausible analysis of the Classical Attic system. The inheri­
tance model as constructed in Figure 3.3 features a Virtual node’, VOWEL-STEM, 
which contains those inflectional patterns common to the the d-stem and o-stem 
classes but from which no lexemes inherit directly: indeed, if any lexeme were to 
inherit from this node it would be defective, since at this point in the inheritance 
hierarchy there are no values specified for genitive singular or accusative plural. 
This model minimises the amount of ‘overriding’ of inherited defaults required 
by nodes lower in the hierarchy and therefore allows for a greater degree of 
monotonicity.
However; as argued above (§ 2.3.3), when proposing an analysis which uses a 
virtual node it may also be useful to consider w hether alternative, tenable models 
which do not use a virtual node are possible. In this case, such a model can be 
constructed by positing one of the real non-neuter thematic inflection classes as 
a daughter node of the other. Figure 3.4 shows such an alternative analysis with 
the d-stem class analysed as a daughter node of the o-stem class, although looking 
at the synchronic data alone an analysis with the o-stem class as a daughter node
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of the d-stem class is also tenable. As I shall show later in the diachronic analysis 
of this stage of the language history it is in fact the alternative model as shown 
in Figure 3.4 which fits better with the future evolution of the inflectional system 
after this point.
NOUN
nom sg -Vs, dat sg -Vi, 
gen pi -ôn
O-STEM MASC 
acc sg -Vn, gen sg -du, 
nom pi -Vi, acc pi -dus, dat pi -Vis
A-STEM FEM 
nom sg -X gen sg -Vs, 
acc pi -Vs
O-STEM NEUT 
nom sg -Vn, 
nom pi -a, acc pi -a
CONSONANT-STEM
acc sg -a, gen sg -os, 
nom pi -es, acc pi -as, dat pi -si
CONSONANT-STEM NEUT 
nom sg -0 , acc sg -0 , 
nom pi -a, acc pi -a
Figure 3.4: Structural overview of alternative analysis for Classical Attic
3.2.4 Modelling neuter noun inflections
In the analyses above, the two major classes of neuter nouns, the o-stem neuters 
and the consonant-stem neuters, were modelled as daughter nodes of the o- 
STEM and CONSONANT-STEM nodes respectively inheriting half of their inflec­
tional forms from their mother node but overriding the inherited nominative 
and accusative singular and plural forms with the distinct neuter inflections, as 
well as assigning morphological neuter gender to any lexemes in their class.
Howevei; an alternative analysis is possible within Network Morphology us­
ing a technique known as evaluable paths. This is in principle similar to a form 
of conditional inheritance, and can be used here to determine the inflection of 
lexemes belonging to these classes on the basis of a lexically-specified gender 
value. This formal conditioning with reference to gender specified at the lexical 
node is modelled in the partial DATR analysis below
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NOUN:
<mor sg nom> == "<mor "<syn gender>" sg nom>"
<mor masc sg nom> == "<mor stem theme>" s 
<mor sg acc> == "<mor "<syn gender>" sg acO"
<mor neut sg acO == "<mor neut sg nom>"
<mor sg dat> == "<mor stem long>" i
<mor pi nom> == "<mor "<syn gender>" pi nom>"
<mor neut pi nom> == "<mor stem plain>" a 
<mor pi acc> == "<mor "<syn gender>" pi acc>"
<mor neut pi acO == "<mor neut pi nom>"
<mor pi gen> == "<mor stem plain>" ôn.
0_STEM:
<> == NOUN
<mor stem plain> == "<mor root>"
<mor stem theme> == "<mor root>" o
<mor stem long> == "<mor root>" ô
<mor neut sg nom> == "<mor masc sg acc>"
<mor masc sg acc> == "<mor stem theme>" n
<mor sg gen> == "<mor stem plain>" ou 
<mor masc pi nom> == "<mor stem theme>" i
<mor masc pi acc> == "<mor stem theme>" ous
<mor pi dat> == "<mor stem long>" is.
CONSONANT_STEM:
<> == NOUN
<mor stem> == "<mor root>"
<mor neut sg nom> == "<mor stem>"
<mor masc sg acc> == "<mor stem theme>" a
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<mor sg gen> == "<mor stem>" os 
<mor masc pi nom> == "<mor stem>" es 
<mor masc pi acO == "<mor stem theme>" as 
<mor pi dat> == "<mor stem>" si.
This analysis is equivalent to the direct inheritance analysis given previously 
and has the advantage of allowing the principle of nominative-accusative syn­
cretism in the neuter nouns to be specified once at the NOUN node, rather than 
separately at the nodes from each neuter inflection class. However; not only are 
the workings of the evaluable-path-based analysis inherently more complex, but 
it also requires additional information to be specified at each lexical node.
Under the direct inheritance analysis, gender is for many lexemes assigned on 
the basis on their inflection class by inheriting a <mor gender> value, mean­
ing that those nouns belonging to a class where there is a clear default gender; 
such as the masculine o-stem, neuter o-stem or neuter consonant-stem classes, 
do not need to have an explicit gender assignment within their lexical entries, al­
though those noun lexemes which are members of a class with no default gender; 
such as non-neuter consonant-stem nouns, or which have a different gender to 
the default for their inflection class, such as the small number of feminine o-stem 
nouns, must have an explicit lexical gender specification.
However; under the evaluable-path-based analysis all lexemes must have an 
explicit statement of gender within their lexical entries in addition to the explicit 
statement of inflection class membership: knowing that a noun is a member 
of the consonant-stem inflection class is not on its own sufficient to determine 
its full paradigm until you are also told whether or not it takes neuter gender 
agreement. And note that gender alone is never sufficient to determine inflection 
class: lexemes belonging to each of the masculine, feminine and neuter genders 
are distributed between two different inflection classes.
For this reason, the model adopted here will be one of gender assignment on 
the basis of inflection class, and not vice-versa. Note that similar considerations
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to those applied to the neuter noun classes will also apply when we come to 
consider the masculine d-stem class, as here too variation from the the standard 
inflectional pattern for a class is accompanied by variation in gender.
Diachronie model
4.1 Introduction
I shall trace the outline of the evolution of the Greek noun inflectional system in 
terms of the most populous inflection classes (i.e. those classes with the highest 
type frequency). This scope of this investigation will be restricted as outlined 
above in § 3.1. I shall examine changes in the structure of the system govern­
ing the inflection classes of what are, in Classical Greek, the masculine o-stem, 
feminine d-stem and masculine/feminine consonant-stem nouns, which together 
account for around 79% of all lexemes in the Classical language (type count de­
rived from data in Crane 2010), and I shall consider the development of these 
classes in terms of a default-inheritance model. By concentrating on the larger 
classes and examining the diachronic forces that are responsible for gradually 
reshaping the overall structure of the system, I aim to explore the motivations 
underlying the individual changes which drive the evolution of the system as a 
whole.
I shall also discuss the two major neuter noun classes, the neuter o-stem and 
neuter consonant-stem nouns, which together account for 15% of the total lex­
emes in the lexicon of Classical Attic. Howevei; these are more peripheral to 
the overall structure of the system, and the discussion of ± e  diachrony of their 
inflection will correspondingly be slightly less detailed.
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4.2 Proto-Indo-European to Classical Attic
4.2.1 Indo-European noun system
There is an inherent risk in attempting to model the development of a morpholog­
ical system from a reconstructed and unattested proto-language, since the nature 
of the reconstructive process is such that inflectional irregularities that existed in 
the proto-language may be obscured, particularly when such irregularities may 
have been eliminated by later independent analogical developments in several of 
the daughter languages. Combined with the natural human desire to construct 
orderly systems, this may result in the reconstruction of artificially hyper-regular 
morphological systems, lacking some of the inflectional irregularities which may 
have existed in the proto-language.
However, the inflectional system of Indo-European has been studied in more 
depth than that of any other language family and the proto-language has been 
reconstructed using evidence from a broad and diverse range of languages. Be­
cause the evidence in support of this reconstruction is so diverse, and because 
the development of many of the daughter languages is generally believed to be 
well understood, there is now something approaching a robust scholarly consen­
sus about (at least the majority of) the reconstructed inflectional forms. And, in 
fact, the development of Greek from Proto-Indo-European has been the subject 
of particularly close study (e.g. Buck 1955; Chantraine 1961; Sihler 1995), so 
that, as far as it is valid to model the evolution of any inflectional system from 
its reconstructed origins, it is valid to do so for Greek.
Table 4.1 shows the Proto-Indo-European forms of the relevant inflectional 
suffixes. It is not my intention to discuss the hner points of IE philology in any de­
tail, and the forms given here are based upon a consensus of the reconstructions 
given in Szemerenyi (1990), Beekes (1995), Sihler (1995) and Meier-Briiger 
(2003). This table does not show the full reconstructed PIE inflectional system, 
but merely those forms which are relevant for the development of Classical Attic
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Greek. It is generally accepted that pie had a larger range of case inflections than 
shown here, such as instrumental, ablative and locative cases, although the exact 
number is subject to some debate.
Indeed, the forms given here as “dative plural” suffixes are in fact usually 
reconstructed as the pie instrumental plural (for the o-stem nouns) and locative 
plural (for the consonant-stem nouns) suffixes. Together with the pie dative case, 
these cases collapsed into a single “dative” case at some point in the pre-history of 
Greek, resulting in a mix of suffixes from the plural forms of historically distinct 
cases being used synchronically as suffixes for the plural of the new, combined 
dative case, with the diachronic origins of this plural marker varying depending 
on the inflection class. There is, however, no solid evidence for the process of this 
collapse, and the inflectional system given here is therefore a somewhat artificial 
construct, representing a putative “Pre-Greek” stage in the development of the 
language. For this reason I have not attempted to calculate any complexity m et­
rics for this reconstructed system, as the utility of any such calculations would 
be questionable and the data upon which they were based open to dispute. Nev­
ertheless, this system, with the aforementioned forms treated as if they were in 
fact the inherited dative plural suffixes and those cases not relevant to the later 
history of Greek ignored completely will suffice as a starting point from which a 
diachronic story of the Greek system can be traced.
Table 4.1: Reconstructed Indo-European noun inflectional suffixes
o-stem consonant-stem
nom sg -o-s -s
acc sg -o-m -m
gen sg -o-sio -os
dat sg -o-i -i
nom pi -o-i -es
acc pi -o-ns -ns
gen pi -om -om
dat pi -6-is -su
As can be seen from Table 4.1, two major distinct inflection classes are re­
constructed for proto-Indo-European (pie): the ‘thematic’ o-stem inflection and
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the ‘athematic’ consonant-stem inflection. The o-stem inflection class is distin­
guished by the theme vowel, o, which pervades its inflectional suffixes. Segment­
ing this theme vowel from the latter part of the inflectional suffix (henceforth the 
termination) reveals that there are several terminations shared between the two 
classes, as highlighted by the shaded cells in Table 4.1.
Theoretically it would be perfectly plausible for this theme vowel to be mod­
elled either as part of the invariant lexical root or as an inflectional element. 
However, the genitive plural inflection suggests that the latter option may be 
preferable in this instance: since the form of this suffix, -dm, is the same across 
both inflection classes, it seems desirable to model it as a default form specified 
at the root node. However, unless we are to postulate an otherwise unsupported 
rule of vowel contraction, this analysis requires the suffix -dm to attach to a plain 
stem—that is, in the case of the o-stem class, a stem without any theme vowel 
present. For this reason it seems preferable to model the theme vowel in the pie 
system as part of the inflectional pattern, and to specify a lexical root without a 
theme vowel for nouns of the o-stem class.
Table 4.2: Proto-Indo-European thematic noun stem alternations
o-stem
nom sg 
acc sg 
gen sg 
dat sg 
nom pi 
acc pi 
gen pi 
dat pi
theme
theme
theme
long
theme
theme
plain
long
Note that this requires us to postulate in the model three varieties of stem 
for the o-stem class; plain  (the lexical root without theme vowel), theme (with 
theme vowel) and long (with a lengthened theme vowel). The pattern of stem 
alternations is then as in Table 4.2. Since consonant-stem lexemes lack a theme 
vowel, all three stems of consontant-stem nouns are identical in form to the 
lexical root, and a rule stating this can be specified at the consonant-stem node.
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The rules for forming these shared terminations could be inherited from a 
common parent node in a default inheritance analysis of this system, so that a 
basic inheritance tree for this system would resemble Figure 4.1:
NOUN
nom sg -Vs, acc sg -Vm, dat sg -Vi, 
acc pi -Vns, gen pi -om
O-STEM CONSONANT-STEM
gen sg -Vsio, gen sg -os,
nom pi -Vi, dat pi -Vis nom pi -es, dat pi -su
Figure 4.1: Basic inheritance tree for p i e  noun inflectional terminations
However, nouns of the neuter gender provide an additional inflectional com- 
plication. The bulk of the evidence points to Proto-Indo-European having had 
the three genders (masculine, feminine and neuter) which are widely attested 
throughout its daughter languages. Of these three, the neuter nouns are in- 
flectionally distinctive, having a systematic syncretism between their nominative 
and accusative forms. Neuter nouns are found in both the o-stem and consonant- 
stem classes: in the singular the specific neuter nominative-accusative inflections 
vary between the inflection classes, while in the plural there is a single neuter 
nominative-accusative inflection used by nouns of both classes. The distinctive 
inflectional forms for the neuter nouns are as shown in Table 4.3.^
Table 4.3: Reconstructed Indo-European neuter inflectional suffixes
o-stem consonant-stem
nom sg 
acc sg -o-n -0
nom pi 
acc pi -Hz -Hz
The core inflectional system for PIE nouns, with the inheritance structure 
shown in Figure 4.1 (above), maybe modelled by the DATR analysis shown below.
^^2 is the 'second laryngeal', a consonant of uncertain phonological value which is now a 
standard part of the reconstruction of PIE phonology (see Sihler 1995:165-168).
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The distinctive neuter inflections have been treated as variants of the two major
inflection classes, inheriting most of their inflectional patters from the o-STEM or
CONSONANT-STEM nodes as appropriate, but overriding these for the distinctive
neuter suffixes.
NOUN:
<mor sg nom> == "<mor stem theme>" s
<mor sg acc> == "<mor stem theme>" m
<mor sg dat> == "<mor stem long>" i
<mor pi acc> == "<mor stem theme>" ns
<mor pi gen> == "<mor stem plain>" on
<mor neut pl> == "<mor stem plain>" eH2.
0_STEM:
<> == NOUN
<mor gender> == masc
<mor stem plain> —= "<mor root>"
<mor stem theme> == "<mor root>" o 
<mor stem long> == "<mor root>" 6 
<mor sg gen> == "<mor stem theme>" sio
<mor pi nom> == "<mor stem theme>" i
<mor pi dat> == "<mor stem long>" is.
0_STEM_NEUT:
<> == 0_STEM
<mor gender> == neut
<mor sg nom> == "<mor sg acc>"
<mor pi nom> == "<mor neut pl>"
<mor pi acO == "<mor neut pl>".
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CONSONANT_STEM:
<> == NOUN
<m or s te m >  == "< m or r o o t > "
<m or s g  g en >  == "< m or s te m > "  o s
<m or p i  nom> == "< m or s te m > "  e s
<m or p i  d a t>  == "< m or s te m > "  s u .
CONSONANT_STEM_NEUT:
<> == CONSONANT_STEM 
<m or g e n d e r >  == n e u t  
<m or s g  nom> == "< m or s te m > "
<m or p i  nom> == "< m or s te m > "
<m or p i  nom> == "< m or n e u t  p l> "
<m or p i  a c c >  == "< m or n e u t  p l > " .
The d-stem feminine nouns, a major class in the Classical Greek noun system, 
are not apparent in the above analysis. The reason for this is that, according to 
the standard reconstruction (e.g. Sihler 1995), the d-stem feminine class origi- 
nated as a regular subclass of the consonant-stem inflection class, with an ele­
ment -eHz- inserted between the stem and the regular consonant-stem suffix. In 
origin this presumably served as a marker of semantic femininity but it is impor­
tant to note that this marker clearly did not occur in all semantically feminine 
consonant-stem nouns—in fact, the precise conditions of its original distribution 
are unclear.
The inflectional pattern of these eHz-feminine nouns was as shown in Ta­
ble 4.4. The sufhxal pattern is as would be expected for members of the consonant- 
stem inflection class with the sole exception of the nominative singular form. 
It is unclear why this singular should lack the overt marker -s which would 
be expected of consonant-stem inflection (cf. Table 4.1). Since absence of -s is 
found throughout the Indo-European languages in which descendants of this eHz-
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Table 4.4: Ancestor of the Classical Greek a-stem feminine inflection
nom sg -eHz-0
acc sg -eHz-m
gen sg -eHz-os
dat sg -eHz-i
nom pi -eHz-es
acc pi -eHg-ns
gen pi -eHg-om
dat pi -eHz-su
feminine class are attested, and not just in Greek, it is not possible to speculate 
with any certainty on the history of this form. In any case, for the inheritance 
model of the system at this stage these eHz-feminine nouns can be treated as a 
daughter node of the consonant-stem class, with the -eHz- element considered to 
be part of the lexical root, and a rule at the eH^-node specifying the special nom­
inative singular and overriding the form specified at the root node. This class 
can be incorporated into the inheritance analysis relatively straightforwardly by 
the addition of a daughter node of the existing cONSONANT-STEM node:
EH2_STEM:
<> == CONSONANT_STEM 
<mor gender> == fem
<mor sg nom> == "<mor stem plain>".
Incorporating this additional class into the inheritance tree, the structure of 
PIE at a proto-Greek stage could be illustrated in tree form as shown in Figure 4.2.
For the reasons discussed earlier; 1 do not intend to carry out a detailed ex­
amination of the morphological complexity of this reconstructed system, which 
instead serves as a starting point against which subsequent diachronic processes 
can be examined. However; it is worth noting the relatively high degree of mono­
tonicity shown by this model: the only instance of information specified at a 
higher node being overriden by a rule specified at a lower node occurs in the 
nominative singular of the eHz-feminine nouns. Indeed, the two major classes—
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NOUN
nom  sg -Vs, acc sg -Vm, dat sg -Vi, 
acc pi -Vns, gen pi -om
O-STEM CONSONANT-STEM
gen sg -Vsio, gen sg -os,
nom pi -Vi, dat pi Vis nom pi -es, dat pi -su
EHz-STEM 
nom sg -0
Figure 4.2: Inheritance tree for PIE noun inflectional terminations
o-stems and consonant-stems—show a very high degree of symmetry both nodes 
specifying precisely those rules which are not inherited from the root node. How­
ever, because of the limitations of reconstructed morphological systems discussed 
at the start of this section, one should perhaps be wary of giving too much weight
to this.
4.2.2 Effects of regular sound change
I shall now consider the changes affecting this system which ultimately cre- 
ated the inflection classes which became, in Classical Greek, the masculine o- 
stem, feminine d-stem and masculine/feminine consonant-stem nouns. These 
can fairly be called the three major noun classes of the Classical system, together 
accounting for around 79% of all lexemes in the Classical language (type count 
derived from data in Crane 2010).
In modelling the diachrony of morphological systems within a Network Mor­
phology framework, it is important to bear in mind that the inheritance model 
itself is not passed down from one generation to the next. Instead the model is 
rebuilt in each generation on the basis of the inflectional patterns in the system. 
Of course, if these patterns stay the same, then we might expect the model cre­
ated in each generation to remain constant. Conversely when the inflectional
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patterns change, these changes may be reflected in the structure of the model 
created in succeeding generations. Such changes may be either system-external, 
originating as the result of outside forces such as developments in the phono­
logical system. Changes of this type may in fact have no wider impact on the 
inheritance structure of the system—for example, phonological changes which 
alter the form of a particular inflection without increasing or decreasing its sim­
ilarity to any other form can often be accommodated without any significant 
alterations to the model. Alternatively changes may be system-internal, driven 
in part or in whole by the inflectional patterns themselves, such as remodelling 
of the inheritance structures on the basis of some particular similarities in inflec­
tional forms.
A large number of regular sound changes must be posited in order to derive 
Classical Greek from PIE. Like the evolution of the morphological system, these 
phonological developments have also been studied at length (e.g. Buck 1955; 
Sihler 1995) and are generally believed to be well understood, being in many 
instances supported by reconstructions external to the morphology (on the basis 
of^  for example, lexical roots or non-inflected word-forms).
Table 4.5: Greek noun inflection after regular sound changes from PIE
Proto-Indo-European 
o-stem masc eHz-stem fem cons.-stem
Outcome of regular sound changes 
o-stem masc d-stem fem cons.-stem
nom sg -o-s -eHz-0 -s -os -â -s /-0
acc sg -o-m -eHz-m -m -on -ân -a
gen sg -o-sio -eHz-os -os -ou -âs -os
dat sg -ô-i -eHz-i -i -oi -âi -i
nom pi -o-i -eHz-es -es -oi -âs -es
acc pi -o-ns -eHz-ns -ns -ous -âs -as
gen pi -om -eHz-om -6m -ôn -ôn -ôn
dat pi -o-is -eHz-su -su -ois -âsi -si
Table 4.5 shows the expected results of applying the regular sound changes 
that are generally reconstructed in deriving Classical Greek from PIE to the in­
flectional suffixes of the three PIE noun inflection classes discussed above. As 
these sound changes were a purely phonological process, it is not my intention
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to discuss them in much detail in their own right; instead, I shall focus on the 
impact that they had upon the inflectional system.
One relatively minor change, which can be dealt with briefly is the loss of the 
-s suffix from the nominative singular forms of certain consonant-stems nouns. 
This change occurred in certain environments conditioned by the phonology of 
the lexical stem; where it did take place, it was often accompanied by compen­
satory lengthening of a preceding vowel within the stem. In certain environ­
ments loss of the -s was accompanied by the loss of the final consonant or conso­
nant cluster of the lexical stem in the nominative singular; leading in many (but 
by no means all) consonant-stem lexemes to a systematic alternation between 
the (affixless) stem of the nominative singular and the stem used by the rest of 
the paradigm. The diachronic phonological processes responsible for this are 
somewhat complex, but synchronically it is perhaps best modelled by specifying 
an overriding nominative singular form in those consonant-stem lexemes which 
were subject to such a change.
Table 4.6: Classical Attic neuter inflectional sufhxes
o-stem consonant-stem
nom sg 
acc sg -o-n -0
nom pi 
acc pi -a -a
Nor shall 1 be discussing the neuter nouns in any great detail at this stage. 
Their relation to the inflectional system in Classical Attic was exactly the same 
as it had been in the PIE system discussed above, with special neuter forms of 
the nominative and accusative singular and plural suffixes for nouns with lex­
ically specified neuter gender. As there is no substantial change in the neuter 
inflectional system at this stage in the history of the language—except that the 
forms of these suffixes were altered by regular sound change to become those 
in Table 4.6— there is little of interest to say These neuter forms could be in­
corporated into the DATR analyses below just as they were in the DATR analysis
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of the PIE system by using evaluable paths; however, to do so would substan- 
tially complicate the DATR and risk obscuring those changes which are of greater 
interest.
4.2.3 Loss of laryngeals and creation of a-stem class
Perhaps the single sound change which had the most significant impact upon the 
wider structure of the inflectional system at this stage was the disappearance of 
the laryngeal consonant from the feminine eH2 -class, and the associated change 
in length and quality of the preceding vowel: eH2 >d. This change, and associated 
alterations to the inflectional suffixes, fundamentally affected the structure of the 
system by introducing a substantial differentiation between this inflection class 
and the other consonant-stem nouns.
In the genitive singular and nominative plural forms of what is now the d-stem 
class, the first vowel of the case/num ber suffix has been deleted to allow for the 
fact that the suffix is preceded by a vowel instead of by a consonant, while this 
vowel remains in the suffixes used by the consonant-stem nouns. The differing 
diachronic treatments of the nasal suffixes which mark the accusative singular 
and accusative plural have also served to decrease the similarity between the 
inflectional patterns of these two classes. The accusative singular suffix is af­
fected by a general sound change under which word-final -m>-u when preceded 
by a consonant but word-final -m>-n when preceded by a vowel: hence the ac­
cusative singular suffix in the consonant-stem class becomes -u, but -om>-on in 
the o-stem masculine inflection and, significantly in the effg-stem feminine inflec­
tion -eH2 m>-dm>-dn. Similar processes affect the accusative plural: word-final 
-Cms>-Cus, as in all consonant-stem nouns, but word-final -Vms>Vs (the effect 
of compensatory lengthening in this particular sound change on the vowel o is 
to alter it to the long close vowel traditional transcribed as du; note that this 
is not the same as the long open vowel transcribed as d which is the result of 
synchronic (morpho)phonological lengthening within Classical Greek).
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The overall impact of these sound changes, which have operated indepen­
dently of their impact upon the inflectional system, has been to substantially de­
crease the parallelism between the consonant-stem and (new) d-stem inflections, 
but at the same time to increase the similarity of the d-stems and the o-stems.
NOUN
nom sg -Vs, dat sg -Vi, 
gen pi -on
O-STEM MASC CONSONANT-STEM
acc sg -Vn, gen sg -ou, acc sg -a, gen sg -os,
nom pi -Vi, acc pi -dus, dat pi -Vis nom pi -es, acc pi -as, dat pi -Vsi
À-STEM FEM 
nom sg -y acc sg -Vn, gen sg -Vs, 
nom pi -Vs, acc pi -Vs
Figure 4.3: Pre-Greek inflection fitted to PIE tree structure
The drift of the eH^g/d-stem feminine inflection away from the consonant- 
stem class can be observed by examining the default inheritance analysis of this 
inflectional system. An initial attempt to fit the new system to the overall shape 
of the previous inheritance structure results in Figure 4.3. In this analysis 1 have 
endeavoured to maintain monotonicity where possible; this has m eant that the 
accusative singular suffix pattern with -n (i.e. that found in the o-stems) moves 
down from the NOUN node to the o-STEM node via a process of rule relegation, 
with the accompanying rule insertion of a new rule specifying the accusative 
singular suffix -u at the coNSONANT-STEM node (see § 2.4).
Although, in modelling the diachronic change, it may seem sensible to see 
the phonological change to a suffix -u in the consonant-stem class simply as the 
insertion of a new overriding rule for accusative singular by the CONSONANT- 
STEM node, while the rule at the NOUN node (specifying an -n suffix) remains 
unchanged, this is harder to justify synchronically: it is far from clear that -n can 
be justifiably claimed to be the default accusative singular suffix in a synchronic
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analysis of the system. The same principle has been applied to the accusative 
plural rule, where it is not at all clear which form would remain as a default at 
the NOUN node and which instead are now specified at the daughter nodes.
In any case, it is apparent from this that the (purely) phonological changes 
that have occurred have had a severe impact on the hierarchical structure of the 
system. Instead of three out of the eight inflectional suffixes being specified at 
the root node as defaults that apply uniformly across all inflection classes, only 
one truly universal suffix (the genitive plural) remains. More pertinently the in­
heritance relationship between the d-stem feminine and consonant-stem classes 
has been severely disrupted: instead of the d-stem class inheriting and keeping 
all hve of the forms specified at the cONSONANT-STEM node (as it does in Fig­
ure 4.2), it now inherits the five values specified at this node only to override 
four of them. In fact, a structure where the d-stem class inherits directly from 
the consonant-stem class is only useful for deriving the value of one out of eight 
inflectional realisations: the dative plural, which happens to be the realisation of 
the case-number combination which is used least frequently in Classical Greek 
(datives account for a mere 13.7% of the 25,724 noun forms in the corpus of 
Winter 1971). Furthermore, the specification of the stem form as being identi­
cal to the lexical root for the consonant-stem class must also be overridden for 
the d-stem class. This inheritance relationship, with four of the realisations in­
herited from the parent node (accusative singular, genitive singular; nominative 
plural and accusative plural) being overridden at the daughter node, and only 
one of the directly inherited realisations (dative plural) applying in the daughter 
node inflection class, has a Relationship Weakness (under the metric proposed 
above, § 2.3.3) of  ^— 4. Supported only by a form of relatively low token 
frequency this relationship is therefore particularly weak.
This model can be represented in DATR as follows:
NOUN:
<mor sg nom> == "<mor stem theme>" s
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<mor sg dat> == " <mor stem long>" i
<mor pi gen> == " <mor stem plain>" on.
'EM:
<> === NOUN
<mor gender> == masc
<mor stem plain> __ fi<mor root>"
<mor stem theme> == "<mor root>" o
<mor stem long> == "<mor root>" 6
<mor sg acO == "<mor stem theme>" n
<mor sg gen> == " <mor stem plain>" ou
<mor pi nom> == " <mor stem theme>" i
<mor pi acc> == "<mor stem plain>" ous
<mor pi dat> == " <mor stem long>" is.
CONSONANT_STEM:
<> == NOUN
<mor stem> == "<mor root>"
<mor sg acc> == " <mor stem>" a
<mor sg gen> == " <mor stem>" os
<mor pi nom> == " <mor stem>" es
<mor pi acc> == " <mor stem>" as
<mor pi dat> == " <mor stem theme>
A_STEM:
<> == CONSONANT_STEM
<mor gender> == fern
<mor stem plain> == "<mor root>"
<mor stem theme> == "<mor root>" â
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<mor stem short> == "<mor root>" a 
<mor sg nom> == "<mor stem theme>"
<mor sg acO == "<mor stem theme>" n
<mor sg gen> == "<mor stem theme>" s
<mor pi nom> == "<mor stem theme>" s
<mor pi acO == "<mor stem theme>" s.
It is notable that the creation of a vowel running throughout the paradigm 
of the eHg/d-stem feminine class has created a strong structural similarity to 
the o-stem inflection. This -d- appears to function as a theme-vowel parallel 
to the -0- of the o-stems, a point which is highlighted in the DATR analysis by 
the similarity between the rules for specifying the various stem forms as stated 
at both the o-STEM  and Â-STEM nodes. In fact, this structural similarity in the 
use of a theme vowel supports the creation, by a process of node realignment, 
of an alternative hierarchical model of in Table 4.5, in which the d-stem class is 
modelled as a daughter node not of the cONSONANT-STEM node but instead of the 
O-STEM node, inheriting the rules for stem formation from the o-stem inflection 
class. This structure is shown in Figure 4.4 and modelled in DATR below.
NOUN
nom sg -Vs, dat sg -Vi, 
gen pi -on
O-STEM CONSONANT-STEM
acc sg -Vn, gen sg -oil, acc sg -a, gen sg -os,
nom pi -Vi, acc pi -oiis, dat pi -Vis nom pi -es, acc pi -as, dat pi -si
Â-STEM FEM 
nom sg -y gen sg -Vs, 
nom pi -Vs, acc pi -Vs, dat pi -Vsi
Figure 4.4: Alternative Pre-Greek inflectional tree structure
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NOUN:
<mor sg nom> == "<mor stem theme>" s 
<mor sg dat> == "<mor stem long>" i 
<mor pi gen> == "<mor stem plain>" on.
0_STEM:
<> == NOUN
<mor gender> == masc
<mor stem plain> == "<mor root>"
<mor stem theme> == "<mor root>" "<mor vowel>" 
<mor stem long> == "<mor root>" "<mor vowel>" - 
%lengthen preceding vowel iff short 
<mor vowel> == o
<mor sg acO == " <mor stem theme>" n
<mor sg gen> == " <mor stem plain>" ou
<mor pi nom> == " <mor stem theme>" i
<mor pi acc> == " <mor stem plain>" ous
<mor pi dat> == " <mor stem theme>" is.
CONSONANT_STEM:
<> == NOUN
<mor stem> == "<mor root>"
<mor sg acc> == " <mor stem>" a
<mor sg gen> == " <mor stem>" os
<mor pi nom> == " <mor stem>" es
<mor pi acc> == "<mor stem>" as
<mor pi dat> == " <mor stem>" si.
A STEM:
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<> == 0_STEM
<m or g e n d e r >  == fern
<mo]: v o w e l>  == â
<m or s g  nom> == "< m or s te m  th e m e > "
<m or s g  g en >  == "< m or s te m  th e m e > "  s
<m or p i  nom> == "< m or s te m  th e m e > "  s
<m or p i  a c O  == "< m or s te m  th e m e > "  s
<m or p i  d a t>  == "<m or s te m  th e m e > "  s i .
At first glance, the inheritance structure shown in Figure 4.4 does not appear 
to be much more robust than that in Figure 4.3. Indeed, the number of forms 
specified at the mother node which are immediately overridden at the À-STEM 
node under this analysis is the same as in the previous model, giving this model 
an identical Relationship Weakness value of = 4. However, the inheritance 
structure in this model does have some advantages over that in the earlier model. 
One major strength is the similarity in sufhxal structure between the o-stem and 
d-stem classes, specifically the presence of a consistent theme vowel throughout 
the declension as mentioned above. As this structure, and the associated pattern 
of stem alternations, is now directly inherited by the Â-STEM node from the o- 
STEM node, it no longer needs to be specified separately at the o-STEM  and Â- 
STEM nodes, lb  take a rather crude metric, the number of facts specified at the 
À-STEM node in the DATR analysis has decreased from nine in the previous model 
to seven in this one, a reduction of 22%.
A second advantage is that, in the second model, the accusative singular is 
now an inherited form: in Greek the accusative is significantly the most frequent 
case form, three times as common as the dative (Winter 1971), so it is possible 
that frequency of use would have helped to reinforce the parallelism between 
these two inflection classes.
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4.2.4 Convergence of a-stem and o-stem classes
As noted above, the proportion of inherited values that are then overridden 
means that the proposed inheritance relationship between the d-stem and o-stem 
classes is still fairly weak. However, once the system had undergone this struc­
tural change, this relationship could be strengthened and monotonicity increased 
by morphology-internal changes which lead to a reduction in the number of in­
herited forms that are overridden at the daughter (d-stem) node. The simplest 
way for this to happen would be simply for rules at the daughter node which 
specify overrides of inherited forms to be lost, and if this new model were valid 
we may expect to find the d-stem class losing some of its distinctive inflectional 
forms in order to become more like the o-stems. In fact, this is exactly what 
happens.
Table 4.7: The d-stem feminine class before (1) and after (2) the analogical 
changes (highlighted) towards the o-stem masculines
d-stem fem (1) d-stem fem (2) o-stem masc
nom sg -â -â -os
acc sg -ân -ân -on
gen sg -as -as -ou
dat sg -âi -âi -ôi
nom pi -as -ai -01
acc pi -as -âs -dus
gen pi -ôn -ôn -ôn
dat pi -asi -ais -OIS
As illustrated by Table 4.7, the d-stem class underwent two morphology- 
internal changes in which the specified d-stem inflection was lost and replaced 
with a value inherited from the o-stem masculines. The earlier change was the 
replacement of the nominative plural suffix -as, which would be the expected 
outcome of regular sound change from pie, with a form -ai modelled on (and, 
in inheritance terms, inherited from) the o-stem suffix -oi. This appears to have 
occur early in the development of Greek, and there are no attested forms with 
an d-stem nominative plural in -as. An additional motivating factor for the early 
morphological change in this form may have been a desire to avoid homophony
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between nominative and accusative plural sufbxes in -ds—nominative-accusative 
syncretism being a systematic inflectional distinction characteristic of nouns be­
longing to the (syntactic) neuter gender.
However, the later loss of the specific rule for the d-stem dative plural (i.e. the 
form in -dsi) can actually be observed in progress in early Attic inscriptions (Sih- 
ler 1995:272), which show an ongoing confusion between -dsi and the (o-stem 
derived) form -ais, which replaces -dst entirely by the Classical period. Modelling 
these two changes within the DATR analysis gives the following fragment:
0_STEM:
<> == NOUN
<mor gender> == masc
<mor stem plain> == "<mor root>"
<mor stem theme> == "<mor root>" "<mor vowel>"
<mor stem short> == "<mor root>" "<mor vowel>" '
%shorten preceding vowel iff long 
<mor stem long> ==' "<mor root>" "<mor vowel>" - 
%lengthen preceding vowel iff short 
<mor vowel> == o
<mor sg acO == " <mor stem theme>" n
<mor sg gen> == " <mor stem plain>" ou
<mor p i nom> == "<mor stem short>" i
<mor p i acc> == " <mor stem plain>" ous
<mor p i dat> == " <mor stem short>" is.
A_STEM:
<> == 0_STEM
<mor gender> == fem
<mor vowel> == â
<mor sg nom> == "<mor stem theme>"
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<mor s g  gen >  == "<mor s te m  th em e>"  s
<mor p i  a c c >  == "<mor s te m  th em e> "  s .
Comparing with the previous DATR analysis, it can be seen that the changes 
in both the dative plural and nominative plural forms of the d-stem class have 
indeed been modelled simply by the rule deletion of the relevant facts from 
the A-STEM node, together vdth a slight alteration to the relevant facts at the 
O-STEM node to account for the short vowel in the stem: this, perhaps, indicates 
a reanalysis of the short vowel in the o-stem inflection as being an inflectional
requirement for those forms, rather than as the default theme vowel for that
class.
NOUN
nom sg -Vs, dat sg -Vi, 
gen pi -ôn
O-STEM 
acc sg -Vn, gen sg -du, 
nom  pi -Vi, acc pi dus, dat pi -Vis
O-STEM NEUT A-STEM FEM
nom sg -Vn, nom sg -V, gen sg -Vs, 
nom pi -a, acc pi -a acc pi -Vs
CONSONANT-STEM 
acc sg -a, gen sg -os, 
nom pi -es, acc pi -as, dat pi -si
CONSONANT-STEM NEUT 
nom sg -0, acc sg -0, 
nom pi -a, acc pi -a
Figure 4.5: Classical Attic inflectional tree structure
The result of these changes is the inheritance structure shovm in Figure 4.5. 
Three of the five o-stem-specihc inflections inherited by the d-stem class are now 
used and not overridden, meaning that these two changes have substantially re­
duced the Relationship Weakness of this particular inheritance relationship from 
its previous value of =  4 to  ^ =  0.667.
These changes maybe modelled as analogical developments, with the analog­
ical similarities between the d-stem and o-stem classes leading to morphological 
changes which increase their similarity and this is indeed the traditional expia-
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nation. However; ± e  explanation in terms of an inheritance model, in which the 
d-stem class switches from being a daughter node inheriting from the consonant- 
stems and instead becomes a daughter node inheriting from the o-stems, before 
undergoing morphological change by way of losing some of the d-stem-specihc 
rules and instead using the inherited o-stem rules, has the additional advantage 
of offering an explanation for the direction of analogical change: the o-stem in­
flection does not undergo any analogical changes whereby it acquires inflectional 
rules from the d-stem class because this would require a reversal of the direction 
of inheritance.
These two changes affecting the nominative plural and dative plural of the 
d-stem inflection class are a concrete example of morphology-internal change 
motivated by formal and structural parallelism within the inflectional system. 
We have seen how this change can be modelled within an inheritance network by 
the deletion of two rules from the Â-STEM node, and on a crude level, this can be 
argued to result in a reduction in one aspect of the morphological complexity of 
the system, since—within this particular framework—the amount of information 
that must be specified in order to model the system has decreased: two fewer 
rules must now be specified at the Â-STEM node, no additional rules have been 
added elsewhere in the system, and the DATR representation of this model is two 
lines shorter.
The deletion of these two rules has also served to increase the monotonicity 
of the system, since both the deleted rules overrode rules specified higher up in 
the hierarchy 1 have said above that this has had the effect of increasing the 
strength of the inheritance relationship between the d-stem and o-stem classes 
as measured by the Relationship Weakness metric, since that more of the infor­
mation inherited from the o-STEM  node by the À-STEM node is now used at the 
Â-STEM node, rather than being overridden. From one point of vievy this reduc­
tion in ''junk inheritance" can also be seen as a reduction in complexity or at least 
an increase in efficiency if a greater proportion of the information being passed
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between nodes is of relevance in determining inflectional forms at the recipient 
node.
And so, from the perspective of modelling the system within the framework 
of Network Morphology this particular morphology-internal change can be said 
to have resulted in a decrease in complexity Howevey that is not to say that the 
effect will be the same under other measures of complexity After all, considered 
with respect to the task of determining a given inflectional form of a particular 
lexeme, increased similarity between two separate classes may result in greater 
opportunity for confusion between the two classes, thus leading to increased 
complexity
We shall first consider the relationship between this change and morpholog- 
ical complexity as quantified under the metrics of Finkel and Stump (2009). 
These are based around the concept of principal parts: the forms of a lexeme 
within a given inflection class which are sufficient to determine with certainty 
the remaining forms. As discussed earlier (§2 .5 .2 ), the two main metrics they 
propose are principal-parts predictability and principal-parts predictiveness: the 
former is a measure of how easy it is to predict a particular form from other 
forms; the latter an overall measure of how useful a particular form is itself in 
predicting other forms.
One of the functions of the Cuts Cluw software used for the calculation of the 
metric values is to automatically unify any feature-value sets that are entirely 
mutually interpredictable, a process which is referred to within the software as 
'distillation'. So, for instance, both the nominative plural and accusative plural in 
the pre-Greek system have a unique form in each of the three major non-neuter 
inflection classes, and share a single form in both of the major neuter inflection 
classes, meaning that knowing the form of either one of these realisations in this 
system will always be sufficient to deduce the other with certainty The software 
therefore aggregates these feature-value sets into a single distillation for the pur­
pose of calculating the various metrics—in effect, treating the system as if only
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one of these feature-value sets were realised in the language. The same principle 
applies to the dative singular and genitive plural, both of which are default real­
isations occurring in every inflection class. Although this distillation process can 
be justified from the perspective of data presentation—it would not be particu­
larly illuminating to have a table of statistics for a large system in which a high 
proportion of the feature-value sets were interpredictable—it can sometimes lead 
to some surprising results, as we shall see below.
As the basis for the calculation of the metrics 1 have used the inflectional 
terminations without theme vowels, taking the same analysis of the suffixal in- 
flection into theme vowel and termination upon which the inheritance model is 
based. 1 did also run the calculations with the theme vowel included in the data 
as if it were an additional feature-value set: although this may seem counterin- 
tuitive, it closely mirrors the way in which the realisation of the theme vowel for 
each inflection class is declared within the DATR analyses, and including theme 
vowels in the calculations in this way would enable the metrics to take account 
of the predictive facility of the particular realisation of the theme vowel where it 
occurs within a given inflection class. However, as can be deduced from exam- 
ination of the DATR analyses above, the realisation of theme vowel is absolutely 
mutually interpredictable with the realisation of the genitive singular termina­
tion in both diachronic stages of the system, and was therefore treated as a single 
distillation with the genitive singular by the software. There was therefore no 
benefit to including theme vowel as a separate piece of data within analyses of 
the system at this stage.
Let us consider first the principal-parts predictability metric. Tables 4.8 and 4.9 
show the values of this metric as calculated for the Greek noun system before and 
after the changes to the nominative plural and dative plural of the d-stem class, 
and Table 4.10 shows the changes in values between the two.^
I^n these and following tables, shades of blue represent the level of complexity under a metric, 
with darker shades indicating a higher level of complexity shades of green represent a decrease 
in complexity with darker shades representing a greater decrease, and shades of red represent 
an increase in complexity with darker shades representing a greater increase.
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Table 4.8: Principal-parts predictability for pre-Greek (values x 1000)
Cell predictability Inflection
nomsg accsg gensg datsg/genpl
nom pl/
accpl datpl mean
class
predictability
o-stem 484 871 806 1000 419 806 731 696
o-stem neut 419 871 806 1000 484 806 731 696
d-stem 806 871 806 1000 806 871 860 911
c-stem [742 677 806 1000 677 871 796 839
c-stem neut 677 677 806 1000 742 871 796 839
mean 626 793 806 1000 626 845 783 796
Table 4.9: Principal-parts predictability for Classical Attic (values x 1000)
Cell predictability Inflection
class
predictabilitynomsg accsg gensg
datsg/
genpl nompl accpl datpl mean
o-stem 579 1 930 684 1000 1 684 544 930 764 : 745 ;
o-stem neut 614 i 860 754 1000 1 719 719 860 789 : 786
d-stem 719 965 719 1000 860 719 965 850 847
c-stem 860 825 930 1000 825 825 930 885 908
c-stem neut 754 754 , 860 1000 860 860 860 850 867
mean 705 1 867 1 789 1000 } 790 ' 733 909 828 831
Table 4.10: Change in principal-parts predictability between pre-Greek and Clas­
sical Attic (values x 1000)
Cell predictability Inflection
class
predictabilitynomsg accsg gensg
datsg/
genpl nompl accpl datpl mean
o-stem +95 +59 -122 0 1 +265 +125 +124 +33 +49
o-stem neut +195 -11 -52 0 1 +235 +235 1 +54 +58 +90
d-stem -87 +94 -87 0 +54 -8 7 +94 -10 -6 4
c-stem +118 +148 +124 0 +148 +148 +59 +89 +69
c-stem neut +77 +77 +54 0 +118 +118 -11 +54 +28
mean +79 +74 -17 0 +164 +107 +64 +45 +35
This metric actually consists of two separate measures of predictability with 
similar but distinct methodologies. The first is ‘cell predictability’, which mea­
sures the predictability of the realisation of each feature-value set within each 
inflection class on the basis of the proportion of all of the possible sets of other
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cells which, if their realisations are known, are sufficient to act as principal parts 
for—that is, to absolutely determine the value oT—the realisation in question 
within that inflection class. The result is a figure between 0 and 1, where 0 
means that it is not possible to predict the realisation of a feature-value set and 1 
means that that realisation is completely predictable; the figures in this table— 
and for the other metrics—have been multiplied by 1000 to aid reading.
So, for instance, taking any one cell in any inflection class in the pre-Greek 
system leaves 31 potential sets of other cells within the same inflection class 
which could potentially act as principal parts to determine the value of that cell. 
Taking, as an example, the nominative singular of the non-neuter o-stem nouns, 
15 of the 31 possible sets of other realisations are in fact sufficient to act as 
principal parts to determine the value of this cell, and so the cell predictability is 
15 + 31 =  0.484.
The second, related metric is inflection class predictability. Here the question 
is somewhat closer to the traditional pedagogical notion of principal parts: how 
many of the possible sets of cells within an inflection class are sufficient to predict 
absolutely the realisations of every morphological feature-value set within an 
inflection class? Again, the metric is given on a scale from 0 (which is completely 
unpredictable) to 1 (which is completely predictable, even when no other forms 
are known).
The headline figures for the overall predictability of the system are the mean 
cell predictability and the mean inflection class predictability As can be seen 
from Table 4.10, in this instance changes to the inflectional system are correlated 
with a small increase in predictability according to both of these measures: by 
0.045 on the former (from 0.783 to 0.828), and by 0.035 (from 796 to 831) 
on the latter. This increase in predictability implies a corresponding decrease in 
complexity as measured by this metric.
Why are these morphological changes correlated with an increase in pre­
dictability? Examining the cross-breaks in the table and bearing in mind the
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Structure of the inflectional system suggests a combination of possible factors. 
One is that, although these changes increased the overt similarity between the 
d-stem and o-stem inflectional patterns, they had an additional effect of decreas­
ing the similarity between the d-stem and the consonant-stem patterns. One 
outcome of this effect was that both the nominative plural and dative plural suf- 
fixes of the consonant-stem class became specific to that macroclass, and hence 
of greater use as principal parts in predicting other forms of lexemes within that 
class. This is reflected in the increase of the mean cell predictability of the non­
neuter consonant-stem class by 0.089 (from 0.796 to 0.885).
Another possible factor is the increase in the predictability of the dative plu­
ral. As we have seen above, the morphological change affecting the d-stem da- 
tive plural inflection can be modelled reasonably well within an inheritance tree. 
However; this change also directly increases the predictability of the dative plural 
class through the creation of a new unidirectional synchronic rule under which 
the accusative singular can now serve as a sufficient principal part for determin- 
ing this form in both the d-stem and o-stem classes; acc sg: -Vn —» dat pi: -Vis. 
Thus, under an alternative analysis, this morphological change could be seen as 
an instance of traditional four-part analogy with the additional motivating factor 
of a reduction in complexity through the creation of a principal-parts type rule 
allowing additional values to be determined on the basis of other realisations.
A complicating factor in this analysis is the loss of mutual interpredictability 
between the nominative plural and accusative plural as a result of the change 
affecting the d-stem accusative plural. The effects of this are complicated: if 
predictability is equated with decreased complexity then this loss of interpre­
dictability would constitute an increase in complexity; yet this is not reflected in 
Table 4.10, which in fact shows a substantial increase in the mean predictability 
of both nominative plural and accusative plural when compared vnth the pre­
vious figure for the combined nominative plural-accusative plural distillation. 
However; the problem is that these figures are not directly comparable. By com­
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bining these feature-value sets into a joint distillation, the software effectively 
removes the interpredictability from the calculations for pre-Greek. In the Clas­
sical Attic system, although this complete mutual interpredictability is lost, the 
nominative plural and accusative plural do remain very strong predictors of one 
another, as shown by the relatively high predictability values for these feature- 
value sets in Table 4.9. The result is an apparent increase in predictability accord­
ing to a simple comparison of the values of the metric, when in fact the opposite 
has occurred in respect of this particular part of the system.
The dissolution of this distillation also impacts on the predictability values 
of other feature-value sets by effectively turning one feature-value set into two, 
which for the most part still have the same predictability relationships with other 
feature-value sets as the previous combined distillation.
Table 4.11: Principal-parts predictiveness for pre-Greek (values x 1000)
datsg/ nom pl/ ,  ^ , nomsg accsg gensg datpl
m ean predictiveness 680 ' 520 600.-....-... - ■ - - --- ' ..... ... # 680 360
Table 4.12: Principal-parts predictiveness for Classical Attic (values x 1000)
nomsg accsg gensg nompl accpl datpl
mean predictiveness 667 600 533 | 0 533 , 733 333
Table 4.13: Change in principal-parts predictiveness between pre-Greek and 
Classical Attic (values x 1000)
nomsg accsg gensg datsg/genpl nompl accpl datpl
mean predictiveness -13 +80 -67 0 -167 +53 -27
The complementary principal-parts-based metric to predictability is predic­
tiveness, a measure across all inflection classes of how useful it is to know the 
realisation of one particular feature-value set in determining the realisation of
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some other feature-value set. Predictiveness is scored on a scale from 0 to 1, 
where 0 is completely unpredictive and 1 is completely predictive. The calcula­
tions of predictiveness for the Greek noun system before and after the morpho­
logical changes in question shown in Tables 4.11 and 4.12, with the difference 
between the two in Table 4.13.
The new relationship between accusative singular and dative plural men­
tioned above is clearly reflected in the values for the predictiveness metric, with 
the accusative singular having undergone the greatest increase in predictiveness.
Table 4.14: Conditional entropies (columns given rows) for pre-Greek (values x 
1000)
datsg/ nom pl/ ,  ^ . nomsg accsg gensg * , datpl mean
nomsg
accsg
gensg
datsg/genpl 
nompl/accpl 
datpl 
mean 108 #
Table 4.15: Conditional entropies (columns given rows) for Classical Attic (val­
ues X 1000)
mean 103
nomsg accsg gensg datsg/genpl nompl accpl datpl mean
nomsg 40 40 0 40 40 40 33
accsg I 55 0 1 55 95 0 : 50
gensg 80 40 0 : 80 80 0 47
datsg/genpl 192 137 152 192 97 154
nompl "^80^' 40 '8 0 0 40 40 47
accpl 40 40 40 0 0 40 27
datpl 135 40 55 0 1 95..... 135 , 77
70 0 70 97 36 62
Finally let us consider the conditional entropies, calculated using the m ethod­
ology of Ackerman et al. (2009). Information entropy is a logarithmic measure of 
uncertainty and the grids in Tables 4.14 and 4.15 show, for an arbitrary lexeme.
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Table 4.16: Change in conditional entropies between pre-Greek and Classical 
Attic (values x 1000)
nomsg accsg gensg nompl accpl datpl
nomsg 1 0 0 0
accsg 0 1 0 0
gensg 0 0 l o
datsg/genpl 0 0 0
nompl +40 0 +40 0
accpl 0 0 0 0
datpl 0 r : : 5 T | o 0
mean -14 +2 0
0
0
0
-40
-38
0
0
-11  -10
the average uncertainty over the inflectional realisation of the feature-value 
set in each column when the corresponding realisation of the feature-value set 
in each row is known. Unlike the principal-parts-based approach, which is based 
upon predictive certainty the entropy metric is calculated based upon probabil­
ities. A larger value for the entropy equates to greater uncertainty whereas a 
small value may indicate that one particular cell is particularly useful as a pre­
dictor of another.
Table 4.16 shows the difference in entropies between the pre-Greek and Clas­
sical Attic noun systems. Although the overall entropy of the system is fairly low 
in absolute terms, the headline figure shows a small decrease in the overall mean 
entropy from 0.067 to 0.062. This decrease in uncertainy or increase in predic­
tive power, could be interpreted as a slight decrease in overall morphological 
complexity.
The factors underlying the changes to the figures here are the same as those 
responsible for the changes to the principal-parts-based metrics discussed above. 
Particularly apparent within the entropy figures is the creation of the new pre­
dictive relationship between the accusative singular and dative plural, shown by 
the decrease in entropy of the dative plural given the accusative singular from
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0.055 to 0, which contributes to the overall drop in the entropie predictiveness 
of the accusative singular from 0.060 to 0.050.
So both the principal-parts and entropy-based metrics indicate a small overall 
decrease in complexity as a results of these two changes to the d-stem inflection 
class, which aligns with the more intuitive analysis based upon the changes to 
the inheritance model. However; the areas in which the decreases in complexity 
indicated by these metrics have occurred are not the same as those that seemed 
apparent from examining the inheritance-based analysis, which was sensitive 
neither to the strengthening of the internal predictability of forms within the 
consonant-stem class, nor to the creation of a new implicative rule between the 
accusative singular and dative plural suffixes. Although neither of these particu­
lar consequences seem likely to have been the main motivating factor for these 
changes on their own, it is possible that such relatively “beneficial" outcomes— 
which contribute towards a reduction in overall morphological complexity—may 
help to facilitate the occurrence of morphology-internal change.
At this point it should be noted that in Attic (but not in other dialects) -d- 
in the d-stem feminine class was replaced as theme vowel by -d- throughout the 
inflectional paradigm in certain environments determined by the (lexical) stem 
phonology and with the exception of the accusative plural, where -d- was always 
retained—in fact, this alternation can be neatly described as affecting only and all 
the singular suffixes (see § 3.1.4.2). As a phonologically predictable alternation, 
this has little significance for the analysis of the system at this stage.
4.2.5 a-stem masculine nouns
The d-stem masculine nouns are a relatively minor type in Greek, making up 
0.8% of noun lexeme types in the Perseus corpus (Crane 2010). In inflection they 
use a peculiar hybrid of masculine o-stem and feminine d-stem inflection which 
is unique to Greek amongst Indo-European languages, and hence appears to be
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a Greek innovation (Sihler 1995:266). Table 4.17 shows the three declensions 
side-by-side for comparison.
In the Classical language the nominative singular across the dialects has the 
vowel that would be expected for a feminine d-stem noun but sufhxed with -s, 
and a genitive singular identical to that of the o-stem masculine class.
Table 4.17: After Sihler (1995:274). Type counts shows the proportion of noun 
lexemes in the Perseus corpus belonging to that class.
o-stem u-stem u-stem
masc masc fem
type count 21.7% 0.8% 20.9%
nom sg -os -âs -â
acc sg -on -ân -ân
gen sg -ou -ou -âs
dat sg -ôi -âi -âi
nom pi -oi -âi -âi
acc pi -dus -âs -âs
gen pi -ôn -ôn -ôn
dat pi -ois -ais -ais
This class of nouns is made of two m^or subtypes: agent nouns formed with 
a suffix -tds, and nominalizations of adjective compounds built from an d-stem 
feminine noun preceded by an adjective stem (Sihler 1995:273). The origin 
of the -tds suffix is obscure (why not masculine -tos?), and I suggest that its 
inflectional pattern is likely modelled upon the inflection of the latter type, whose 
origin I explain as follows.
It is possible in Greek to expresses a property or characteristic of an object 
by means of a genitive denoting that characteristic compounded to an adjective 
stem, e.g.
(4.1) do krdso-kom-ds Apoddrz
DET.MASC.NOMSG gold en -h a ir-G E N S G  A poIlo.NO M SG  
“G o ld e n -h a ir e d  A p o llo "
This is the so-called “genitive of quality" (Smyth 1920:317). Such attributive 
usage is rare in Classical prose but is common in poetry and it is reasonable to 
speculate that ± e  attributive usage was historically more frequent.
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It is not uncommon in Greek for the noun to be omitted from a particularly 
formulaic noun-adjective phrase, and this type of elision is particularly common 
in the names of gods and mythological figures, who tend to accrue extra names 
in the form of nominalised adjectives. It is possible that something similar hap­
pened in cases such as the above example, with “do d^rüso-dom-ôs" coming to 
serve as another name for Apollo. Once this has happened, it is conceivable that 
the genitive singular may easily be reanalyzed as a nominative singulai; particu­
larly given the presence of -s as a nominative singular suffix in both the o-stem 
and consonant-stem classes.^
But if these attributive-genitive forms are reanalyzed as nominatives, the 
question then arises of how they should be inflected. Consider the following 
DATR fragment, repeated from above (pp. 118), which covers the masculine o- 
stems and feminine d-stems:
NOUN:
<mor sg nom> == "<mor stem theme>" s
<mor sg dat> == "<mor stem long>" i
<mor pi gen> == "<mor stem plain>" ôn.
0_STEM:
<> == NOUN
<mor gender> == masc
<mor stem plain> == "<mor root>"
<mor stem theme> == "<mor root>" "<mor vowel>"
<mor stem short> == "<mor root>" "<mor vowel>" '
<mor stem long> == "<mor root>" "<mor vowel>" -
<mor vowel> == o
<mor sg acc> == "<mor stem theme>" n
<mor sg gen> == "<mor stem plain>" ou
^For an alternative analysis pointing to the potential influence of pronominal forms, see Lillo 
(1985).
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<mor pi nom> == "<mor stem short>" i
<mor pi acO == "<mor stem plaln>" ous
<mor pi dat> == "<mor stem short>" is.
A_STEM:
<> == 0_STEM
<mor gender> == fem
<mor vowel> == â
<mor sg nom> == "<mor stem theme>"
<mor sg gen> == "<mor stem theme>" s
<mor pi acO == "<mor stem theme>" s.
There are two strong indicators of inflection class in Greek nouns: theme 
vowel and gender. As far as theme vowel is concerned, the nouns in -ds are 
closest in resemblance to the d-stems, and so we may expect them to follow d-
stem infection, with the exception of the nominative singular: since I am arguing 
that this is the basic form upon which the whole paradigm of -ds nouns is derived, 
it seems reasonable to claim that this form would persist as a peculiarity of this 
inflection class.
We might therefore expect the DATR analysis for the nouns in -ds to look some-
thing like this:
A_STEM_MASC:
<> == A_STEM
<mor gender> == masc
<mor sg nom> == NOUN.
This seems like a relatively good analysis, and historically it may have been 
the original inflectional pattern. It make use of the concept of exceptional case 
defaults (Brown and Hippisley 2012:86-106), where a value which would oth­
erwise be inherited at a particular node from a node further up the hierarchy
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through default inheritance is overridden, and the overriding form is not a lo­
cally specified form but a form which is specified at an ancestor node even higher 
in the hierarchy However; this analysis does not account for the exceptional gen­
itive singular form, which is identical in inflection to the o-stem genitive singular.
Such an analysis would also overlook the influence of gender; which has a 
very strong correlation with inflection class in the Greek noun system. Since 
the definite article is compulsory in Greek when referring to definite objects, 
we might expect the nominalised adjectives to occur with both masculine and 
feminine definite articles. However, the presence of the “masculine” o-stem -s in 
the nominative singular suffix, together with the occurrence of these nouns with 
masculine agreement, may have helped to result in this subclass of nouns been 
taken in by the masculine gender entirely
But whilst the nominative and accusative singular forms under this inflection 
pattern would already resemble the o-stem inflections sufficiently to be arguably 
compatible with masculine agreement, the same cannot be said of the genitive 
singular. The genitive is a relatively frequent form in Greek, accounting for 21.7% 
of the 25,724 lexemes in the corpus of Winter (1971). A moderate system of 
alliterative concord operates in Greek adjective agreement, and the mismatch 
between the “feminine” d-stem genitive singular suffix -ds and masculine agree­
ment with an adjective suffix -du may have been resolved by adopting the o-stem 
masculine genitive suffix for the -ds nouns. In fact, this genitive singular of these 
feminine d-stem nouns is found in Mycenaean as -u-o,"^  which possibly originated 
in an analogy with the old o-stem masculine genitive suffix -oio (which is the ori­
gin of the regular genitive singular o-stem suffix in Table 3.5 by regular sound 
change); although in that case it is unclear why the intervocalic -f- has disap­
peared from the analogical d-stem suffix before the o-stem suffix, which appears 
as -o-;o in Mycenaean. In any case the genitive singular suffixes found across the 
Classical dialects are as would be expected on the basis of regular sound change
"^ The Linear B writing system does not mark vowel length, but it seems reasonable to assume 
that this is -do.
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proceeding from -do, with the exception of the Attic -dh, where -d would be ex­
pected; but given that the pronunciation of -du and -d were very similar in Attic 
it is easy to imagine how -d in masculine d-stem nouns may come to be replaced 
by the -du of masculine o-stems in a repeat of the earlier analogy
This would lead to a DATR analysis such as the following:
A_STEM_MASC:
<> == A_STEM 
<mor gender> == masc 
<mor sg nom> == NOUN 
<mor sg gen> == 0_STEM.
This analysis is not particularly neat: not only is there the default override 
of a single value discussed above, but there is now also a single value inherited 
orthogonally from a different node. However; a different anaylsis is now possible, 
giving exactly the same realisations:
A_STEM_MASC:
<> == A_STEM
<mor gender> == masc
<mor sg> == 0_STEM.
The -as nouns are here analysed as a heteroclitic noun class, inheriting their 
theme vowel and plural inflectional 'slab' from the d-stem nouns, but taking their 
entire singular slab inflection from the o-stems. This analysis gives the correct re­
alisation of a declension which was stable throughout the Classical period, and 
is more elegant and less complex than the alternative of inheriting individual 
values. In fact, this appears to be an instance of heteroclisis being adopted as 
a means of simplifying the morphological structure and reducing complexity at 
least according to one intuitive idea of what morphological complexity might in­
volve: cross-inheriting a whole slab of forms coherendy defined by some feature 
value (such as number) seems less complex than cross-inheriting odd forms here
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and there. However; it is unclear how such an apparent reduction in complexity 
may be quantified.
4.3 Classical Attic to the Koine
4.3.1 Creation of the Koine
From the century BC onwards, a single variety of Greek began to spread across 
the Eastern Mediterranean, gradually supplanting the numerous and varied di­
alects which had been a feature of the Classical language. Eventually this single, 
more uniform variety of the language became established throughout almost the 
entirety of the Greek-speaking world, with the older dialects surviving only in a 
few more remote or isolated communities. This common language is known as 
the Koine (from the Greek word meaning "common").
As mentioned earlier (§ 1.3.1), literary Attic continued to be preserved as the 
high-register language of educated prose well into the Koine period, and many 
of the surviving texts from this era were written in this somewhat artificial form 
of the language. Despite this, substantial evidence for the development of the 
popular Koine can be found in numerous post-Classical inscriptions and papyri, 
often the works of less educated or non-native speakers. Particularly useful are 
the Septuagint (a translation into Greek of the Hebrew Bible, which dates from 
the late 3^  ^ century BC) and the writings of early Christian authors, including 
the New Testament. There also exist grammatical works by more educated au­
thors in the Roman and Byzantine periods which explicitly contrast "correct" Attic 
pronunciations or forms with their "incorrect" Koine equivalents. Together this 
evidence has allowed modem historical linguists to reconstruct the history and 
relative chronology of developments in the grammar and phonology of the Koine 
with a fairly high degree of confidence.
The sociolinguistic and historical reasons for the spread of the Koine at the 
expense of the Classical dialects are complex, relating both to the literary prestige
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of Attic and to political history, and need not concern us in too much detail here.^ 
Equally complex is the relationship between the Koine and those dialects, for the 
Koine shows features from multiple Classical dialects, and so cannot be claimed to 
be the direct descendant of any single earlier variety However; the dialects which 
made the greatest contributions to the new language were those of the Attic-Ionic 
group—and in particular Classical Attic—^which were the primary basis for the 
vocabulary and grammar of the Koine (Palmer 1980:189-191). The Koine system 
of noun inflection, which is of greatest relevance for this study is transparently 
descended from the Classical Attic system.
In the process of this single variety of the language becoming more widely 
adopted, some of the more unusual peculiarities of the Attic dialect were lost. 
This is particularly evident in the phonology but can also be observed to a limited 
extent in the noun morphology with many lexemes which had had irregular 
inflection in ways that were peculiar to Attic were either regularised to one of 
the major inflection classes, or supplanted entirely in use by semantically similar 
lexemes which already had more regular inflection (see Browning 1983:28 for 
examples of both processes).
Nevertheless, the core of the Attic noun-inflection system as outlined in the 
previous chapter was carried over intact into the Koine. This included the split 
within the "d-stem" nouns oudined above between stems with a thematic vowel 
in -Ü- and those with one in -ê— a peculiarity conditioned by stem phonology 
which had previously been confined to Attic. It is unclear from the existing gram­
matical literature at what point this split, which in the Modem language can no 
longer be held to have such a basis in stem phonology ceased to be phonolog- 
ically predictable, and can be argued to have become a split into two distinct 
(albeit minimally distinct) inflection classes. In the Koine period, however; the 
distinction remains purely one of which stem vowel is used in the singular suf­
fixes; and since, as we shall see, it remains possible to treat this vowel as an
Tor an overvie\% see EWmer (1980:174-176).
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abstract theme vowel template in this period, it will be sufficient to continue 
to treat these as a single class for the purposes of the analysis of the system of 
inflectional suffixes.
4.3.2 Effects of regular sound change
From its Atdc origins, the noun system of the Koine continued to evolve along 
with the rest of the new language variety In particular; the forms of several 
inflectional suffixes were altered as the result of a complex series of phonolog­
ical changes which affected the vowel system throughout the language. These 
changes involved the merger of certain phonemes, the monophthongization of 
all diphthongs, and the elimination of all distinctions of vowel length.^ For the 
most part these changes were not phonologically conditioned, but affected vowel 
phonemes regardless of their phonological environment.
The changes to the vowel system did not occur suddenly but as a gradual 
process, and because of the nature of the evidence the precise details of the 
chronology are naturally somewhat unclear. In general it is theorised that these 
changes will have occurred substantially earlier in popular speech than they are 
evidenced in the educated prose which comprises much of the surviving corpus 
of the language, but in any event they appears to have been complete by AD200. 
The effect that these sound changes had upon the system of noun inflecton, with­
out any of the roughly contemporaneous changes to the morphology taken into 
account, would be as shown in Table 4.18.^
As may be expected from a series of sound changes affecting the vowel system, 
it is those inflection classes which I have previously analysed as featuring a theme 
vowel which have been most affected, while the consonant-stem class has come 
through relatively unscathed. Although this inflectional system is superficially 
dissimilar to that of Classical Attic, the regularity of the phonological changes
^Elimination, that is, from the spoken language: both the diphthongs and the ancient distinc­
tions between ô and o and between ê and e are still preserved as orthographic fossils today 
^Herey is a high front rounded vowel, and e a slightly higher mid-front vowel than e.
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Table 4.18: The effects of regular sound change on Koine Greek noun inflection 
by c. ad200 (changed forms highlighted)
o-stem
Classical Attic 
d-stem fem consonant-stem
Effects of regular sound change 
o-stem â-stem fem consonant-stem
nom sg -os -à -s -os -a -s
acc sg -on -à-n -a -on -a n -a
gen sg -ou -â-s -os -u -a-s -os
dat sg -ôi -ai -i -0 -a -i
nom pi -oi -ai -es -y -e -GS
acc pi -dus -as -as -us -as -as
gen pi -on -on -ôn -on -on -on
dat pi -ois -ais -si -ys -GS .. -si
affecting the vowels means that the fundamental structure of the system remains 
mostly unaffected. As a result of this, the changes required to the inheritance 
model posited from Classical Attic in Figure 4.5 are fairly minimal: much of the 
change to the system can be accommodated simply by ru le  a lterations which 
change the precise inflectional forms specified by some rules to take account of 
changes in vowel quality or of the loss of vowel-length distinctions®—this latter 
change also affecting the form of some of the abstract template theme vowels. 
However, one instance of ru le insertion  is required, with a new rule being added 
to specify the nominative plural form at the â-stem node. The addition of this 
new rule is not morphologically motivated, but is the result of the changes in 
the vowel system having obscured the earlier parallel in nominative plural form 
between d-stem -ai and o-stem -oi which had previously enabled one to inherit 
from the other.
4.3.3 Generalisation of accusative singular -n
Approximately contemporaneous with this series of sound changes (Browning 
1983:59) is a morphology-internal change which affected the accusative singular
®Note that, for reasons of terminological convenience, I shall continue to refer to the “a-stem” 
inflection class, even though the theme vowel no longer has distinctive length.
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in the consonant-stem class: the historical accusative singular consonant-stem 
suffix -u was gradually replaced by a suffix in -an. There does not appear to be 
any systematicity to the spread of this variant form, but it eventually replaced the 
historical form entirely It is likely that this change was motivated by parallels 
with the accusative singular suffix pattern -Vn, which occurs in both o-stem and 
d-stem nouns. In analogical terms, this change can be seen as the analogical 
generalisation of a suffix in -n as the default accusative singular marker. In the 
inheritance model of the Classical Attic system, the -Vn suffix had been specified 
at the O-STEM node and the -a suffix at the cONSONANT-STEM node. Since -Vn 
becomes generalised to become the default accusative singular marker across all 
major (non-neuter) inflection classes, it would seem sensible for a synchronic 
model of the Kbine system to specify the rule for this suffix at the NOUN node.
NOUN NOUN
acc sg -Vn
O-STEM MASC CONSONANT-STEM 
acc Sg -Vn acc sg  -a O-STEM MASC CONSONANT-STEM
À-STEM FEM Â-STEM FEM
Figure 4.6: The generalisation of the accusative singular suffix in inheritance 
terms
Within the inheritance model, this can be considered an example of diachronic 
rule prom otion, in which one non-default suffix is generalised at the expense 
of another; competing non-default suffix, by moving the rule specifying the first 
suffix to a position further up the inheritance hierarchy and deleting the rule 
specifying the equivalent competing inflectional form. In this instance, it is the 
rule specifying the accusative singular suffix form at the o-STEM node which is 
promoted to the root NO UN node, with the competing accusative singular rule 
being deleted from the coNSONANT-STEM node. This process can be illustrated 
in tree form as shown in Figure 4.6.
In fact, as we have seen above, this -n termination had historically been the
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default accusative singular suffix in the pie system. It may therefore seem more 
attractive for the purposes of the diachronic model for it to have remained as 
the default, allowing this change to be neatly modelled simply as the loss of 
an overriding rule specifying accusative singular at the consonant-stem node. 
However, as explained earlier, such a model would not be synchronically justifi­
able in the Classical period. Instead, this suffix originates as the default inflection 
for its inflection class and then loses its default status as the result of phonologi­
cal changes, before becoming default again as the result of morphology-internal 
analogical processes.
Table 4.19: Principal-parts predictability for Koine Greek before the generalisa­
tion of the accusative singular -n termination (values x 1000)
Cell predictability Inflection
nomsg accsg gensg datsg nom pl/accpl
genpl/
datpl mean
class
predictability
o-stem 484 871 806 806 419 1000 731 696
o-stem neut 419 871 806 806 484 1000 731 696
d-stem 806 8 7 f 806 871 806 1000 860 911
c-stem 806 742 806 806 1 742 Ï 1000 817 875
c-stem neut 806 806 871 806 871 1000 860 911
mean 664 832 819 819 '6 '§ 4 ' 1000 800 818
Table 4.20: Principal-parts predictability for Koine Greek after the generalisation 
of the accusative singular -n termination (values x 1000)
Cell predictability Inflection
class
predictabilitynomsg accsg gensg datsg
nom pl/
accpl
genpl/
datpl mean
o-stem 484 935 806 742 355 1000 710 661
o-stem neut 1 419 871 806 806 484 1000 731 696
d-stem ' 742 935 806 871 742 1000 839 875
c-stem 677 871 806 677 548 1000 731 768
c-stem neut 806 806 871 806 871 1000 860 911
mean 626 884 755 780 600 1000 774 782
What impact does this morphologically-motivated change have on the various 
metrics of complexity? Tables 4.19 and 4.20 show the values of the principal- 
parts-based metric of predictability for the inflectional system before and after
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Table 4.21: Change in principal-parts predictability as a result of the generalisa­
tion of the accusative singular -n termination (values x 1000)
Cell predictability Inflection
class
predictabilitynomsg accsg gensg datsg
nom pl/
accpl
genpl/
datpl mean
o-stem 0 -f 64 -64 -6 4 -64 0 -21 -35
o-stem neut 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
d-stem -6 4 -f-64 —64 0 -64 0 -21 -35
c-stem -129 +129 -193 -129 -194 0 -86 -107
c-stem neut 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
mean -38 +52 -6 4 -39 -64 0 -26 -36
the change in the form of the consonant-stem accusative singular suffix, while 
4.21 shows the change in each predictability value as a result of this morpholog­
ical change. Recall that this metric measures predictability as the proportion of 
all possible sets of principal parts which is sufficient to predict the realisation of 
a particular feature-value set within a particular inflection class. Note that here 
the Cats Claw software has collapsed the nominative plural and accusative plural 
into a single distillation, as these forms are completely mutually interpredictable, 
and similarly with the genitive plural and dative plural.
From Table 4.21 we can see that the analogical generalisation of the -n ter­
mination to the consonant-stem accusative singular has had two contrasting ef­
fects: the predictability of the accusative singular has increased across all the 
non-neuter inflection classes (mean predictability for the accusative singular cell 
has increased by 0.052, from 0.832 to 0.884), while the predictability of the other 
cells within the consonant-stem paradigm has decreased (mean inflection class 
predictability for the consonant-stem class has decreased by 0.107, from 0.875 
to 0.768). The first effect—a decrease in the complexity of the task of deducing 
the correct accusative singular form for an arbitrary paradigm—is very much in 
line w ith w hat we may intuitively expect to be the result of increasing the scope
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of a default form to additional inflection classes: default forms, by their nature, 
tend to be relatively predictable.
The flip side of the increase in predictability of this form is that the remainder 
of the consonant-stem paradigm has suffered a decrease in predictability. This 
is quite simply a result of the fact that the distinctive consonant-stem accusative 
singular suffix had previously acted on its own as a principal part sufficient to 
identify a lexeme as a member of the consonant-stem inflection class. Now that 
this form has been replaced by a default form, the accusative singular form is 
no longer sufficient to determine whether a lexeme follows consonant-stem in­
flection. Again, this is much in line with the nature of default inflectional forms: 
while defaults may tend be inherently predictable, they also tend to be inherently 
poor predictors of other forms.
Although the overall mean inflection class predictability across the whole sys­
tem has slightly decreased (by 0.036, from 0.818 to 0.782), this morphologi­
cal change has in fact effectively resulted in a trade-off in predictability: while 
the predictability of the realisation of that particular feature-value set increases 
across the system, this is to a certain extend counteracted by the predictability 
of the realisation of other forms within the same class decreasing, and these two 
changes in the values of the metric are intrinsically linked.
Table 4.22: Principal-parts predictiveness for Koine Greek before the generalisa­
tion of the accusative singular -n termination (values x 1000)
,  ^ nom pl/ genpl/ nomsg accsg gensg datsg
mean predictiveness 680 ' 520 520 520 ' 680 0
Table 4.23: Principal-parts predictiveness for Koine Greek after the generalisation 
of the accusative singular -n termination (values x 1000)
j  ^ nom pl/ genpl/ nomsg accsg gensg datsg [
mean predictiveness 760 360 520 ' 600 680 ê  . ■
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Table 4.24: Change in principal-parts predictiveness as a result of the generali­
sation of the accusative singular -n termination (values x 1000)
,  ^ nom pl/ genpl/ nomsg accsg gensg datsg f
mean predictiveness +80 -160 0 +80 0 0
This downside of this trade-off is also reflected in the metric for the principal- 
parts-based predictiveness, a measure of how useful knowing the realisation of a 
particular feature-value set is in deducing the realisation of some other arbitrary 
feature-value set for the same lexeme. In a similar m anner to what we have 
seen above with the predictability the predictiveness of the accusative singular 
decreases (by 0.160, from 0.520 to 0.360) as a default value for this paradigm 
cell spreads. Again, this is a consequence of the tendency of default forms to 
serve as poor predictors for non-default forms.
The small increase in the value of the predicitiveness of the nominative singu­
lar is a curious side-effect of this change: recall that, previously the o-stem and 
consonant-stem classes shared the default nominative singular suffix patterns but 
had different accusative singular suffixes, meaning that the nominative singular 
was a relatively poor predictor of the accusative singular form. However, now 
that both these classes share the default forms for both nominative singular and 
accusative singular, the usefulness of the nominative singular in predicting the 
accusative singular has increased.
Turning to the entropy metric, we can observe much the same pattern in the 
change in values as with the principal-parts predictability metric. Recall that 
here a higher figure means that there is greater uncertainty over the realisation 
of a particular cell on the basis of known realisations of other feature-value sets. 
Tables 4.25 to 4.27 are configured to show the uncertainty of the realisation of 
the feature-value set in each column when the realisation of the feature-value 
set in each row is known.
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Table 4.25: Conditional entropies (columns given rows) for Koine Greek before 
the generalisation of the accusative singular -n termination (values x 1000)
nomsg accsg gensg datsg nom pl/ genpl/ accpl datpl
nomsg 1 40 40 40 40 0
accsg 55 55 95
gensg 80 4 ^ ^ 1  40 I 80 1 0
datsg 80 40 40 1 80 J  0
nompl/accpl 40 40 40 40
genpl/datpl 192 /  137 ’ 152 152 192
mean 97 59 65 65 97 i 0
165
Table 4.26: Conditional entropies (columns given rows) for Koine Greek after 
the generalisation of the accusative singular -n termination (values x 1000)
nomsg accsg gensg datsg nom pl/ genpl/ accpl datpl
nomsg 0 40 40
accsg ^ 1 2 0  " 00
gensg 80 40 40
datsg 80 0
nompl/accpl 4 0 ^ ^ 40 40 40
genpl/datpl 192 "72 “  152 152
mean .102 30
40
192
110 0
152
Table 4.27: Change in conditional entropies as a result of the generalisation of 
the accusative singular -n termination (values x 1000)
nomsg accsg gensg datsg nom pl/ genpl/ accpl datpl
nomsg g  -40 0 0 0 0
accsg +25 +65 " +35 “+65”“... 1 0
gensg 0 0 1 0 0 0
datsg/genpl 0 -40 0 1 0 0
nompl 0 0 0 0 | 0
accpl 0 1 -65 0 0 0
mean +5 ; -29 +13 +5 +13 0
mean
-8
+36
0
-8
0
-13 
+ 1
Table 4.27 clearly shows the impact of the generalisation of a default value 
within the accusative singular cell across paradigms: the average uncertainty of 
other cells when the realisation of the accusative singular is known increases by
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0.036, from 0.060 to 0.096, because defaults do not tend to be very informative 
about inflection class membership; whereas the average uncertainty of the reali­
sation of the accusative singular given the realisation of some other cell decreases 
by 0.029, from 0.059 to 0.030, because, both in this instance and in principle, less 
information is required to deduce a default. The change in the overall average 
entropy in the system is a tiny increase of 0.001: under the entropy metric, the 
trade-off between increased and decreased complexity involved in this particular 
morphologically-motivated change is almost perfectly balanced.
4.3.4 Loss of dative case
An additional, significant change in the morphological system around this pe­
riod was the decline and, ultimately loss of the dative case. Diachronically the 
functions of the dative became shared out between the accusative and genitive 
cases, in combination with various prepositional phrases. The loss of the dative 
was a protracted process which took many generations of speakers to reach com­
pletion; however; alternative constructions were already frequently supplanting 
those which had previously used the dative by the first century BC, and it steadily 
faded from use thereafter. Although it can still be found occasionally in literary 
prose as late as AD800, it is not unreasonable to argue that by this stage it is very 
much an archaism which is preserved in very particular (and somewhat artifi­
cial) registers, and which has long since ceased to be part of the living language 
(Palmer 1980; Browning 1983:36-38).
Although the complete loss of a case is naturally an important development 
in the history of any inflecting language, in this instance it has only a relatively 
minor impact on the overall structure of the inheritance model. Indeed, the loss 
of the dative case can simply be modelled by a process of redundancy deletion, 
under which the (now redundant) rules specifying dative forms are deleted from 
the nodes at which they occur: in terms of language transfer; this represents the 
hypothetical breaking point at which the dative case has become such a marginal
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feature value within the language that a generation of speakers fails to acquire 
the rule for its formation as part of their inflectional system.
4.3.5 Convergence of â-stem and consonant-stem classes (Part I)
Table 4.28: Mid-Koine inflectional system
o-stem d-stem fem consonant-stem
nom sg -os -a -s
acc sg -on -an -an
gen sg -u -as -os
nom pi -y -E -GS
acc pi -us -as -as
gen pi -on -on -on
The result of these changes was an inflectional system as in Table 4.28. At­
tempting to fit this system to the same basic tree structure as we used for our 
model of the earlier; Classical Attic system, using the same principles of analysis, 
results in the tree shown in Figure 4.7. As can be seen from this tree diagram, the 
loss of the dative case and the spread of -n as a default accusative singular marker 
have both served to undermine the parallels between the d-stem and o-stem in- 
flections: in fact, all of the forms specified at the o-STEM  node are immediately 
overridden at the À-STEM node. The result is that this particular inheritance 
relationship has become difficult to justify on synchronic grounds: if every in­
herited rule (relating to inflectional realisations) is overridden, the inheritance 
relationship ceases to perform a useful function with respect to the inflectional 
morphology
Although it is now significantly harder to justify treating the d-stem class as 
a daughter node of the o-stems within a synchronic model of the Koine system, 
an alternative reanalysis of the system is now feasible. Under a process of node 
realignment, the default inheritance of the d-stems can switch from the o-stems 
to become instead a daughter node of the consonant-stem class. This reanaly­
sis is possible because of the increase in the similarity between the d-stem and
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NOUN
nom sg -Vs, acc sg -Vn, 
gen pi -on
O-STEM MASC CONSONANT-STEM
gen sg -u, gen sg -os,
nom pi -y acc pi -us nom pi -ss, acc pi -as
À-STEM FEM 
nom sg -a, gen sg -as, 
nom pi -£, acc pi -as
Figure 4.7: Mid-Koine - possible inflectional tree structure
consonant-stem inflectional patterns which has resulted from the loss of vowel- 
length distinctions, because of which these two classes now share identical ac- 
cusative plural suffixes.
Such an alternative analysis would resemble the tree structure in Figure 4.8. 
This allows deletion of the specific d-stem accusative plural rule from the Â-STEM 
node, avoiding the need for duplicate rules specifying the same forms for the 
same feature-value set at different points in the inheritance structure in line with 
the principle of eliminate duplication specified in § 2.3.3; and as the inheritance 
relationship now serves a useful purpose—supplying the correct realisation of the 
accusative plural at the Â-STEM NODE—it is perhaps slightly more justifiable in a 
synchronic model of the system.
This structural change could be accompanied by a reanalysis of the d-stem 
inflection as suffixes attached to a bare stem, rather than compositionally formed 
from a combination of theme vowel plus termination. This is plausible since, 
although the vowel -a- still occurs in four of the six inflectional forms, in two of 
these instances (accusative singular and accusative plural) the theme vowel plus 
termination of the d-stems is now identical to the plain consonant-stem suffix, 
and it is more difficult to argue in favour of the theme vowel as a dominant
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NOUN
nom sg -Vs, acc sg -Vn, 
gen pi -on
O-STEM MASC CONSONANT-STEM
gen sg -u, gen sg -os,
nom pi -y acc pi -us nom pi -ss, acc pi -as
À-STEM FEM 
nom sg -a, gen sg -as, 
nom pi -E
Figure 4.8: Mid-Koine - alternative inflectional tree structure
feature in d-stem inflection on the basis of the nominative singular and genitive 
singular forms alone. However; the continuation of the alternation between -u- 
and -g- in the singular forms mentioned above strongly suggests that the vowel 
retained some degree of independent identity as a discrete inflectional unit at 
this stage.
A possible datr analysis of this system would be:^
NOUN:
<mor sg nom> == "<mor stem theme 1>" s
<mor sg acc> == "<mor stem theme 2>" n
<mor p i  gen> == "<mor stem p la in> "  on
<mor stem p la in >  == "<mor ro o t> " .
0_STEM:
<> == NOUN
<mor gender> == masc
<mor stem theme> == "<mor root>" o
<mor sg gen> == "<mor stem p la in> "  u
'Owing to the restrictions of the encoding, E has been used to represent c.
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<mor pi nom> == "<mor stem plain>" y 
<mor pi acc> == "<mor stem plain>" us
CONSONANT_STEM:
<> == NOUN
<mor stem theme 1> == "<mor root>"
<mor stem theme 2> == "<mor root>" a
<mor sg gen> == " <mor stem plain>" os
<mor pi nom> == " <mor stem plain>" Es
<mor pi acc> == " <mor stem plain>" as.
A_STEM:
<> == CONSONANT_STEM
<mor gender> == fem
<mor stem theme> == "<mor root>" a
<mor sg nom> == "<mor stem theme>"
<mor sg gen> == "<mor stem plain>" as
<mor pi nom> == "<mor stem plain>" E.
Note that, with the d-stem noun class becoming a daughter class of the
consonant-stem class, the historical situation—as reconstructed for PiE—is re­
stored, with an d-stem/consonant-stem macroclass opposed to an o-stem class. 
In other words, analogical changes, originally arising from phonological develop­
ments independent of the morphology have led to the d-stem class being reanal­
ysed first in one direction and then back again. It is, perhaps, interesting to note 
that in the course of each reanalysis it has been the d-stem class which has un­
dergone adaptations to its inflectional pattern to strengthen the analogical links 
between it and some other class, while on neither occasion has ± e  other inflec­
tion class in question undergone any specific analogical adaptations towards the 
d-stem inflectional forms. It is possible that this may reflect a general tendency
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for daughter nodes to undergo changes that increase their resemblance to their 
parent node (e.g. by rule deletion of overriding rules at the daughter node), 
while parent nodes are perhaps less likely to undergo changes that increase their
resemblance to a daughter node (by rule promotion up the inheritance hierar- 
chy).
Of course, one argument against this proposed reanalysis is that it is entirely 
internal to the inheritance model of the inflectional system, with no direct reper­
cussions for the surface forms. On this basis, it is reasonable to wonder whether 
there is any evidence that could be used to justify such a reanalysis. As it hap­
pens, there is one slightly later morphological change that does fit nicely within 
the alternative inheritance structure: the replacement of -e as the d-stem nomi­
native plural suffix by the consonant-stem suffix -es. It is probable that the strong 
phonetic similarity between these suffixes was an analogical motivating factor for 
this change, together with the fact that the two inflection classes in question al- 
ready have identical markers for both of the other two cases in the plural. And 
if the d-stem nouns are indeed reanalysed as a daughter class of the consonant- 
stem nouns, it then becomes possible to model this last morphological change 
by the aforementioned process of rule deletion, simply removing the overriding 
rule specifying the nominative plural form from the Â-STEM node and thereby 
permitting the inherited nominative plural suffix to be used.
As well as the neatness with which this change can be modelled within this 
particular inheritance model, the change can also be seen as strengthening the 
putative inheritance relationship between the Â-STEM node and the CONSONANT- 
STEM node: by deleting an overriding rule from the lower node, the proportion 
of inherited information which actually applies at that node is increased. In this 
instance in particular the proportion of information specifically inherited by the 
daughter node from the mother node (as opposed to inherited from further up 
the hierarchy via the m other node) is increased from one rule out of three to two 
rules out of three, and this is demonstrated by a corresponding decrease in the
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Relationship Weakness (§ 2.3.3) of this inheritance relationship from =  j  =  2
to =  -  =  0.5.
On any analysis, this is a morphologically motivated change, brought about as 
a result of factors internal to the inflectional system. It would therefore again be 
of interest to examine the impact of this change in terms of the various complexity 
metrics; unfortunately the function of the Cats Claw software in collapsing m u­
tually interpredictable feature-value sets into combined distillations makes the 
results of the principal-parts-based metrics almost uninterpretable—this is par­
ticularly problematic here, since one of the direct consequences of this change is 
to make the nominative plural and accusative plural interpredictable, which they 
were not at the point immediately preceding this change. However, it should be 
noted that this introduction of complete mutual interpredictability between nom ­
inative plural and accusative plural may itself be considered to be facilitative in 
the task of deducing one form from another, and so to constitute a reduction in 
complexity on a principal parts basis.
Table 4.29: Conditional entropies (columns given rows) for Koine Greek before 
the extension of the nominative plural suffix -ss from the consonant-stem class 
to the d-stem class (values x 1000)
nomsg accsg gensg nompl accpl genpl mean
nomsg 0 40 40 40 0 24
accsg 120 120 160 120 0 104
gensg 80 ^ 40 f s o 80 0 56
nompl 40 40 40 0 0 24
accpl 80 40 80 1 40 0 48
genpl 192 72 152 192 152 152
mean 102 38 86 ' 102 78 0 68
However, as it is rather more straightforward to undo the effects of the distilla­
tion function for the entropy-based metric, it is still possible to obtain reasonable 
results for this metric from the software. Tables 4.29 to 4.31 show the values of 
the entropy metric before and after the change to the nominative plural suffix 
of the consonant-stem class. It is interesting to note that, before the change to
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Table 4.30: Conditional entropies (columns given rows) for Koine Greek after 
the extension of the nominative plural suffix -es from the consonant-stem class 
to the d-stem class (values x 1000)
nomsg accsg gensg nompl accpl genpl
nomsg 0 40 40 40 0
accsg 120 1 120 120 120 1 0
gensg 80 40 1 80 80 |0
nompl 80 40 1 cT 0
accpl 80 40 80 I 0 l o
genpl 192 72 j 152 152 152
mean 110 38 ! 94 78 78 ! 0
mean
Table 4.31: Change in conditional entropies as a result of the extension of the 
nominative plural suffix -es from the consonant-stem class to the d-stem class 
(values X 1000)
nomsg
accsg
gensg
nompl
accpl
genpl
mean
nomsg accsg gensg nompl accpl genpl mean
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 -4 0 0 0 -8
0 0 0 0 0 0
+40 0 +40 0 0 +16
0 0 0 -4 0 0 -8
0 0 0 -40 0 -8
+8 0 +8 -2 4 0 0 -8
its form in the d-stem class occurs, the nominative plural was one of the two 
(jointly with the nominative singular) most informative inflectional realisations: 
knowing the form of the nominative plural left on average only 0.024 bits of un­
certainty when deducing the form of some other cell in the paradigm. But the 
nominative plural was also one of the most difficult forms to deduce: knowing 
one other cell still left on average 0.102 bits of uncertainty in the form of the 
nominative plural.
The change in the d-stem class has a dual effect on this situation: in entropy 
terms, it makes the nominative plural both more predictable and less predictive, 
decreasing the average entropy when deducing the nominative plural by 0.024
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bits at the cost of increasing the entropy when the nominative plural is known 
by 0.016 bits. The net effect on the system as a whole is a very small decrease in 
entropy of 0.008 bits, but the effect on the nominative plural is to move it away 
from the extreme of being most predictive and least predictable to somewhere 
nearer the average for the system.
4.3.6 Rise of -ion neuters
Although it does not directly impact upon the inflectional system at this stage, 
it is worth noting here a phenomenon which began to affect those nouns of the 
consonant-stem declension that, as mentioned previously had an irregular or 
unpredictable nominative singular form as a result of earlier sound changes, 
and similarly those consonant-stem neuter nouns with irregular nominative/ac- 
cusative singular forms.
Classical Attic had a highly productive derivational diminutive suffix -ion, the 
diminutive semantics of which were gradually weakened through frequent use 
(Holton and Manolessou 2010:555). Derivational forms with this sufhx were of 
neuter gender, and followed the regular inflectional patterns of the o-stem neuter 
class. This meant that the diminutive form of many consonant-stem and neuter 
consonant-stem nouns had the advantage, when compared with the base form, of 
retaining a regular stem throughout its paradigm (for discussion of the irregular 
nominative singular formation in the consonant-stem class, see § 3.1.4.3 and 
§ 4.2.2). Table 4.32 shows this for one such noun, pus 'foot': the base form has 
a nominative singular form which cannot be predicted on the basis of the rest of 
the paradigm or derived through any regular morphophonological process, but 
the diminuitive podion inflects as a regular o-stem neuter noun.
As a result of this, consonant-stem and neuter consonant-stem nouns with 
irregular nominative singular inflection increasingly began to be replaced in use 
by ±eir  more regular diminutive equivalents, now devoid of their diminutive 
semantics. Although this does not directly impact upon our model of the inflec-
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Table 4.32: Change in inflection class of pus 'foot'
consonant-stem _/bot
m a s c neut
o-stem neut
n o m  s g -s p u s p o d i - o n - o n
a c c  s g -a p o d - a p o d i - o n - o n
g e n  s g -o s p o d - o s p o d i - u -u
nom pi -GS pod-G S p o d i - a -a
a c c  pi -a s p o d - a s p o d i - a -a
g e n  pi - o n p o d - o n p o d i - o n - o n
tional system at this stage—it could be seen simply as a decrease in the number 
of lexemes belonging to the consonant-stem inflection class accompanied by an 
increase in o-stem number lexemes—later sound changes would eventually lend 
this change greater significance (§ 4.4.6).
4.4 Koine to Modern Greek
4.4.1 The evidence
The evolutionary process that led from the Koine system into the Modem Greek 
noun declensions has been rather less well-studied than the diachrony of earlier 
stages of Greek grammar. It is likely that the absence of diachronic studies of 
this period is at least in part due to the difficulties inherent in the available writ- 
ten evidence: there was a tendency among educated authors of the Hellenistic 
and Medieval periods to attempt to write in the grammar of literary Classical 
Attic long after the spoken vernacular had ceased to bear much resemblance to 
it, often with the result of masking changes in the morphology to a significant 
extent.
Nevertheless, when considered alongside other aspects of the language, the
ongoing AHRC-funded project into the grammar of Medieval Greek at the University of 
Cambridge is intended to address this gap in the literature, but had not produced any relevant
publications at the time of writing.
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development of ± e  inflectional noun morphology is one of the better-understood 
facets of the diachronic grammar of Greek through the Medieval and Early Mod­
em  periods. The basic diachronic facts given here are drawn primarily from 
Horrocks (2010) and supported by information given in Browning (1983) and, 
to a lesser extent, Papanastassiou (2007). The synchronic outline of the Modem 
Greek noun system—though not the underlying theoretical analysis—draws on 
Sotiropoulos (1972) and Ralli (2000).
4.4.2 Convergence of â-stem and consonant-stem classes (Part II)
Table 4.33: Late Koine noun inflection
o-stem m d-stem m d-stem f c-stem m /f
nom sg -os -as -a -s
acc sg -on -an -an -an
gen sg -u -u -as -os
nom pi -1 -es -es -es
acc pi -us -as -as -as
gen pi -on -on -on -on
Table 4.33 shows the noun system for the three major, non-neuter inflection 
classes as it existed towards the end of the Koine period, following some addi­
tional sound changes that affected the quality of some of the vowels without 
impacting upon the stmcture of the inflectional system. This table also includes 
the contemporaneous inflectional forms of the minor d-stem masculine class, the 
earlier history of which was previously discussed in some detail in § 4.2.5. Re­
call that this class was modelled within the inheritance system as a heteroclitic 
system, taking its plural inflection and theme vowel via default inheritance from 
the feminine d-stem class, but its singular inflectional sufiixes via an overriding 
orthogonal inheritance from the masculine o-stem class. This heteroclitic model 
remains valid at this later period.
Note that the changes discussed towards the end of the previous chapter have 
strengthened the resemblance between the d-stem classes and the consonant-
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stem class to the point where these three classes are now identical throughout 
the plural subparadigm. That these classes did indeed share the same inflectional 
system in the plural is demonstrated by a subsequent change to the system, in 
which the accusative plural suffix was altered from -os to -es. This change affected 
the d-stem and consonant-stem classes equally indicating that the distinction 
between these classes was becoming increasingly eroded within the synchronic 
inflectional system.
As this rule change applies across classes sharing this suffix, and does not in­
crease or decrease the similarity between any distinct inflection classes, it would 
not have any impact under the various metrics of complexity Within the in­
heritance model it can be modelled by a single rule change to the rule for the 
formation of the accusative plural suffix specified at the coNSONANT-STEM node, 
from which the d-stem class inherits the same form. However; the underlying 
cause of this particular change remains unclear. There are no factors external 
to the morphological system, such as regular sound change, which might ex­
plain it, but a morphology-internal explanation also seems to be rather difficult. 
This change could be modelled as the creation of a nominative-accusative syn- 
cretism, and so modelled with the inheritance system by a rule of referral at the 
Â-STEM node from the accusative plural to the nominative plural (or vice-versa), 
but there is apparently little motivation for the innovation of such a syncretism. 
Indeed, nominative-accusative syncretism had previously been a characteristic 
feature of noun inflection in the neuter gendei; albeit with a very different set of 
suffixes (the nominative-accusative suffix for all neuter plural nouns being -a), 
and it is unclear why the domain of this syncretism should have been extended 
to the non-neuter consonant-stem and d-stem classes.
This system may now be modelled as in Figure 4.9. Note that, since the 
consonant-stem and feminine d-stem classes now have identical inflection in the 
plural subparadigm, and given that the masculine d-stem class inherits its singu­
lar subparadigm orthogonally from the masculine o-STEM node, there are in fact
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NOUN
nom sg -Vs, acc sg -Vn, 
gen pi -on
O-STEM MASC CONSONANT-STEM
gen sg -n, gen sg -os,
nom pi -i, acc pi -us nom pi -es, acc pi -es
O-STEM NEUT 
nom sg -Vn,
nom pi -a, acc pi -a consonant-stem neut à-stem fem
nom sg -0 , acc sg -0 , nom sg -V, gen sg -Vs 
nom pi -a, acc pi -a |
À-STEM MASC 
singular =  o-STEM  MASC
Figure 4.9: Early Medieval inflectional tree structure
no longer any inflectional forms shared by the masculine and feminine d-stem 
classes to the exclusion of the consonant-stem class, and the historical relation­
ship in which the masculine d-stem class is a subclass of the feminine d-stem class 
is harder to justify in a synchronic analysis of this system, although at this point 
in time the masculine d-stem class remains much smaller (in terms of both the 
type and token counts of its lexemes) than the feminine d-stem class. In terms 
of the inheritance model, none of the information that the MASCULINE Â-STEM 
node inherits directly from its immediate (feminine d-stem) mother node is actu- 
ally used. It would therefore in fact be equally possible to model the masculine 
d-stem class as a direct daughter node of the consonant-stem class, and sister 
node to the feminine d-stem class, as in Figure 4.10. If such a model were to 
be adopted, this would be another example of node realignment, although in 
this case it would be a realignment without any further consequential changes 
to the rules within the model being required once the masculine d-stem class has 
switched the immediate source of its default inheritance.
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NOUN
nom sg -Vs, acc sg -Vn, 
gen pi -on
O-STEM MASC 
gen sg -u, 
nom pi -i, acc pi -us
O-STEM NEUT 
nom sg -Vn, 
nom pi -a, acc pi -a
CONSONANT-STEM NEUT 
nom sg -0 , acc sg -0 , 
nom pi -a, acc pi -a
CONSONANT-STEM 
gen sg -os, 
nom pi -es, acc pi -es
A-STEM FEM A-STEM MASC
nom sg - y  gen sg -Vs singular =  o - s t e m  m a s c
Figure 4.10: Alternative Early Medieval inflectional tree structure
4.4.3 Separation of â-stem class theme vowels
Another significant change arose as the result of regular sound change. Sound 
changes affecting the form of the stem had for a long time been gradually blurring 
the rules which determined whether the theme vowel realised in the singular 
subparadigm of the d-stem classes was -a- or -z-. Historically this choice of theme 
vowel had been conditioned by the phonology of the stem; however; when the 
stem phonology was altered by sound change the affected lexemes continued 
to inflect with their etymologically correct theme vowel despite the breakdown 
in phonological conditioning. The result was that the choice of theme vowel 
within nouns of the d-stem class went from being predictable on the basis of 
stem phonology to being unpredictable on a lexeme-by-lexeme basis.
This does not present a major problem for the inheritance model. Although 
this unpredictable subdivision of the d-stem classes by the theme vowel of the 
singular has arguably created two neiy separate inflection classes, the only dis­
tinction between these classes is, and would remain, the singular theme vowel.
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In fact, so long as our model of this inflectional system continues to separate the 
theme vowel from the termination in the singulai; it remains possible to continue 
to model these as a single inflection class, within which the different choice of 
vowel can be determined by a fact within the node representing each individual 
lexical entry—essentially a lexically-specified override. Given that a significant 
majority of lexemes in the relevant classes continued to have -a- as their theme 
vowel, it would make sense to continue to specify -u- as the default theme vowel 
at the Â-STEM node, with those lexemes having theme vowel -i- requiring a rule 
specifying an override for the realisation of the theme vowel within their lexical 
entry
4.4.4 Genitive of the a-stem masculine class
One of the next changes to affect the noun inflection seems relatively minor 
on its own, but would eventually have significant long-term consequences for 
the overall structure of the system. The genitive singular suffix of the d-stem 
masculine nouns, still a relatively minor class in terms of numbers, had previously 
been -u, which within the inheritance model was inherited orthogonally from 
the o-stem masculine node, together with the shape of the rest of the singular 
inflectional suffixes. The structure of this node within the DATR analysis was 
thus:
A_STEM_MASC:
<> == A_STEM
<mor gender> == masc
<mor sg> == 0_STEM.
However; at this stage the genitive singular suffix form underwent a change 
to become instead the unadorned theme vowel of the nominative and accusative 
singular forms, i.e. it became -a (or -r, when the lexeme in question belonged to 
the subclass of d-stem nouns which had the vowel -r- in place of-a- in the singular 
subparadigm). This represents a breakdown of the heteroclitic pattern proposed
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above (§ 4.2.5), and a weakening of the inheritance relationship connecting this 
class with the o-stem masculine class.
Once again, there is no process affecting the phonological system that could 
explain this, and the precise motivation for this morphology-internal change is 
unclear. The underlying analogical model is presumably the d-stem feminine 
pattern, which has the same theme vowel throughout its singular subparadigm; 
however; if this is the case it is not immediately clear why the adopted form is 
not -Vs, the full genitive singular form of the d-stem feminine class. One possible 
explanation may be that the use of the form -Vs as the genitive singular of the d- 
stem masculine class was blocked by the fact that -Vs already served as the suffix 
for the nominative singular in the same class, and the fact that the historical 
sufhx was also an unadorned vowel was presumably also a factor.
The result of this change was the unmotivated creation of a n e^  innovative 
genitive suffix in a fairly minor class and with no direct analogical model, which 
in itself is somewhat surprising. Within the inheritance model, its effect is to sub­
stantially undermine the relationship beween the d-stem masculine and o-stem 
masculine classes: as the nominative and accusative singular forms used in the 
d-stem masculine class were precisely those specified as universal defaults at the 
NOUN node, the shared form of the genitive singular suffix had been the primary 
justification for continuing to model this orthogonal inheritance. Now that this 
link has gone, and with the d-stem masculine class already being modelled di- 
recdy as a daughter node of the consonant-stem class, this orthogonal inheritance 
relationship is somewhat flimsy and indeed the form of the genitive singular is 
the only difference between these two classes. It therefore makes sense to delete 
the rule which specified the orthogonal inheritance at the d-stem masculine node 
within the inheritance network, and in its place insert a new rule at the same 
node which specified the ne\y innovative genitive singular form, leading to a 
node with the following DATR structure:
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A_STEM_MASC:
<> = =  A_STEM 
<mor gender> = 
<mor sg gen> =
= masc
= <mor stem theme>
Table 4.34: Conditional entropies (columns given rows) for Medieval Greek be­
fore the change of the genitive singular suffix pattern of the d-stem masculine 
class from -u to -V (values x 1000)
nomsg
accsg
gensg
nompl/accpl
genpl
mean
nomsg accsg gensg nompl/accpl genpl mean
0 46 46 0 23
n ~ 114 ' 0 86
79 t", 33 113» 0
y9 33 113 0 56
179 65 gg ' „&T46 1 4 6 ^ ^ 134
112 32 104 104 0 r f i  :
Table 4.35: Conditional entropies (columns given rows) for Medieval Greek after 
the change of the genitive singular suffix pattern of the d-stem masculine class 
from -u to -V (values x 1000)
nomsg accsg gensg nompl/accpl genpl
nomsg 0 79
accsg 114 160
gensg 67 33
nompl/accpl 33 ,T13
genpl 179 65 ■1,92
mean 1 3 9 ^ " 32 "136 93 0
145
Tables 4.34 and 4.35 show the values of the information entropy metric be­
fore and after this particular change to the masculine d-stem genitive singular, 
with Table 4.36 summarising the effect that it had upon values of this metric. The 
result has clearly been to reduce the overall entropie predictability of the genitive 
singular, but to increase the entropie predictiveness: an effect which makes intu­
itive sense given that the genitive singular now serves as a unique class identifier 
for the d-stem masculine class, while the increased differentiation means that
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Table 4.36: Change in conditional entropies as a result of the change of the 
genitive singular suffix pattern of the d-stem masculine class from -u to -V (values 
X 1000)
nomsg
accsg
gensg
nompl/accpl 
genpl 
mean
nomsg accsg gensg
0 4-33
0 -f46
-12 0
0 0 0
0 0 4-46
-3 d-32 -11 0
mean
4-3
the genitive singular suffix -u is now restricted to the o-stem and o-stem neuter 
classes, making it too of increased use as a predictor of other forms. As we have 
seen with some earlier morphogically-motivated changes, the increases and de­
creases in complexity under the entropy metric almost balance each other out, 
with the net increase in the use of the genitive singular as a predictor for other 
forms being almost equal to the net decrease in its predictability on the basis of 
other forms. The overall impact on entropy of the system as a whole is close to 
neutral, with the overall average entropy increasing by a marginal 0.004 bits.
Table 4.37: Principal-parts predictability for Medieval Greek before the change 
of the genitive singular suffix pattern of the d-stem masculine class from -u to -V 
(values X 1000)
Cell predictability Inflection
nomsg accsg gensg nom pl/accpl genpl mean
class
predictability
o-stem 500 875 500 1000 575 500
o-stem neut 375 750 625 500 1000 650 700
d-stem "500 875 500 750 1000 725 ^ 6 7
d-stem masc 250 875 1000 ^425 233
c-stem 375 750 1000 500 433
c-stem neut 625 750 750 1000 750 833
mean 438 792 396 396 1000 604 578
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Table 4.38: Principal-parts predictability for Medieval Greek after the change of 
the genitive singular suffix pattern of the d-stem masculine class from -u to -V 
(values X 1000)
Cell predictability Inflection
nomsg accsg gensg nom pl/accpl genpl mean
class
predictability
o-stem 500 875 500 250 1000 625 633
o-stem neut 375 "750 625 500 1000 650 700
d-stem 500 875 500 750 1000 725 767
d-stem masc 500 875 500 1000 575 500
c-stem 37S 750 375 1000 500 433
c-stem neut 625 625 750 750 1000 "750 833
mean ' 4 ^ — 1 792 396 521 1000 637 644
Table 4.39: Change in principal-parts predictability as a result of the change of 
the genitive singular suffix pattern of the d-stem masculine class from -u to -V 
(values X 1000)
Cell predictability Inflection
nomsg accsg gensg nom pl/accpl genpl mean
class
predictability
o-stem 0 0 0 '4-250 , 0 4-50 4:133
o-stem neut 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
d-stem 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
d-stem masc 0 1 0 0 4-500 0 4-150 ! 4-267
c-stem 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
c-stem neut 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
mean 4-41 0 0 4-125 0 4-33 4-66
The effects of this change on individual inflection classes are mirrored in the 
principal-parts-based metrics, with predictability within the o-stem and d-stem 
masculine classes increasing, in the latter case by the relatively substantially fig­
ure of 4-0.267 (see Tables 4.37 to 4.39), while the overall value of the genitive 
singular as a member of sets of predictive principal parts also increases slightly 
(see Tables 4.40 to 4.42).
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Table 4.40: Principal-parts predictiveness for Koine Greek before the change of 
the genitive singular suffix pattern of the d-stem masculine class from -u to -V 
(values X 1000)
nom pl/ , nomsg accsg gensg genpl
mean predictiveness 750 375 500 500
Table 4.41: Principal-parts predictiveness for Koine Greek after the change of the 
genitive singular suffix pattern of the d-stem masculine class from -u to -V (values 
X 1000)
nom pl/ , nomsg accsg gensg J genpl
mean predictiveness 750 375 583 500
Table 4.42: Change in principal-parts predictiveness as a result of the change of 
the genitive singular suffix pattern of the d-stem masculine class from -u to -V 
(values X 1000)
nom pl/ genpl nomsg accsg gensg |
mean predictiveness 0 0 4-83 0 0
It is, however, interesting to note that the overall neutral effect of this change 
on the system as a whole observed in the entropy metric is not reflected in the 
principal-parts-based metrics, both of which suggest an overall decrease in com­
plexity. This is due to the nature of the principal-parts-based approach: it only 
measures the impact of changes on sets of principal parts which are sufficient to 
predict a form with total certainty and although part of the impact of this change 
is to increase the overall uncertainty over the genitive singular form—put sim­
ply with a greater number of possible realisations there is a high probability of 
any guess made without total certainty being incorrect—it does not impact upon 
which sets of principal parts are sufficient to determine the genitive singular form 
with certainty. This is clearly a significant difference between the principal-parts- 
and entropy-based metrics.
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4.4.5 Convergence of a-stem and consonant-stem classes (Part III)
This DATR fragment shows the outline of the system as it stood at this stage:
NOUN:
<m or s g  nom> == "< m or s te m  th e m e  1>" s
<m or s g  a c O  == "< m or s te m  th e m e  2> " n
<m or p i  g en >  == "< m or s te m  p l a i n > "  on
<m or s te m  th e m e >  == "< m or r o o t > "  "< m or v o w e l> "
<m or s te m  p l a i n >  == "< m or r o o t > " .
0_STEM:
<> == NOUN
<m or g e n d e r >  == m asc  
<m or v o w e l>  == o
<m or s g  g en >  == "< m or s te m  p l a i n > "  u
<m or p i  nom> == "< m or s te m  p l a i n > "  i
<m or p i  a c c >  == "< m or s te m  p l a i n > "  u s .
CONSONANT_STEM:
<> == NOUN
<m or v o w e l> "<m or s te m  th e m e i>  == "< m or r o o t > " " 
<m or s te m  th e m e 2> == "< m or r o o t > " a
<m or s g g en >  == " <m or s te m  p l a i n > " o s
<m or p i nom> == "< m or s te m  p l a i n > " e s
<m or p i a c c >  == " <m or s te m  p l a i n > " e s .
A_STEM_FEM:
<> == CONSONANT_STEM 
<m or g e n d e r >  == fem  
<m or v o w e l>  == a
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<m or s g nom> == "<m or s te m th e m e > "
<m or s g g en >  == "< m or s te m th e m e > "  s
<m or p i a c O  == "<m or s te m p l a i n > "  a s
A_STEM_MASC:
<> == CONSONANT_STEM 
<m or g e n d e r >  == m asc  
<m or s g  g en >  == "< m or s te m  th e m e > " .
Table 4.43: Medieval noun inflection
o-stem m d-stem m d-stem f c-stem m /f
nom sg -os -as -a -s
acc sg -on -an -an -an
gen sg -u -a -as -os
nom pi -1 -es -es -es
acc pi -us -as -as -as
gen pi -on -on -on -on
With the inflectional system in the shape shown in Table 4.43, the stage was 
now set for a more substantial remodelling. The data in Table 4.44 shows a 
reduced version of the system, focusing on the singular subparadigms of d-stem 
feminine, d-stem masculine and (non-neuter) consonant-stem classes; recall that 
the plural forms of these classes are already identical.
Table 4.44: Pre-Modern noun inflection
o-stem f o-stem m c-stem
gender fem masc masc/fem
nom sg -V -Vs -s
acc sg -Vn -Vn -Vn
gen sg -Vs -V -os
To explain the next set of morphology-internal changes, this data must be 
considered together with the fact that, by the Medieval period, the properties 
of stem phonology which had once served to determine whether the nominative 
singular of a consonant-stem noun featured a sufhx -s had been well and truly
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obscured by sound change, even more so than the conditioning of the theme 
vowel of the singular d-stem forms discussed above. The result of this was not 
only that the presence or absence of -s in a consonant-stem nominative singular 
form had become in need of lexical specification, but that in many lexemes of 
this class stem allomorphy had also arisen which affected only the nominative 
singular; so that for a substantial number of lexemes the entirety of the nomina­
tive singular form required lexical specification. As discussed above (§ 4.3.6) and 
below (§ 4.4.6), in some instances these irregular lexemes came to be replaced 
by their regularly-inflecting derivational diminutive forms in -ion. However; nu­
merous consonant-stem nouns with unpredictable nominative singular forms still 
remained.
Equally unpredictable, and similarly in need of lexical specification, was the 
assignment of the non-neuter consonant-stem nouns into masculine or feminine 
genders. Although traditional grammars (e.g. Smyth 1920) attempted to derive 
gender assignment rules on the basis of stem phonology these are very far from 
absolute, and in some cases barely constitute tendencies: the gender assignment 
of these nouns, where not semantically determined, appears to have been syn- 
chronically fairly arbitrary This contrasts with the o-stem and d-stem nouns, in 
which inflection was both synchronically and diachronically very closely linked 
to gender assignment: the ''d-stem feminine", "d-stem masculine" and "o-stem 
neuter" noun classes contain solely nouns of their specified gender; and while 
there were a very small number of feminine nouns in the "o-stem masculine" 
class, these were clearly lexically-specified exceptions (see § 3.1.4.1). The fact 
that the inflectional system featured a close pre-existing relationship between 
inflection-class membership and gender assignment will have contributed to the 
reshaping of the system that followed.
Recall that the inheritance model of this part of the system at this stage 
was as in Figure 4.11. Essentially the d-stem feminine and masculine classes 
were, on this analysis, daughter nodes of the (non-neuter) consonant-stem class
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NOUN
nom sg -Vs, acc sg -Vn, 
gen pi -on
O-STEM MASC 
gen sg -u, 
nom pi -i, acc pi -us
O-STEM NEUT 
nom sg -Vn, 
nom pi -a, acc pi -a
CONSONANT-STEM 
gen sg -os, 
nom pi -es, acc pi -es
CONSONANT-STEM NEUT A-STEM FEM
nom sg -0 , acc sg -0 , nom sg -V gen sg -Vs 
nom pi -a, acc pi -a
Figure 4.11: Medieval inflectional tree structure
A-STEM MASC 
gen sg -V
node, with which they shared all of their plural morphology and the form of 
their accusative singular sufhx. In addition, each of these d-stem classes was 
very strongly associated with a particular gender. Lexemes belonging to the 
consonant-stem class, on the other hand, suffered from unpredictability in both 
the form of their nominative singular relative to the rest of the paradigm, and in 
their gender assignment.
Given the high degree of irregularity of the nominative singular with respect 
to the rest of the consonant-stem inflectional pattern—some nominative singu­
lars ended in -s, some did not; some had the same lexical stem as the rest of 
the paradigm, others had a peculiar nominative singular stem—it is perhaps un­
surprising that these forms should have undergone some form of régularisation. 
The most obvious external analogical models for the reformation of this prob­
lematic form are the d-stem classes, with their close general resemblance to the 
consonant-stem class, and indeed it was these that were the basis of a major 
restructuring of the noun system. The nominative singular forms of consonant-
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Stem nouns were gradually replaced by regularised forms from the d-stem mas­
culine or feminine classes, according to their respective gender. As part of this 
process, ± o se  consonant-stem lexemes that had had nominative singular forms 
with a high degree of stem allomorphy replaced them with a regularised nom­
inative singular form consisting of the same stem as the rest of the paradigm 
followed by the appropriate nominative singular sufhx for their new inflection 
class.
But it was not only the nominative singular of these consonant-stem 
paradigms that was altered: they also began to take on the genitive singular 
forms of the appropriate d-stem class, again according to their gender. In fact, 
lexemes belonging to the consonant-stem class were effectively reassigned to 
the d-stem inflectional pattern appropriate to their gender; with the result that 
the consonant-stem class was eventually eliminated altogether; and its lexemes, 
which had made up over a quarter of the Classical Attic lexicon, became instead 
members of one or the other of the d-stem classes. It is interesting to note that 
the class of d-stem masculine nouns, which made up only a very small propor­
tion of the Kbrne lexicon and the membership of which was small in relation to 
both the d-stem feminine class and to the consonant-stem class, was nevertheless 
able to serve as a partial model for the analogical reformation of a much larger 
inflection class.
The inheritance model of this process is fairly straightforward, being a simple 
variation on the process of node realignment which we have already encoun- 
tered on several occasions, except that in this instance it is not the inheritance 
relationships between different inflection-class nodes that are being rearranged, 
but the inheritance relationships between the 'leaf nodes' representing individual 
lexemes and the nodes representing the inflection classes to which they belong.
Although diachronically the reassignment of lexemes into their new inflection 
class was conditioned by the lexically-specified gender; the synchronic result was 
a system in which gender assignment could be determined by inflection class to a
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much greater extent that before. In terms of the inheritance model, those nouns 
which had been members of the consonant-stem inflection class had previously 
needed to have their gender specified in their lexical entry; but under the new 
inflectional system it would be possible to model these lexemes as inheriting 
their gender from the appropriate inhection-class node, potentially allowing the 
gender information to be deleted from their lexical entries.
NOUN
nom sg -Vs, acc sg -Vn, 
gen pi -on
O-STEM MASC C-STEM
gen sg -u, nom pi -es, acc pi -es
nom pi -i, acc pi -us
O-STEM NEUT Â-STEM FEM À-STEM MASC
nom sg -Vn, nom sg -V, gen sg -Vs gen sg -V 
nom pi -a, acc pi -a
Figure 4.12: Early Modern inflectional tree structure
The inheritance structure resulting from this remodelling is shown in Fig- 
ure 4.12, and the associated DATR fragment is below.
NOUN:
<m or s g  nom> == "< m or s te m  th e m e > " s
<m or s g  a c c >  == "< m or s te m  th e m e > " n
<m or p i  g en >  == "< m or s te m  p l a i n > " on
<m or s te m  p l a i n > == "< m or r o o t> "
<m or s te m  th e m e > == "< m or r o o t> "  " <m or
0_STEM:
<> == NOUN
<mor gender> == masc
<mor vowel> == o
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<m or s g  g en >  == "< m or s te m  p l a i n > "  u
<m or p i  nom> == "< m or s te m  p l a i n > "  i
<m or p i  a c c >  == "< m or s te m  p l a i n > "  u s .
0_STEM_NEUT:
<> == 0_STEM
<m or g e n d e r >  == n e u t
<m or s g  nom> == "< m or s g  a c O "
<m or p i  nom> == "< m or s te m  p l a i n > "  a
<m or p i  a c c >  == "< m or p i  n o m > ".
C_STEM:
<> == NOUN 
<m or v o w e l>  == a
<m or p i  nom> == "< m or s te m  p l a i n > "  e s
<m or p i  a c O  == "< m or s te m  p l a i n > "  e s .
A_STEM_MASC:
<> == C_STEM
<m or g e n d e r >  == m a sc
<m or s g  g en >  == "< m or s te m  th e m e > " .
A_STEM_FEM:
<> == C_STEM
<m or g e n d e r >  == fem
<m or s g  nom> == "< m or s te m  th e m e > "
<m or s g  g en >  == "< m or s te m  th e m e > "  s .
Note that this apparently major rearrangem ent of the inflectional system has
required hardly any adjustment at all to the inheritance model. Although the
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inflectional system has changed substantially, it is the inheritance relationships 
between lexemes and inflection classes which have been altered, while the re­
lationships between inflection classes—and, indeed, the forms of the inflection 
classes themselves—have not changed at all. However, it should be noted that 
the “c-stem” node is now, in effect, a virtual node—a node from which no lex­
emes inherit directly—and as such it has been possible to remove from this node 
by a process of redundancy  deletion the now-defunct rule for forming the gen­
itive singular of the consonant-stem class, a rule which was already overridden 
by both of the d-stem inflection-class nodes inheriting from here. In line with the 
argument against virtual nodes in § 2.3.3, it would now be relatively straight­
forward to adjust the model to eliminate this virtual node by making the à-stem 
FEMININE node a daughter of the à-stem masculine node or, no less plausibly 
vice versa. However, since there is no evidence that would indicate favouring one 
possible model over the other, this choice would be arbitrary and it is perhaps 
preferable to retain the virtual node in this instance.
As there were no intermediate phases between this and the previous set of 
entropy tables calculated, we can directly compare the entropy metrics after the 
elimination of the consonant-stem class given in Table 4.45 with those given 
above in Table 4.35, with the difference between the two given in Table 4.46.
Table 4.45: Conditional entropies (columns given rows) for Early Modern Greek 
after the elimination of the consonant-stem class (values x 1000)
nomsg
accsg
gensg
nompl/accpl 
genpl 
mean
119
200
104
accsg gensg nompl/accpl genpl mean
0 0 0 0 0
69 119 0 r ÿ y
0 [ |0 __________ 0 25
50 50 0 38
81 150 150 l i s
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Table 4.46: Change in conditional entropies as a result of the elimination of the 
consonant-stem class (values x 1000)
nomsg accsg gensg nompl/accpl genpl
nomsg 1 0 j  -79 -4 6
accsg -L5 1 -91 +5
gensg -17 -33 -17
nompl/accpl -2 9 +17 1^-63 v:
genpl 4-21 +16 ; -4 2 +4
mean -5 0 i - 6 9 -1 4 0 -17
Intuitively we might expect a reduction in the total number of distinct inflec­
tion classes to result in a reduction in the overall complexity of the inflectional 
system. This metric supports this idea, with the overall complexity measured 
as the overall average conditional entropy falling by 0.017 bits. By far the most 
substantial change has been to the entropie predictability of the genitive singular: 
the uncertainty remaining over the genitive singular form when another form is 
known has fallen substantially regardless of w hat the known form is. This makes 
sense when considered in light of the inflection class structure immediately prior 
to the elimination of the consonant-stem class, in which the genitive singular was 
the only form which distinguished the consonant-stem class from the masculine 
d-stem class: under that scenario, there would inevitably be a substantial de­
gree of uncertainty over the genitive singular form when any one other form of a 
lexeme belonging to one of those two classes was known. This reduction in com­
plexity around the genitive singular may help to explain why the consonant-stem 
lexemes were transferred entirely into the d-stem classes, instead of retaining the 
-os genitive singular suffix.
Table 4.47: Principal-parts predictiveness for Early Modern Greek after the elim­
ination of the consonant-stem class (values x 1000)
nom pl/ 1 nomsg accsg gensg ^ J genpl
mean predictiveness 1000 438 750 625
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Table 4.48: Change in principal-parts predictiveness as a result of the elimination 
of the consonant-stem class (values x 1000)
nomsg accsg gensg nom pl/accpl
genpl
mean predictiveness +250 +63 +167 +125 0
The mean predictive entropy value of zero for the nominative singular shows 
that, as a result of this change, this form is now a sufficient principal part to de­
termine inflection class membership with certainty. As might be expected, this 
is reflected in the principal-parts predictiveness metric, with the predictiveness 
value of the nominative singular increasing to the maximum of 1, while the in­
creased interpredictability resulting from a reduction in the overall number of 
different inflection classes is reflected in the predictiveness values of the other 
forms as well.
4.4.6 Creation of /-stem neuter class
As mentioned previously (§ 4.3.6), there was an increasing tendency for nouns 
of the consonant-stem and neuter consonant-stem inflection classes which had 
irregular or unpredictable nominative singular forms to migrate to the o-stem 
neuter inflection class by way of their derivation diminutive forms in -ion, which 
had the advantage of possessing absolute regularity of their stem through­
out their paradigm. This process—essentially one of régularisation by means 
of inflection class change—eventually affected many masculine and feminine 
consonant-stem nouns and nearly all the neuter consonant-stem nouns, so that 
only a small number of the latter class remained.
As these lexemes belonged to the ordinary o-stem neuter inflection class, the 
element -/-, although characteristic of the type, was arguably part of the stem in 
the Koine system. However, this series of nouns were later affected by a regular 
sound change that resulted in the loss of the vowel -o- between -/- and word final
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Table 4.49: Change in inflection class of pus Toot'
o-stem neut i-stem neut
before after
nom sg -on -i-on -i^n
acc sg -on -i-on -i-n
gen sg -u -i-u -i-u
nom pi -a -i-a -i-a
acc pi -a -i-a -i-a
gen pi -on -i-on -i-on
-u. The effect of this was to alter the nominative and accusative singular word 
sufhxes for nouns of this type from -ion to -m. However; it is notable that this 
change did not affect the homophonous genitive plural form. Presumably ± e  
status of the suffix -on as the default genitive plural marker across all inflection 
classes—^with the rule for this form being located at the root NOUN node—helped 
to preserve it in the face of this regular sound change.
The result of this change was that a larger number of neuter nouns which 
had previously been part of the regular o-stem neuter class now differed from 
that class in the form of their nominative and accusative singular, effectively 
creating a sizeable new inflection class. The difference in form is admittedly 
small, but nevertheless it is significant enough to justify the addition of a new  
“i-stem neuter” class within the inheritance model. This can be done by means 
of node insertion: a new daughter node of the existing o-stem neuter node is 
created, specifying the necessary overriding rules for the differences in inflection 
to be correctly realised. In fact, on the assumption that the element -i- remains an 
invariant part of the lexical stem, only one minor difference in the specification 
is required, namely the absence of any theme vowel from this class. The below 
DATR fragment show how this new class could be implemented as a daughter 
node of the existing o-stem neuter class.
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NOUN:
<mor sg nom> == "<mor stem theme>" s
<mor sg acc> == "<mor stem theme>" n
<mor pi gen> == "<mor stem plain>" on
<mor stem plain> == "<mor root>"
<mor stem theme> == "<mor root>" "<mor vowel>".
0_STEM:
<> == NOUN
<mor gender> == masc 
<mor vowel> == o
<mor sg gen> == "<mor stem plain>" u
<mor pi nom> == "<mor stem plain>" i
<mor pi acc> == "<mor stem plain>" us.
0_STEM_NEUT:
<> == 0_STEM
<mor gender> == neut
<mor sg nom> == "<mor sg acO"
<mor pi nom> == "<mor stem plain>" a
<mor pi acc> == "<mor pi nom>".
I_STEM_NEUT:
<> == 0_STEM_NEUT 
<mor vowel> ==
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4.4.7 Modern Greek
This system went on to develop into that of Modem Demotic Greek, as shown 
in Table 4.50. The only further change of any significance affecting these major 
classes was the loss of final -n from all accusative singular suffixes. The motiva­
tion for this loss is unclear; and it is not the result of any wider; regular phono­
logical mle: indeed, in the o-stem class only the accusative singular suffix, and 
not the homophonous genitive plural, is affected. However; since the use of the 
genitive plural had apparently died out in the vernacular by the late 19^ Cen­
tury surviving only in formal written texts, and has only in the second half of 
the 20"^  Century been fully revived in the spoken language, it is possible that the 
current pronunciation of this form owes more to the preservation of its historic 
spelling than to any diachronic continuity
Table 4.50: Modem Demotic inflectional system (token counts from
Kavoukopoulos 1996, quoted in Christofrdou and Stephany 1997; total number 
of tokens not given)
o-stem masc 
16%
o-stem neut 
<3%^^
i-stem neut 
31%
o-stem masc 
8%
o-stem fem 
42%
nom sg -os -0 -i -as a
acc sg -0 -0 -i -a -a
gen sg -u -u -iu -a -as
nom pi -1 -a -la -es -es
acc pi -us -a -ia -es -es
gen pi -on -on -ion -on -on
In any case, it is certainly notable that this change to the accusative singular 
suffix has had the effect of introducing additional homophony into the singu­
lar subparadigm of the non-o-stem inflection classes: between accusative and
late as the 1970s, Sotiropoulos (1972:69) implies that the genitive plural is effectively 
obsolete in referring to it as "not yet ] completely eliminated".
^^Indeed, more than 2,000 lexemes in Modem Greek lack any realisation for genitive plural 
whatsoever. Sims (2007) argues that this defectiveness is a lexically-specihed phenomenon; 
if this is ± e  case, it can be modelled quite easily within the inheritance model by specifying 
overrides to the default realisation at the relevant lexical nodes.
^^Kavoukopoulos (1996) does not give a token count for the o-stem neuter class, although 
on the basis of the other figures given it cannot be greater than 3%. This inflection class has 
relatively few members in the modem language since many of the nouns which had previously 
been members of it have been reassigned to the i-stem neuter class (see § 4.4.6).
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genitive in the masculine nouns, and between nominative and accusative in the 
feminine class. Grammars of Modern Greek such as Sotiropoulos (1972) and 
Ralli (2000) offer different ways of modelling these syncretisms, and within Net­
work Morphology they may be modelled by rules of referral; however, the in­
troduction of these additional syncretisms has not yet affected the relationships 
between the different inflection classes, and so would not require any changes 
to our inheritance model more substantive than a simple rule change.
4.5 Summary
The noun system of Greek illustrates the diachronic evolution of an inflectional 
system as a system. Of particular interest is the history of the d-stem feminine 
class, which first emerges as a distinct inflection class as the result of regular 
phonological changes affecting a certain subclass of consonant-stem nouns, but 
which then undergoes changes that may be modelled, within an inheritance 
framework, as realignment of its default inheritance relationship to instead be­
come a subclass of the o-stem nouns. This switch is initially motivated both by 
phonological and structural similarities in the realisation of forms between these 
classes which arose as the result of the aforementioned phonological develop­
ments; however, this new relationship is then reinforced by purely morphological 
changes to increase this similarity which affect only the d-stem class.
Later, this relationship is in turn undermined by more regular phonological 
changes, and also by the loss of the dative case from the system, until eventually 
the structural relationship between the d-stem and o-stem classes is weakened 
to a point where the d-stem class, which had begun as a daughter node of the 
consonant-stem class, can switch its default inheritance back to the consonant- 
stem class once again, retaining only those distinctive forms which were distin­
guished by specific rules at its node when it was a daughter node inheriting from 
the o-stem class. Eventually the increasing similarity between the consonant-
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Stem and d-stem classes results in a total merger of these classes, which is a 
restoration of the original situation from Proto-Indo-European.
Conclusions
5.1 Overview
Over a 2,500-year period, the system of Greek noun inflection has undergone 
a series of changes, some imposed upon it by external forces of phonological 
change, and some apparently motivated by factors internal to the morphology 
itself. I have shown how a series of coherent synchronic analyses within the 
framework of Network Morphology can be related into a diachronic model of the 
evolution of an inflectional system, and investigated how the morphologically- 
motivated changes which occur may be related to notions of autonomous mor­
phological complexity as calculated under a range of different metrics.
5.2 Inflection-class diachrony and Network Morphology
At various points in its history the system of Greek noun inflection has undergone 
substantial restructuring. In those instances where radical changes to the system 
have come about as the result of regular external sound change affecting the 
phonology of the language, equally radical changes to the inheritance model 
have sometimes been required. But the same may have been true of an analysis 
with any alternative morphological theory: it is difficult to conceive of a way 
of modelling inflectional systems which would be robust in the face of arbitrary
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changes imposed by outside forces of phonology and yet remain theoretically 
significant.
It is in the modelling of those changes motivated by forces internal to the 
system -that the inheritance-based approach has proved to be remarkably well- 
suited. At each stage these internally-motivated alterations to the system have 
been incremental in their operation, falling within the proposed typology of in­
cremental changes put forward in § 2.4. This typology allows the models before 
and after these morphologically-motivated changes to be related to one another 
in a coherent matter, and indeed in some cases suggests a motivation for the 
change in terms of simplification of the model. Network Morphology is therefore 
an appropriate framework within which to model the diachrony of an inflection 
class system such as that of Greek nouns.
The process of node realignment (§ 2.4.5) has been particularly crucial in this 
analysis. Specifically it has provided a very neat approach to theoretically mod­
elling the way in which the analogical source of morphology-internal changes 
affecting the d-stem class switches over time. In fact, there is almost a cycli­
cal nature to the process of the node realignment changes that we have seen in 
Greek: the inheritance relationship between a daughter node and its parent node 
is weakened by sound change, to the point where an alternative analysis in which 
a different inheritance relationship between the same daughter node and a dif­
ferent parent node becomes equally if not more, robust according to the measure 
of Inheritance Weakness (§ 2.3.3). Once this new inheritance relationship has 
become established, it is strengthened by the deletion of certain overriding rules 
from the daughter node, which is essentially equivalent to analogical change on 
the model of the new parent node. But eventually the confounding influence 
of sound change erodes this relationship too, potentially allowing the process of 
node realignment to begin again.
The process of rule deletion (§ 2.4.4) has also been particularly prominent in 
the diachronic analysis. The history of Greek noun inflection provides four clear,
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distinct instances of the analogical extension of forms which are represented 
within the inheritance model by rules located at nodes higher in the hierarchy 
at the expense of forms whose rules are located at nodes lower in the hierarchy. 
These analogical changes can be modelled simply by the deletion of the overrid­
ing rules from the lower nodes. This suggests a tendency for analogical change 
to favour more-default inflectional forms over less-default forms, where defaults 
are, crucially identified by their role in a synchronic analysis of the structure of 
the inflectional system, not on the basis of their frequency ^  and not on the basis 
of their role in diachronic change. When such change occurs motivated by fac­
tors internal to the morphology the general tendency thus appears to be for it to 
increase the scope of synchronic default forms to additional inflection classes.
It is significant that when this process of rule deletion occurs, the effect is 
to increase the applicability of a default rule within the scope of the nodes that 
already have a direct chain of inheritance connecting them to the node at which 
that default rule is specified. Of course, if one realisational form is going to be re­
placed by another, more default realisation as the result of an analogical change, 
it is perhaps unsurprising that the realisation being influenced is more likely to 
be one within this existing inheritance scope than one outside of it. And because 
the process is therefore indeed one of simple rule deletion, this means that the 
net impact on the inheritance model is to decrease the amount of information 
required to specify the inheritance model of the system; there is one fewer rule 
in the system, and one fewer line in the d a t r  analysis. This reduction in the 
information required to specify the system arguably also constitutes a reduction 
in complexity on the basis that a system that requires less information to specify 
is less complex. On this basis, the analogical spreading of default forms may be 
argued to constitute a reduction in overall complexity at least within a Network 
Morphology model.
Contrasting with this process of spreading of defaults by rule deletion, there is
Hhe most default form, that of the genitive plural, is certainly not the most frequent (see 
Table 3.8).
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only one clear instance of rule promotion, where a rule from lower in the hierar­
chy moves to a node higher in the hierarchy thus increasing the scope of nodes by 
which it is inherited. This occurs in the Koine period, when the o-stem/d-stem ac­
cusative singular termination in -n spreads to the consonant-stem class (§ 4.3.3). 
But it is important to note that in this instance the promotion of the rule is not 
at the expense of some other, existing default rule. Before the -n termination 
is generalised, there is no higher level default marker for accusative singular; 
rather, the marker with -n is becoming that default by applying across a wider 
set of inflection classes. The marker which is “losing out” and ultimately being 
deleted as part of this morphological process—the previous consonant-stem ac­
cusative singular marker—is located not higher in the inheritance hierarchy but 
at the same level of node as the marker which is being generalised. In fact, Greek 
offers no unambiguous examples of less default forms being generalised at the 
expense of more default forms.^
As with rule deletion, the net effect of this process of rule promotion is a re­
duction in the total amount of information required to specify the inheritance 
model of the inflectional system. Instead of two (or more) rules specifying dif­
ferent inflectional realisations of some feature-value set at one level within the 
inheritance hierarchy there is now one rule specifying a single inflectional real­
isation of that same feature-value set at a higher level within the hierarchy. So 
the observed analogical spreading of defaults through rule promotion, although 
apparently less common than the process of rule deletion, can also be held to 
constitute under the inheritance model a net reduction in the total complexity of 
the inflectional system.
It is perhaps worth reiterating that default forms, and particularly those uni­
versal default forms located at the NOUN node, can display a remarkable degree 
of diachronic stability Although this may not in itself seem entirely surprising—
^As explained in § 4.3.3, an analysis in which the - n  termination already possesses default 
status before this change takes place, allowing the change to be analysed instead as another 
instance of rule deletion, would also be possible, but is more difficult to justify on synchronic 
grounds.
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after all, the fact that there is often no alternative form to serve as a model for any 
analogical change would naturally lead one to expect a high degree of stability— 
defaults can in fact remain robust in the face of external changes that ought to 
affect the scope of their application. The rule for forming the genitive plural 
remains a universal default throughout the history of the system, continuing to 
apply across all inflection classes from Proto-Indo-European through to Modern 
Greek, and does indeed resist regular sound changes which ought to have altered 
its form in a subset of inflection classes, such as that affecting the i-stem neuter 
nouns in the Early Modern period (§ 4.4.6). This can possibly be seen as a ten­
dency to resist increases in complexity via the addition of extra information (in 
the form of overriding rules) to the inheritance model, although from elsewhere 
in the history of Greek it is clear that such rule insertions caused by regular sound 
change do indeed occur with relatively high frequency.
Although this work has demonstrated how a linguistic model of change in an 
inflectional system with hierarchically-structured classes such as that of Greek 
nouns can be constructed within the framework of Network Morphology this 
question must be considered separately from that of what, if any cognitive re­
ality there is to the structures proposed in this model. For although it appears 
true that the types of incremental change to the inheritance proposed in § 2.4 
are sufficiently frequent for such a typology to be useful in linguistic analysis 
of morphologically-motivated change, in reality the cognitive structures used to 
organise a morphological system must be constructed anew from real language 
data by each fresh generation of speakers. The large-scale stability of inflectional 
systems over time suggests that each new generation, operating to the same set of 
internal constraints or tendencies for model optimisation, constructs an internal 
model more or less equivalent to that of the previous generation. Nevertheless, 
changes do occur.
Hypothetically change in an inflectional system may arise either due to mis­
takes in production made by one generation of speakers or due to mistakes in
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learning by another. In the former case, it is possible to argue that there may 
be some cognitive reality to the typology of incremental changes to an inheri­
tance model. In the latter case it could be argued such incremental changes are 
likely since a learner constructing their own cognitive model on the basis of the 
speech output of a previous generation using a similar internal set of optimisa­
tion constraints should be more likely to construct a model which differs slightly 
from that of the previous generation than one which differs more radically. In 
any case, the issue of whether or not there is a cognitive reality to these types of 
change does not diminish their relevance as an analytical tool.
5.3 Diachronic trends in morphological complexity
As well as providing a coherent model of the changes that affect the system, 
the diachronic analysis of Greek noun inflection has allowed us to calculate rea­
sonably full sets of data points for the entropie predictability entropie predic­
tiveness and principai-parts predictiveness metrics applied to the system across 
the history of language. These will allow us to take an overview of the long­
term diachrony of morphological complexity as quantified by these metrics and 
to consider whether there are any diachronic trends to be observed.
The values of these three metrics are shown in Figures 5.1 (entropie pre­
dictability), 5.2 (entropie predictiveness) and 5.3 (principal-parts-based predic­
tiveness). There are two issues that should be borne in mind when considering 
these datasets. The first is the elimination of the dative case from the language 
in the Koine period (see § 4.3.4), because of which the relevant metrics for the 
dative singular and dative plural are not calculated after the Koine 2’ stage. It 
is, however, interesting to note the diachronic trends in the specific values of 
the dative singular and dative plural under all three metrics. While the dative 
singular starts as a highly unpredictive and highly predictable default form and 
then becomes more predictive and less predictable as a result of sound change
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between the Classical Attic and Koine V  stages, the trend in the dative plural is in 
the opposite direction. Although these measures obviously exclude realisations 
of dative forms in other word classes (e.g. pronouns and adjectives), this does 
suggest:that there is no direct relationship between the loss of a morphosyntactic 
case and the complexity of its inflectional realisations under these metrics.
The second issue is that, because of the universal default status that it holds 
throughout the history of the inflectional system, the genitive plural has been 
omitted from the graphs of the entropie predictability and principal-parts pre­
dictiveness metrics (Figures 5.1 and 5.3): from the former because its default 
nature means that there is never any uncertainty over its inflection, and so the 
entropie predictability value is a constant 0, and from the latter because its de­
fault nature means that it is effectively of no facilitative use as a principal part, 
and its value is again a constant 0.  ^ Note, however, that the genitive plural line 
has been included on the entropie predictiveness graph (Figure 5.2); here, since 
knowing the genitive plural of the noun is of no more use in deducing any other 
form than not knowing it, it effectively functions as a maximal entropie value for 
the system at each stage.
It is apparent from all three graphs that, despite the degree of variation in 
values of these complexity metrics between realisations of different feature-value 
sets, diachronically the complexity within the realisation of a single feature-value 
set is relatively stable. Forms which are both highly predictive and highly un­
predictable, such as the nominative singular, nominative plural and accusative 
plural, tend to remain so. This is particularly apparent when comparing the indi­
vidual series for the entropy metrics calculated for these feature-value sets with 
the mean for each metric (Figures 5.1 and 5.2): all three have better than aver­
age predictiveness and worse than average predictability throughout the history 
of the system. Turning to Figure 5.3, it can be seen that realisations of these three 
feature-value sets are also consistently among the most useful forms as principal
^The genitive plural is still taken into account in the calculation of the overall mean values of 
both entropy-based metrics.
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parts. This perhaps points to a general tendency for forms which are particularly 
highly facilitative in predicting the rest of a paradigm to continue to have this 
facilitative property diachroncially.
One of the most notable exceptions to this general diachronic stability is the 
entropie predictability of the genitive singular. Figure 5.1 shows the value of 
this metric rising gradually from its starting value of 0.068 before undergoing 
a particularly dramatic variation, climbing to a high of 0.136 in the Medieval 
period as a result of the change in the formation of the genitive singular of the 
d-stem masculine class discussed in § 4.4.4, before falling sharply to 0.067 as 
a result of the reorganisation of the d-stem/consonant-stem system in the Early 
Modern period. In fact, as noted in § 4.4.5, this latter restructuring results in 
a reduction in complexity under all three metrics, with the mean value of both 
entropy metrics becoming less complex, and the principal-parts predictability of 
all realisations increasing. This, then, is one morphology-internal change which 
can strongly be argued to result in a decrease in morphological complexity.
Aside from this change, however, the diachronic stability of the mean en­
tropy values, which is the headline figure for overall system complexity under 
the entropy metrics, is notable for its extraordinarily high degree of stability. 
This value is shown on both graphs by a solid black line, and remains much the 
same throughout the history of the language.
This is a particularly interesting phenomenon, since the overall structure of 
the inflectional system undergoes substantial remodelling at several points. And 
yet, although analogical changes take place which might be expected to consti­
tute simplification of the system, the overall entropie complexity remains much 
the same. That is not to say of course, that the complexity at all points within 
the system remains constant, but rather that morphologically-motivated changes 
which may be seen as motivated by the fact that they reduce complexity in one 
part of the system often have a side-effect of increasing complexity elsewhere, in
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such a way that the net impact on the total complexity of the system is relatively 
neutral.
An example of this may be seen in § 4.3.5 with the generalisation of the 
nominative plural suffix -ss from the consonant-stem class to the d-stem class, 
which is the change between Koine 3’ and Koine 4’ in Figures 5.1 and 5.2. Recall 
that the diachronic change to the inheritance model could be represented by the 
rule deletion of an overriding rule for the nominative plural suffix from the d- 
stem node, allowing the inherited suffix to apply at the d-stem node as well as 
at the consonant-stem node: from the point of view of the Network Morphology 
model, this constitutes a reduction in complexity with the total number of rules 
in the model reduced and the inheritance relationship between the d-stem and 
consonant-stem nodes strengthened.
However, the effect on complexity as measured under the entropy metrics is 
not so straightforward. The generalisation of this default rule to an additional 
class helps to make the realisation of the nominative plural more predictable, 
but at the same time it makes the nominative plural less useful as a predictor 
of other forms. The same phenomenon can be observed to affect the accusative 
singular between the Koine V  and Koine 2’ periods, when the termination in 
-n became generalised from the vowel-stem classes to the consonant-stem class 
(see § 4.3.3). This resulted in a substantial decrease in predictiveness under 
both the principal-parts and entropy-based predictiveness metrics, but an almost 
corresponding increase in entropie predictability.
It is this trade-off between predictability and predictiveness which results in 
the overall mean values of the entropy metrics remaining more-or-less stable 
throughout almost the entire history of the language. In fact, this balancing act 
is to some extent inherent in the nature of these metrics: by becoming “more 
default” within the terms of a Network Morphology analysis, a particular real­
isation becomes both more predictable and more unpredictive, so long as the 
general structure of the inflection class system remains the same.
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As discussed in § 2.2.2, Malouf and Ackerman (2010a) suggest a mechanism 
under which an inflectional system with high entropy can evolve to have low  
entropy by a series of incremental changes. There is a decrease in entropie com­
plexity between the start and end points of the diachronic Greek data, primarily 
due to the merger of the d-stem and consonant-stem classes in the Early Mod­
ern period, and a decrease in entropie complexity associated with a decrease in 
the number of inflection classes is in line with Malouf and Ackerman’s model. 
Aside from this, however, the overall level entropie complexity in the system is 
diachronically stable. Since the mechanism proposed by Malouf and Ackerman 
is intended as a possible explanation for how inflectional systems with very high 
entropy (the hypothetical initial systems used to demonstrate the mechanism 
have the logical extreme of maximum entropy) can evolve towards having lower 
entropy it is therefore arguably not applicable to a system such as that of Greek 
nouns, where the initial entropy is itself relatively low. In fact, it is conceiv­
able that the mechanisms of morphologically-motivated change which operate 
in systems with very high entropy are different from the analogical processes 
which we have generally seen at work in the diachrony of the Greek noun sys­
tem, and that once the level of entropie complexity falls below a certain level, 
the type of complexity it represents (based upon the interpredictability of forms) 
becomes less relevant as a motivation for morphological change than the type 
of structural complexity represented by the Network Morphology model. There­
fore, while Malouf and Ackerman’s conjecture does not appear to be relevant 
for Greek nouns, it may still apply to systems with much higher initial entropie 
complexity.
Analogical change can lower morphological complexity from some perspec­
tives, but increase it from others. While such change may constitute a reduction 
in the complexity of the Network Morphology model (by a straightforward reduc­
tion in the number of rules in the system), its net effect on the overall complexity 
of the system under the entropy metrics may be neutral. It is therefore difficult
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to propose a straightforward relationship between this type of morphologically- 
motivated change and those notions of morphological complexity based upon 
the interpredictability of forms within a paradigm.
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5.4 Summary of findings
The aim of this work has been to explore the role that notions of complexity play 
in diachronic change in inflection class systems through a detailed diachronic 
case study of the Greek noun system. This case study has been analysed within 
the framework of Network Morphology and in § 2.3.3 I proposed a series of 
refinements on the criteria for the construction of Network Morphology models, 
including the introduction of the notion of Relationship Weakness, which helped 
inform my analysis.
In Chapter 4 1 developed a detailed and coherent account of the diachrony 
of Greek noun inflection from Proto-Indo-European to Modern Greek, showing 
how synchronically valid Network Morphology models of the system at succes­
sive stages in its history can be related to one another, and demonstrating how  
analogical changes within the inflectional system may be modelled within Net­
work Morphology. This included introducing, in § 4.2.5, a novel analysis of the 
inflection of the d-stem masculine nouns in Classical Attic as an instance of mor- 
phosyntactically coherent heteroclisis.
Having proposed, in § 2.4, a typology of small, incremental diachronic changes 
that may affect Network Morphology models, in Chapter 4 1 demonstrated how 
this typology can be usefully applied to the changes observed in the evolution of 
the inflectional system of Greek nouns. Within this typology the notion of node 
realignment (§ 2.4.5), in which the hierarchical relationships between inflection 
classes are altered, has proved to be of particular importance, and was crucial 
in modelling the various analogical influences which affect the d-stem inflection 
class at different points in its history. In § 5.2 I concluded that analogical change 
in the Greek noun system tends to occur in such a way that the applicability of 
defaults is increased within the scope of existing inheritance relationships, con­
stituting a reduction in the complexity of the Network Morphology model.
Alongside the diachronic modelling of the inflectional system, I have calcu­
lated complexity metrics for the system at various points in its development. By
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relating the one to the other, I have demonstrated that there is no clear corre­
lation between analogical change and some general notion of complexity, but 
rather that morphologically-motivated change can have the effect of reducing 
complexity by some measures and increasing it under others. In fact, in § 5.3 I 
have shown that changes resulting in reductions in the complexity of the Network 
Morphology model do not always lead to reductions in the values of complex­
ity metrics, since increasing the scope of inflection classes over which a default 
form applies tends to result in an increase in the predictability of that form but 
a decrease in its predictiveness. This tendency is reflected in the changing val­
ues of the related notions of entropie predictiveness and entropie predictability. 
Therefore, although morphologically-motived change may be explained as mo­
tivated by a reduction in complexity this reduction will rarely be uniform across 
different definitions of complexity.
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Appendix A
Tree diagrams in chronological order
NOUN
nom sg -Vs, ace sg -Vm, dat sg -Vi, 
ace pi -Vns, gen pi -ôm
O-STEM CONSONANT-STEM
gen sg -Vsio, _ gen sg -os,
nom pi -Vi, dat pi Vis nom pi -es, dat pi -su
EHg-STEM
nom sg -0
Figure A.l: Inheritance tree for p ie  noun inflectional terminations
NOUN
nom sg -Vs, dat sg -Vi, 
gen pi -on
O-STEM MASC CONSONANT-STEM
acc sg =Vn, gen sg -du, ace sg -a, gen sg -os,
nom pi -Vi, acc pi -dus, dat pi -Vis nom pi -es, acc pi -as, dat pi -Vsi
À-STEM FEM 
nom sg -V, acc sg -Vn, gen sg -Vs, 
nom pi -Vs, acc pi -Vs
Figure A.2: Pre-Greek inflection fitted to p ie  tree structure
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NOUN
nom sg -Vs, dat sg -Vi, 
gen pi -on
O-STEM CONSONANT-STEM
acc sg -Vn, gen sg -du, acc sg -a, gen sg -os,
nom pi -Vi, acc pi -dus, dat pi -Vis nom pi -es, acc pi -as, dat pi -si
À-STEM FEM 
n o m  S g - y  g e n  S g -Vs, 
n o m  pi -Vs, acc pi -Vs, dat pi -Vsi
Figure A.3: Alternative Pre-Greek inflectional tree structure
NOUN
nom sg -Vs, dat sg -Vi, 
gen pi -on
O-STEM
acc sg -Vn, gen sg -du, 
nom pi -Vi, acc pi -dus, dat pi -Vis
O-STEM NEUT 
nom sg -Vn, 
nom pi -a, acc pi -a
A-STEM FEM 
nom sg y  gen sg -Vs, 
acc pi -Vs
CONSONANT-STEM  
acc sg -a, gen sg -os, 
nom pi -es, acc pi -as, dat pi -si
CONSONANT-STEM NEUT
nom sg -0 , acc sg -0 , 
nom pi -a, acc pi -a
Figure A.4: Classical Attic inflectional tree structure
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NOUN
nom sg -Vs, acc sg -Vn, 
gen pi -on
O-STEM MASC CONSONANT-STEM
gen Sg -n, gen s g -os,
nom pi -y, acc pi -us nom pi -es, acc pi -as
À-STEM FEM
nom sg -a, gen sg -as, 
nom pi-e, acc pi-as
Figure A. 5: Mid-Koine - possible inflectional tree structure
NOUN
nom sg -Vs, acc sg -Vn, 
gen pi -on
O-STEM MASC CONSONANT-STEM
gen sg -u, gen sg -os,
nom pi -y acc pi -us nom pi -es, acc pi -as
À-STEM FEM 
nom sg -a, gen sg -as, 
nom pi -e
Figure A. 6: Mid-Koine - alternative inflectional tree structure
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NOUN
nom sg -Vs, acc sg -Vn, 
gen pi -on
O-STEM MASC 
g en sg -u ,  
nom pi -i, acc pi us
O-STEM NEUT  
nom sg -Vn, 
nom pi -a, acc pi -a
CONSONANT-STEM  
gen sg -os, 
nom pi -es, acc pi -es
CONSONANT-STEM NEUT 
nom S g  -0 , acc sg -0 , 
nom pi -a, acc pi -a
A-STEM FEM 
nom sg -y gen sg -Vs
À-STEM MASC
singular =  o - s t e m  m a s c
Figure A. 7: Early Medieval inflectional tree structure
NOUN
nom sg -Vs, acc sg -Vn, 
gen pi -on
O-STEM MASC 
gen sg -u, 
nom pi i, acc pi -us
O-STEM NEUT 
nom sg -Vn, 
nom pi -a, acc pi -a
CONSONANT-STEM NEUT
nom sg -0 , acc sg -0 , 
nom pi -a, acc pi -a
CONSONANT-STEM  
gen sg -os, 
nom pi -es, acc pi -es
A-STEM FEM A-STEM MASC
nOm sg -y gen sg -Vs singular =  o - s t e m  m a s c
Figure A.8: Alternative Early Medieval inflectional tree structure
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NOUN
nom sg -Vs, acc sg -Vn, 
gen pi -on
O-STEM MASC 
gen Sg -u, 
nom pi -i, acc pi -us
O-STEM NEUT 
nom sg -Vn, 
nom pi -a, acc pi -a
CONSONANT-STEM  
gen sg -os, 
nom pi -es, acc pi -es
CONSONANT-STEM NEUT A-STEM FEM
nom sg -0 , acc sg -0 , nom sg -V gen sg -Vs 
nom pi -a, acc pi -a
Figure A. 9: Medieval inflectional tree structure
A-STEM MASC 
gen sg -V
NOUN
nom sg -Vs, acc sg -Vn, 
gen pi -on
C-STEM
nom pi -es, acc pi -es
O-STEM MASC 
gen sg -u, 
nom pi -i, acc pi -us
O-STEM NEUT A-STEM FEM A-STEM MASC
nom sg -Vn, nom sg -y gen sg -Vs gen sg -V 
nom pi -a, acc pi -a
Figure A. 10: Early Modern inflectional tree structure
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